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ABSTRACT
Soil-structure interaction (SSI) effects are relevant for the seismic analysis of tall buildings
on shallow foundations since the dynamic behavior of structures is highly affected by the
interaction between the superstructure and supporting soils. As part of earthquake-resistant designs
of buildings, considering SSI effects in the analysis provides more realistic estimates of its
performance during a seismic event, particularly when both the structure and soil undergo large
demands that can compromise serviceability. Oversimplifications of structural or soil modeling in
the analysis introduces variability and biases in the computed seismic response.
The main goal of this dissertation is to investigate the interaction between archetype tall
buildings and its supporting soils using numerical simulations. This dissertation develops the
following objectives: i) to estimate the differences in the seismic performance of archetype tall
building under different SSI approaches and compared to idealized fixed-base conditions; ii) to
evaluate the seismic performance of tall building models by estimating intensity measures and
engineering demand parameters (EDPs); iii) to assess the influence of SSI in the earthquakeinduced losses of the structures; and iv) to evaluate the interaction of soil-structure systems using
nonlinear constitutive models. To achieve these goals, numerical models of linear-elastic and
nonlinear-inelastic tall buildings supported on mat foundation, combined with either fixed-base
conditions at ground level or an explicit soil domain, are subjected to different earthquake time
histories. The influence of SSI is quantified using structural and soil demands.
It is concluded that the seismic response of tall buildings is largely affected by the inclusion
of SSI effects when compared to conventional fixed-base structure models. SSI changed the
computed seismic demands of the tall buildings in terms of inter-story drifts, peak horizontal
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accelerations, seismic-induced settlements, and losses compared to idealized buildings with fixedbase conditions. Nonlinear analyses show a significant decrease of EDPs when compared to those
demands obtained with linear models. Energy distribution among both supporting soils and
structure vary significantly as EDPs induce stresses and strains in the building beyond the onset of
structural yielding. SSI impacts the structural and soil behavior and has practical implications in
seismic resistant designs.
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INTRODUCTION

Seismic events may cause damage to civil infrastructure that can negatively impact
facilities in terms of economic losses, loss of functionality, or fatalities. The use of appropriate
models in the seismic design of buildings are needed to accurately predict the seismic behavior of
structures and to avoid under- or over-estimation of structural or soil demands. The seismic design
of tall buildings in the geotechnical engineering community is usually performed under the
assumption that the structural system remains linear-elastic due to the earthquake excitation. On
the other hand, in the structural engineering community, the seismic design of tall buildings may
be performed with advanced constitutive structural models but generally misrepresenting or
omitting the surrounding soils.
Nowadays, the use of soil-structure interaction (SSI) in seismic analyses of tall buildings
has increased in the civil engineering community, which directly benefits the prediction of the
structural and soil dynamic behavior. Due to the computational time, limitations in the numerical
platform, or modeling familiarity, the use of advanced numerical simulations to model SSI
problems has been limited to theoretical models or springs to represent the soil domain. The
availability of computing power and constitutive material models has tremendously increased in
recent years, expediting the use of advanced techniques to model complex nonlinear soil and
structure interactions.
The general notion when considering SSI effects in buildings is that it will reduce seismic
demands on structures and therefore, ignoring those effects will lead to conservative estimates of
the structural engineering demands. However, Mylonakis and Gazetas (2000) and Givens (2013)
discussed that ignoring SSI during the evaluation of seismic demands on buildings is not always
1

conservative. Kramer (1996), Mylonakis and Gazetas (2000) and Gu (2008), showed that as a
result of soil conditions, like in the case of Mexico City earthquake in 1985, an increase in the
natural period due to SSI (i.e., usually referred to as period lengthening) may lead to increased
demands despite the increase in soil damping.
Structural and nonstructural damage in tall buildings as a product of previous seismic
events can be noted in Figure 1. For example, the earthquake with a moment magnitude (Mw) of
7.3 that occurred in Venezuela 2018 produced significant tilt and torsion problems in a 42-story
building. In Nepal 2015, a Mw = 7.9 earthquake produced damages to nonstructural elements such
as exterior walls and interior ceiling on a 21-story structure. The Mw = 8.8 that occurred in Chile
in 2010, produced a collapse of an entire floor in a 22-story structure. Such damage observations
illustrate the potential losses that a tall building can be exposed to under different seismic events.
Thus, properly modeling the structural component of a complex soil-structure system is crucial.
Also, the inclusion of SSI effects in the seismic designs becomes critical to avoid inaccuracies of
the computed engineering demands parameters (EDPs). EDPs are performance metrics computed
for the structure or soil during or after the application of a time history.

2

Mw=7.3, 42-Story building.
Venezuela, 08/18

Mw=7.9, 21-Story building.
Nepal, 05/15

Mw=8.8, 22-Story building.
Chile, 02/10

Figure 1. Structural and nonstructural earthquake-induced damages in existing tall buildings
(Saatcioglu et al. 2013; Hashash et al. 2015; Reuters 2018).
Recent studies have shown knowledge gaps in the linear-elastic and nonlinear-inelastic
analyses of buildings and the use of SSI in the performance-based seismic design. For example,
PEER TBI (2017) encourages, but does not require, to consider SSI for the analysis. This is
consistent with current practice and perception that these models can significantly complicate the
design process. Hutt (2017) computed losses for tall buildings but SSI effects were not included
in the analysis. Karimi and Dashti (2016) and Hashash et al. (2018) simulated three-dimensional
(3D) models with elastic low- and mid-rise buildings to evaluate SSI effects. The 6th Ishihara
lecture by Bray and Macedo (2017) presented the results of numerical simulations on elastic lowrise structures to assess SSI. Tomeo et al. (2018) included nonlinear low-rise structures
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representing the soil-structure as a continuum. However, tall buildings were not included in the
previously cited studies. Even though the contributions from previous research are valuable, the
influence of linear-elastic and nonlinear-inelastic SSI effects on the seismic performance of tall
buildings using a fully coupled soil-structure system had not been fully investigated.
It is hypothesized in this dissertation that the response of tall buildings to strong earthquake
motions and the quantification of losses are largely affected by the geotechnical characteristics of
the foundation soils and the structural modeling approach. The analyses presented herein consider
earthquake-induced soil strength and stiffness reductions, damping evolution characteristics of the
supporting soils, and coupled dynamic soil-foundation-structure system response. The analyses
demonstrate how the behavior of the soil and structure may be affected by the SSI effects.
This dissertation develops the following specific objectives: i) to estimate the differences
in the seismic performance of archetype tall buildings under different SSI approaches and idealized
fixed-base conditions; ii) to evaluate the seismic performance of tall buildings by estimating
intensity measures and EDPs; iii) to assess the influence of SSI in the computation of earthquakeinduced losses and repair time of the structures; and iv) to evaluate the interaction of soil-structure
systems using advanced nonlinear constitutive models.
To accomplish the proposed goals, the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2
presents a technical background on the state-of-the-practice of the different seismic SSI
approaches. This chapter also presents a review of the advanced constitutive soil and structural
models used in this research to represent the interaction between both superstructure, foundation,
and supporting soils. A description on how natural periods of linear-elastic and nonlinear-inelastic
structural models can be computed is presented. The performance-based-earthquake-engineering
(PBEE) formulation and the concept of post-seismic building losses and repair times are explained.
4

Chapter 3 presents the main characteristics of the predominant soil conditions evaluated in
this research, downtown Los Angeles, California, USA. The soil conditions are determined from
field investigation public records obtained from the California Department of Transportation
Digital Archive Geotechnical Data (GeoDOG) and complemented with site investigations
developed for the construction of Metro stations in downtown Los Angeles, CA (AMEC 2013). A
summary of the geological conditions and predominant faults present in the Los Angeles area is
described as an indication of the seismicity of the southern California region. Seismic analyses are
performed for the case of free-field conditions.
Chapter 4 focuses on studying the influence of SSI on the seismic response of tall buildings
comparing the results obtained with direct and substructure numerical modeling approaches. Four
archetype 40-story building models in OpenSees v3.2.2 are considered: one building placed on an
idealized fixed base, two substructure approach-based models, and one building modeled as a
continuum using the Pressure-Dependent-Multi-Yield-surface (PDMY02) constitutive soil model.
The two building models developed under the umbrella of substructure approaches are: a bathtub
model and a distributed spring-dashpot model, both considering dashpots in parallel in the vertical
and horizontal orientation with fixed-end conditions. Comparison of the fixed-base and SSI
building models are presented to state differences in their seismic response. The content of this
chapter is based on the conference paper by Mercado et al. (2020b).
Chapter 5 focuses on the influence of SSI on the seismic response for archetype tall
building models using site-specific seismic hazard analyses and engineering demands computed
with direct and continuum SSI approaches. Four 40-story building models, i.e., (i) fixed-base
building model, (ii) building model including SSI effects, (iii) fixed-base building model with
shear walls acting as the main lateral load-resisting system, and (iv) building model including shear
5

walls and SSI effects, are developed in OpenSees v3.2.2 to assess the influence of SSI on their
seismic performance. The linear-elastic building models are supported on nonlinear-inelastic
deformable materials using the PDMY02 constitutive soil model. Additionally, this chapter
presents the estimation of earthquake-induced losses and repair times of linear-elastic tall
buildings. The fragility functions used for loss estimation of building models are defined. The
advantages of explicitly modeling shear walls in the buildings are outlined based on the calculation
of earthquake-induced direct economic losses. The content of this chapter is based on the journal
paper by Arboleda-Monsalve et al. (2020b).
Chapter 6 focuses on investigating the interactions between a tall building on a mat
foundation and its supporting soils using a nonlinear structural and soil analysis in a direct
approach. Nonlinearities are included to identify interactions between both nonlinear systems and
how they affect the seismic performance of the building and supporting soils. Initially, thirty-story
building models are developed using six different scenarios and different target natural periods to
assess the influence of SSI and nonlinear-inelastic materials on the seismic performance of the
building. Two fixed-base and four SSI models were developed with target natural structural
periods of 2, 3, and 4 s. SSI effects are achieved by adding a supporting soil cluster using a direct
approach with the PDMY02 constitutive soil model. Additionally, bidirectional effects are
evaluated using a 3D model. Four 3D numerical models are presented to assess the interaction
between soil-structure systems when subjected to bidirectional seismic excitations. The content of
this chapter is based on the journal paper by Mercado et al. (2021b) and conference paper by
Arboleda-Monsalve et al. (2020a).
Chapter 7 investigates the influence of structural modeling approaches: linear-elastic
building and nonlinear-inelastic-degrading building models, on the computed seismic demands of
6

nonlinear supporting soils using a direct approach. To accomplish this, two dynamic SSI models
are developed and subjected to seismic excitations. An archetype thirty-story building model
supported on a mat foundation is developed using linear-elastic and nonlinear-inelastic-degrading
structural elements. A set of eight earthquake ground motions are selected based on broad spectral
and frequency content considerations to influence the response of the archetype building.
Supporting soils are modeled using the nonlinear Pressure-Dependent-Multi-Yield-surface
(PDMY03) material model. The content of this chapter is based on the journal paper by Mercado
et al. (2021a).
Chapter 8 summarizes the scope and the principal conclusions of the dissertation. Finally,
recommendations for future work based on this research are provided.
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2

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND ON SOIL-STRUCTURE
INTERACTION OF TALL BUILDINGS

Published guidelines on the analyses and modeling characteristics of soil-structural
systems strongly encourage, but do not require, the inclusion of soil-structure interaction (SSI)
effects in the numerical modeling. Guidelines such as NEHRP (2010), ATC 72-1 (2010), ASCE
41-17 (2017a), ASCE 7-16 (2017b), NIST (2017), PEER TBI (2017) among others, define
recommendations on the use of SSI models to evaluate the seismic response of structures and
acknowledge that neglecting the foundation system may not be conservative as previously
conceived. NEHRP (2010) and NIST (2012) summarized two methods to account for SSI effects:
substructure (indirect) or direct approaches. In the substructure approach, the building is supported
on an assembly of lumped springs and dashpots to simulate SSI effects. In the direct approach, the
structure-foundation-supporting soil system is represented as a fully coupled system, in which the
soil is modeled as a continuum.
Recent research efforts have included SSI effects in the building seismic response and have
assessed how SSI affects the distribution of engineering demand parameters (EDPs) along the
height of the structure (Stewart et al. 1999a; Mylonakis and Gazetas 2000; Trifunac et al. 2001a;
Trifunac et al. 2001b; Tileylioglu 2008; Givens 2013; Karapetrou et al. 2015; Tomeo et al. 2018;
Tavakoli et al. 2019; Mercado and Arboleda-Monsalve 2021). Research has been mainly focused
on the response of low-rise structures supported on liquefiable soils (Yoshimi and Tokimatsu 1977;
Liu and Dobry 1997; Sancio et al. 2004; Dashti et al. 2010a; Mercado 2016; Arboleda-Monsalve
et al. 2017). Liu and Dobry (1997) showed that soil settlements are inversely proportional to the
building geometrical configuration, specifically the building footprint. They found that seismicinduced building settlements were highly influenced by the inertial forces of the structure. Sancio
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et al. (2004) found that the building aspect ratio (H/B) greatly affected the development of building
rotation and soil settlement.
The dynamic response of SSI is affected by how the structural and soil system are modeled.
It is widely accepted in geotechnical earthquake engineering that soils behave nonlinearly beyond
their shear small-strain threshold, typically on the order of 1x10-6 to 1x10-5, e.g., Jardine (1992),
Santamarina (2001), and Okur and Ansal (2007). Earthquake-induced engineering demands in the
soil depend not only on the earthquake ground motions and site characteristics but also on how
accurate the structural modeling is conducted in the dynamic SSI framework.

2.1

Dynamic Soil-Structure Interaction

The dynamic response of tall buildings is greatly affected by the properties and modeling
conditions of the soil-foundation system. The response of tall buildings during an earthquake is
different when the structure is analyzed on deformable soil conditions as opposed to assuming
fully rigid soils and foundations. Typically, structures tend to be modeled in practice assuming
fixed-base conditions (i.e., ‘clamped’ conditions at the bottom). However, it is well known that
the actual behavior of soil-foundation-structure conditions are not well captured by assuming a
rigid soil system, especially when buildings are constructed in soft soils.
NIST (2012) summarized several methods to account for SSI effects and divided them into
two categories: substructure and direct approaches. Figure 2 shows schematically the direct and
substructure approaches for tall buildings on mat foundations. The substructure approach
incorporates springs and dashpots to represent the flexibility and damping of the soil. NIST stated
the requirements to take into account the substructure approach: i) evaluate of free field motions
with soil material properties, ii) convert free field motions to foundation input motion, iii) use of
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springs to represent stiffness and damping of soil, and iv) assess the response with coupled springs
and structure system. This “superposition” (as NIST directly refers to it) in a substructure approach
requires an assumption of linear soil using classical methods, but nonlinear relationships to
represent the soil can also be used (Tileylioglu 2008).

Figure 2. Methods to account for SSI in tall buildings on mat foundations (NIST 2012).
The substructure approach basically uncouples the dynamic analyses of the subsurface
conditions and superstructure by analyzing the soil response in the form of springs and uses those
in a separate structural analysis. This approach fails to consider the reduction of the translational
components of the forcing function, the rocking components of base excitation, and the effects of
foundation-soil interaction along basement walls and slabs (Tileylioglu 2008).
The springs in the substructure approach represent the frequency-dependent stiffness and
damping characteristics of the soil-foundation interaction. These properties are determined using
impedance functions. NIST (2012) summarizes the classical formulations proposed by Pais and
Kausel (1988) to compute the elastic solution for the springs stiffness and damping. This
formulation includes the geometry of the foundation, building natural period, and stiffness
characteristics of the soil.
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The direct approach uses advanced numerical models to account for SSI effects by
modeling the soil as a continuum coupled with the structure. It is assumed in this research that the
seismic response of soils is oversimplified by considering lumped spring-dashpot systems to model
strength and damping evolution characteristics of most soils. Thus, computed structural seismic
demands may be not accurate by the substructure assumption. Coupled soil-foundation-structure
interaction models using robust constitutive soil formulations have the potential to overcome these
deficiencies, nowadays at a very low computational cost. Several software packages are suitable
to implement direct approach analyses, such as OpenSees, PLAXIS, FLAC, among others. These
programs allow the user to include advanced constitutive soil and structural models in the SSI
analyses.

2.2

Constitutive Soil Models

In this research, the Pressure-Dependent-Multi-Yield-surface (PDMY02) and the updated
version (i.e., PDMY03) were used in the numerical simulations performed herein. These soil
models can be assigned to u-p elements in OpenSees (i.e., u- solid and p- fluid phase) with twophase material, typical of fully saturated soils. Figure 3 presents the soil elements employed in
OpenSees to assign the PDMY02-03 soil models. The nine-node quadrilateral elements (i.e.,
9_4_QuadUP elements in OpenSees) are capable of simulating the dynamic response of solidfluid fully-coupled materials based on the Biot (1962) theory for porous media. The corner nodes
of the element have three degrees-of-freedom (DOF): the first two for solid displacements (i.e., usolid phase) and the third for fluid pressure (i.e., p- fluid phase). Interior nodes only have two DOF
for solid displacements. This element allows the development of excess pore water pressures and
changes in volume of the soil skeleton, which is coupled with the fluid phase.
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Figure 3. 9_4_QuadUP u-p quadrilateral soil elements used in OpenSees.
The constitutive soil model PDMY02 (Elgamal et al. 2002; Yang et al. 2003; Yang et al.
2008) is an elastoplastic model used to simulate the monotonic and cyclic response characteristics
(i.e., dilatancy or contraction and non-flow liquefaction) of soils depending on the confining
pressure. Figure 4 shows the constitutive model characteristics and yield surfaces used to define
the backbone soil response. The PDMY02 model defines the multi-yield criterion as the number
of open conical shaped yield surfaces (i.e., Drucker-Prager type yield surfaces) with a common
apex at the origin. The outermost surface defines the shear strength envelope of the material. The
shear stress-strain response is defined by a nonlinear hyperbolic backbone curve as a function of
octahedral shear stresses and strains and low-strain shear moduli. This soil model uses nonlinear
kinematic hardening principles and a non-associative flow rule to reproduce the dilative or
contractive behavior of most soils. The plastic flow in this model is purely deviatoric, thus no
plastic volume changes take place under a constant stress ratio.
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Figure 4. Multi yield surfaces and backbone curve model characteristics (Yang et al. 2008;
Khosravifar et al. 2014).
The PDMY03 (Khosravifar et al. 2018) is an updated version of the PDMY02 that better
captures the effects related to the triggering of liquefaction, the effective overburden stress, and
the initial shear stress. The model uses nonlinear kinematic hardening principles and improved
flow rules from the PDMY02 to reproduce the dilative or contractive behavior induced by cyclic
shear stresses and strains. The updated flow rules enable a better control of the generation rate of
the pore water pressure. The deviatoric and volumetric components of the plastic strain increment
follow an associative and non-associative flow rule, respectively. This model also defines the shear
stress-strain response with a nonlinear hyperbolic backbone curve as a function of octahedral shear
stresses and strains and low-strain shear moduli (i.e., same as PDMY02).
Table 1 presents the description of the constitutive soil model parameters used in PDMY02
and PDMY03. Compared to the PDMY02, the PDMY03 included three new parameters: i) c4 to
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control the contraction rate, ii) c5 to control the dependency of contraction rate to static shear stress
ratio, and iii) S0 which defines the shear strength at zero mean effective pressure.
Table 1. Description constitutive soil parameters for PDMY02 and PDMY03.
Parameter
Gmax,1,oct
Br
𝜙 𝑇𝑋𝐶 (°)

Description
Octahedral low-strain shear modulus
Bulk modulus
Friction angle under triaxial compression conditions

PDMY02
X
X
X

PDMY03
X
X
X

𝜙𝑃𝑇 (°)

Phase transformation angle

X

X

ϒmax,r
P’r
d
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
d1
d2
d3
NYS
liquefac1
liquefac2
S0

Maximum octahedral shear strain
Reference confining pressure
Pressure dependency coefficient
Contraction rate parameter
Fabric damage effect parameter
Overburden stress effect parameter
Control parameter of contraction rate
Control parameter for dependency of contraction rate to static shear stress
Control parameter of soil dilation
Parameter for fabric damage in the dilation equation
Parameter for the effect of overburden stress on dilation rate
Number of yield surfaces

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Control liquefaction-induced perfectly plastic shear strain

X
X
X
X
X
X

Shear strength at zero mean effective pressure

2.3

X

Structural Modeling

Tall buildings can be modeled using linear-elastic or nonlinear-inelastic assumptions
depending on the complexity of the project. PEER TBI (2017) states that linear-elastic analyses
can be used only as a benchmark for the evaluation of nonlinear response analyses. Nonlinear
analyses are ideal when structural elements in buildings are expected to yield, as is the design
philosophy under current seismic codes. Thus, the level of structural modeling sophistication
depends on the expected demands and nonlinearities in the structural system (NIST 2017).
Linear-elastic building models can be developed using the elasticBeamColumn elements
for columns and girders. The response from this two-noded structural element is linear-elastic,
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with input parameters such as area, modulus of elasticity, and moment of inertia. These properties
can be selected based on the structural design for concrete or steel under the assumptions that the
structural elements would remain elastic (or cracked elastic properties in the case of concrete)
during the seismic loading.
Nonlinear-inelastic buildings are modeled herein using nonlinear link elements (i.e.,
twoNodeLink elements in OpenSees). The twoNodeLink is the simplest extension of the elastic
models in that it allows control of the nonlinear shear and moment nonlinear force-deformation
relationships independently for the girders and columns, without the need to discretize the element
or cross section. Figure 5 presents the schematic setup of the twoNodeLink element. This element
has three DOFs in the basic system (i.e., local coordinates) for the case of two-dimensional (2D)
modeling, where translations along the local axes x and y (i.e., axial and shear translations,
respectively) and rotations about z-axis (i.e., rotations associated with moments) with uniaxial
constitutive models specified in each DOF. This setup enables close control of the stiffness and
strength, but also includes parameters to modify the hysteretic behavior with other choices of
uniaxial materials.

Figure 5. Representation of the twoNodeLink elements.
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2.3.1

Structural Materials

The shear and moment DOFs for the twoNodeLink elements can be defined using hysteretic
models based on monotonic or cyclic behaviors. These hysteretic behaviors can be implemented
in OpenSees using materials such as ConcreteCM (Chang and Mander 1994), Steel02 (Filippou et
al. 1983), or uniaxial Hysteretic material command. In this research, the Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto
uniaxial strain hardening material model Steel02 was mainly used for nonlinear buildings when
stiffness and strength deterioration were not considered. Figure 6 shows the typical uniaxial
hysteretic behavior of the Steel02 material. Stress and strain values are updated after each strain
reversal, allowing the model to have a hysteretic behavior. This material has a bilinear monotonic
backbone curve with post-yielding stiffness, and it is characterized by continuity in the tangent
stiffness during loading and unloading.

Figure 6. Typical hysteretic behavior of Steel02 material (Mazzoni et al. 2006).
A uniaxial Hysteretic material was used when stiffness and strength degradation were
considered in the nonlinear buildings. The nonlinear shear force-deformation and moment-rotation
relationships for the girders and columns can be defined following the nonlinear procedure
proposed by ASCE 41-17 (2017a) for fully restrained moment resisting frames. This procedure
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proposes the use of a material with a degrading stiffness or strength backbone after a post-yielding
hardening. PEER TBI (2017) recommends the use of this procedure to define a nonlinear-inelasticdegrading material capable of providing a more realistic seismic response. Figure 7 shows the
generalized force-deformation behavior as proposed by ASCE 41-17 (2017a). This generalized
behavior can also be used for the definition of moment-rotation relationships of the structural
elements.
Between points A and B, linear-elastic response is expected, where B represents the onset
of yielding (i.e., Fy and δy are the yielding force and displacement, respectively). Material
hardening after yielding occurs from B to C, where point C represents the maximum force or
strength where post-capping behavior begins (i.e., Fc and δc). Even though ASCE 41-17 proposed
a post-capping behavior from C to D, this steep negative slope is unrealistic and problematic for
implementation in dynamic analyses. To avoid numerical instabilities, the post-capping stiffness
can be reduced following the proposed modifications (i.e., C-E instead of C-D-E) by Lignos et al.
(2015). Deformations or rotations a and b, and force or moment c can be estimated following
relationships presented in ASCE 41-17 for columns and beams.

Figure 7. Generalized monotonic response based on ASCE 41-17 (2017a) and Lignos et al.
(2015).
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2.3.2 Shear Wall Modeling
Tall buildings may include shear walls as the primary structural element for resisting
earthquake demands. Including shear walls in the buildings as the main lateral load-resisting
mechanism may cause a reduction in the building flexibility and the natural period. The most
commonly used modeling approach to simulate the behavior of reinforced-concrete (RC) core
walls is based on the fiber discretization of a RC wall cross section. Fiber models are used to
simulate flexural wall behavior, while shear behavior is captured via horizontal springs with a
specified shear force-deformation relation that is uncoupled from flexural modeling parameters.
The shear walls can be modeled using the SFI-MVLEM model (i.e., Shear-Flexure
Interaction Multiple-Vertical-Line-Element Model) proposed by Kolozvari et al. (2015a; 2015c)
(see Figure 8). This model captures the interaction between axial-flexural and shear behaviors of
RC structural walls and columns under cyclic loading. SFI-MVLEM has shown to be an effective
tool for the analysis of nonlinear wall behavior in buildings. The model incorporates biaxial
constitutive RC panel behavior (Ulugtekin 2010), described with the fixed-strut angle approach,
into a 2D macroscopic fiber-based model formulation, Multiple-Vertical-Line-Element-Model
(MVLEM) (Orakcal et al. 2004). Fibers are connected to top and bottom to rigid beams allowing
axial-shear coupling. Axial-shear coupling is achieved at the panel macro-fiber level, which allows
coupling of axial/flexural and shear responses at the SFI-MVLEM element level.
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Figure 8. SFI-MVLEM modeling characteristics. (Kolozvari et al. 2015a; Kolozvari et al. 2015c).
The SFI-MVLEM uses advanced constitutive relationships for concrete and steel materials
available in OpenSees, such as ConcreteCM and Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto uniaxial strain
hardening material model Steel02, respectively. The shear wall discretization in vertical and
horizontal directions can be divided on two elements per story height and six macro-fibers,
respectively. This model has been successfully used for nonlinear dynamic analysis of RC fixedbase buildings (e.g., Zhang and Li 2017; Kolozvari et al. 2018) and is presented in this study for
the first time in coupled SSI systems. Further characteristics of this model, shear walls design and
model parameters can be found in Kolozvari et al. (2015b) and Kolozvari and Wallace (2016).

2.4

Transfer Functions and System Identification

Seismic behavior of tall buildings highly depends on the natural periods and vibration
modes assigned to the structure. Evaluation of modal characteristics of linear-elastic structures can
be easily achieved using the frequency-domain responses of the stationary earthquake response
signals. Transfer functions (TFs) can be determined as the ratio of fast Fourier transforms (FFTs)
of the displacement or acceleration responses at nodes located at top of the structure and the input
displacement time history at the base. The main advantage of TFs is that they suppress frequency
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peaks from the forcing function, making them more suitable to identify modal characteristics of
elastic building models directly.
The inability of TFs to identify modal characteristics of nonlinear models (i.e., models in
which the seismic response is non-stationary) requires the use of different techniques, such as
system identification, to define the variation and/or evolution of the natural periods during the
earthquake (Udwadia and Trifunac 1973). System identification techniques have been used in
structural (e.g., Lignos and Miranda (2014), Brownjohn (2003), Safak (1991), among others) and
SSI engineering problems (e.g., Stewart and Fenves (1998) and Tileylioglu et al. (2008)) for
determination of such modal characteristics of analytical models and real buildings.
System identification often makes use of a reduced order model with parameters to be
estimated, or broader classes of parametric or non-parametric methods. In this study, a multidegree-of-freedom system with series arrangement of the masses and the desired number of
vibration modes required for the analyses was used to estimate modal vibration parameters for
nonlinear-inelastic buildings. The mass-to-stiffness ratio, equivalent viscous damping coefficient,
and strength in each DOF were assumed to be the free parameters for estimation. The unknown
parameters of the reduced order model can be obtained by minimizing the difference between input
and output time histories (e.g., displacement or acceleration time histories).

2.5

Period Lengthening and Period Elongation

SSI generally increases the natural period of the structures by the inclusion of a flexible
soil-foundation system. This is usually referred to as period lengthening. On the other hand,
considering nonlinear elasto-plastic materials elongates the natural periods of the buildings during
the earthquake application. This is usually referred to as period elongation. Period lengthening
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may modify the performance of a building by increasing translation and rotation due to the
flexibility of the soil. Veletsos and Meek (1974) evaluated SSI effects taking into account inertial
and kinematic interaction formulations that resulted in the lengthening of the natural period of the
system and an increase of system damping due to energy dissipation at the foundation compared
to fixed-base cases. Mylonakis and Gazetas (2000) found that the period lengthening of a structure
due to SSI did not necessarily produce a conservative response and may lead to larger ductility
demands in the structure.
NIST (2012) and Givens (2013) evaluated the period lengthening of a single-degree-offreedom (SDOF) oscillator with translational and rotational springs at the base, finding general
trends of period lengthening and damping in structures due to the soil flexibility. Period
lengthening can be easily evaluated with a SDOF oscillator on a flexible base with translational
and rotational springs, enabling the system to displace horizontally and rotate at the base (Givens
2013). The undamped natural vibration period of a fixed-base oscillator with mass m and stiffness
k, can be estimated as 𝑇 = 2𝜋√𝑚⁄𝑘 (Clough and Penzien 1995; Chopra 1995). Considering the
same system but supported on vertical, horizontal, and rotational springs at the base with
stiffnesses 𝑘𝑧 , 𝑘𝑥 , and 𝑘𝑦𝑦 respectively, may be used to represent the flexibility of the supporting
soil (NIST 2012). Equation (1) presents the simplified period lengthening ratio (𝑇̃⁄𝑇) proposed by
Veletsos and Meek (1974) that relates the natural period, stiffness, and effective height h of the
fixed-base SDOF oscillator with the flexible natural period (𝑇̃) and the stiffnesses of the supporting
springs, as follows:
𝑇̃
𝑘 𝑘ℎ2
= √1 + +
𝑇
𝑘𝑥 𝑘𝑦𝑦
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(1)

In Eq. (1), the height of the SDOF should be taken as the height to the center of mass for
the first mode shape, which is approximately two-thirds of the total height (ASCE 2017b). It is
implicit in the equation that the period lengthening only affects the first mode of vibration and
higher vibration modes are not altered. 𝑇̃⁄𝑇 does not seem to be influenced by the structural or
soil mass. The horizontal and rotational spring stiffnesses can be calculated from well-known
impedance formulations such as those proposed by Pais and Kausel (1988), Gazetas (1991), and
Mylonakis et al. (2006), assuming a rigid rectangular foundation at the ground surface.
There are dimensionless parameters controlling period lengthening in structures, as
reported by Veletsos and Nair (1975) and Bielak (1975). Those parameters were initially
applicable for circular foundations, and NIST (2012) adapted them for rectangular foundations.
Eq. (2) presents such dimensionless parameters:
ℎ
𝑇𝑉𝑠

,

ℎ
𝐵

,

𝐵
𝐿

,

𝑚
4𝐵𝐿ℎ𝜌𝑠

, and 𝑣

(2)

𝐵 and 𝐿 refer to the half-width and half-length of the foundation, 𝑚 is the mass of the
structure, 𝜌𝑠 is the soil mass density, 𝑉𝑠 is the shear wave velocity of the soil, and 𝑣 is the Poisson’s
ratio of the soil. ℎ⁄𝑇𝑉𝑠 parameter represents the structure-to-soil stiffness ratio. For typical
moment resisting frame structures, this parameter is less than 0.1 and for shear wall and braced
frame structures it varies between 0.1 and 0.5 (Stewart et al. 1999b). 𝑚⁄4𝐵𝐿ℎ𝜌𝑠 parameter is
called the mass ratio that relates the mass of the structure to the mass of a certain volume of the
soil below the foundation. The mass ratio is commonly taken as 0.15, according to Veletsos and
Meek (1974). ℎ⁄𝐵 and 𝐵⁄𝐿 are the effective aspect ratios which represent geometric parameters
of the soil-structure system.
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Based on structures with quadrilateral foundations supported on homogeneous soils, NIST
(2012) proposed a chart (see Figure 9) to estimate period lengthening and foundation damping (𝛽𝑓 )
of structures supported on a square footing (𝐵 = 𝐿) based on structure-to-soil stiffness ratio. Very
soft or loose soils typical have large ℎ⁄𝑇𝑉𝑠 values, thus large 𝑇̃⁄𝑇 values are expected for
structures supported in this type of soil. The limitations of this chart lie on the assumptions that
there is not hysteretic soil damping and that tall buildings have low ℎ⁄𝑇𝑉𝑠 ratios.

Figure 9. Period lengthening ratio and foundation damping as a function of structure-to-soilstiffness ratio for square foundations and different effective aspect ratios (NIST 2012).
Considering nonlinear elasto-plastic materials can highly modify the computed seismic
performance of buildings since structural elements can experience hysteretic behaviors elongating
the natural periods (Udwadia and Trifunac 1973). The increase in the fundamental period is highly
dependent on the earthquake characteristics and the level of nonlinearities in the system. The
period elongation ratio has been observed to be proportional to the stiffness and the force reduction
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factor (ratio of the maximum seismic force to yield force), while the effect of soil conditions has
been estimated to be of minor significance for buildings with large elastic periods (Katsanos and
Sextos 2015). Thus, period elongation in the structures is generally associated to the nonlinear
behavior of the structure regardless of the dynamic behavior of the soils.
When a nonlinear structure is subjected to cyclic loads, the stiffness and strength tend to
degrade causing an overall softening in the building and elongate the fundamental period. Calvi et
al. (2006) presented experimental and analytical models to assess structures during strong ground
motion, finding that the accumulation of structural damage is related to period elongation (or
frequency shift). Hans et al. (2005) and Michel et al. (2009) have reported the variation of the
fundamental building period under weak and strong motions due to the structural and nonstructural
damage. ASCE 7-16 (2017b) and Baker (2011) recommend to take into account the amount of
first-mode period elongation caused by inelastic response effects when creating a scenario
spectrum to fully capture the structure’s response.
Katsanos and Sextos (2015) evaluated nonlinear systems under strong motions to assess
the period elongation due to the inelasticity of the structural materials. The authors found
elongation of the fundamental period larger than 100%. For example, the authors assessed the
effects of the hysteretic degradation in the period shift ratio (𝑇𝑖𝑛 /𝑇𝑒𝑙 ) and found elongation of the
fundamental period larger than 100% for buildings with reductions factors of 3.5 and 5 (see Figure
10). This is also consistent with the results presented by Mucciarelli et al. (2004), Calvi et al.
(2006), and Michel et al. (2009) who reported period elongation up to 130% of the building first
mode. From the figure, it can be noted that severe degradation in the structure (i.e., stiffness and
strength degradation) may lead to larger computed period elongation ratios. However, this
elongation tends to be larger for buildings with elastic natural period less than 1.0 s.
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Figure 10. Period shift ratio (𝑇𝑖𝑛 /𝑇𝑒𝑙 ) based on the hysteretic degradation of the structural system
with reduction factors of 3.5 and 5 (Katsanos and Sextos 2015).
Hans et al. (2005) performed in situ experiments and seismic analysis including SSI effects
to find period elongation; however, period lengthening effects due to the flexibility of the support
conditions could not be identified in the analyses. Katsanos and Sextos (2015) found that the
effects of soil conditions in the structural period elongation are minor. Figure 11 shows 𝑇𝑖𝑛 /𝑇𝑒𝑙
values for buildings with constant strength and different site class conditions: C and D. It can be
noted that period elongation of buildings with large natural periods may not be significantly
influenced by the soil conditions.

Figure 11. Period shift ratio (𝑇𝑖𝑛 /𝑇𝑒𝑙 ) for structures with reduction factors of 3.5 and 5 based on
the effect of soil conditions (Katsanos and Sextos 2015).
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2.6

Performance-Based-Earthquake-Engineering (PBEE)

Civil infrastructure may experience significant damage after an earthquake strikes that
result in direct and indirect economic losses. Earthquake-induced losses are a major concern to
owners and insurance companies because major earthquakes result in loss of life and create
significant societal disruption. The PEER PBEE framework, described by Cornell and Krawinkler
(2000), has been used in geotechnical and structural earthquake engineering practice to quantify
the probabilistic seismic response of buildings using performance metrics that include not only
EDPs, but also individual building component damage and losses. Variability of EDPs in tall
buildings along the height may significantly affect the loss assessment. The PBEE methodology
evaluates at each story the response of structural and nonstructural components susceptible to
seismic damage.
The PBEE approach provides a probabilistic framework to quantify EDPs as a function of
the intensity of the seismic hazard: intensity measures (IMs). Then, computed probabilistic seismic
demand models are coupled with individual component damage fragilities (i.e., damage measure
(DM)) and repair scenarios to estimate earthquake-induced losses (i.e., decision variable (DV)).
This logical progression of steps is summarized in Figure 12. The PBEE methodology allows the
quantification of the frequency and probability of exceedance for a particular performance metric
(i.e., EDPs such as story acceleration and inter-story drifts).
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Figure 12. Schematic sequence of PBEE methodology (Porter 2003).
The four components of PBEE methodology can be integrated as shown in Equation (3) to
obtain the mean annual frequency of exceeding a DV limit state, 𝜆(𝐷𝑉), (e.g., direct economic
loss and building replacement cost). The main components of the PBEE approach are the hazard,
structural, damage, and losses analyses (Porter 2003). Structural analysis plays one of the most
important roles in the approach, without a proper calculation of EDPs losses analysis may not be
reliable. It is considered in this research that the inclusion of SSI effects in the seismic analysis of
tall buildings will produce more reliable structural EDPs for the estimation of losses than fixedbase or other simplified analyses.
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𝜆(𝐷𝑉) = ∭ 𝐺(𝐷𝑉|𝐷𝑀)𝑑𝐺(𝐷𝑀|𝐸𝐷𝑃)𝑑𝐺(𝐸𝐷𝑃|𝐼𝑀)𝑑𝜆(𝐼𝑀)

(3)

Structural and nonstructural components have an associated fragility specification.
Fragility specifications include information about damage states, fragility function, and
consequence functions of the components in the structure. Fragility functions are defined as the
probability of exceeding a particular damage stage at a certain level of the EDP. FEMA P-58
(2012) compiled fragility functions and consequence data based on occupancy models such as
multi-unit residential, commercial, and educational facilities. The library contains sufficient
number and variety of fragility functions of the most common building types (e.g., concrete and
SMRF). Additionally, it includes a limited set of fragility functions for flanged wall cross-sections
applicable to tall RC core wall systems.
Consequence functions are relationships that indicate the potential probability distribution
of loss that will occur as a result of each damage state. Consequence functions translate damage
into losses in terms of repair time, repair and replacement costs, and casualties. Loss analysis and
repair time are related to DV through probabilistic models. The repair and loss models are used to
relate the DM and the DV. The principal outputs are probabilistic estimation of performance
metrics for the structure in terms of, repair cost, casualties, and losses in terms of dollars, deaths,
and downtime. The ultimate goal is to compute the mean annual probability of exceedance of
different levels of dollar losses (Miranda and Aslani 2003). The loss cost includes the replacement
or repair cost associated with certain damage state for the structural and nonstructural building
components. Generally, the repair cost of a building component is generally higher than the
construction cost of the same component, especially for structural elements (Shome et al. 2015).
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To estimate repair time, each damage state associates a time-related consequence function
indicating the number of labor hours linked to specific repair actions (FEMA 2012). This
methodology depends on the number of workers needed to occupy the structure to repair structural
and nonstructural components. Repair times can be considered in serial or parallel. Serial
supposition assumes all work to occur sequentially between stories. Parallel repair assumes that
work occurs at the same time at different stories of the building.
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3

SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS AND CONSTITUTIVE SOIL CYCLIC
BEHAVIOR
The baseline soil conditions used for the numerical simulations performed on tall buildings

supported on mat foundations in this dissertation corresponded to downtown Los Angeles (L.A.).
Figure 13 shows the location of the public records used to define the soil subsurface. Soil
conditions used herein were determined from field investigation obtained from the California
Department of Transportation Digital Archive Geotechnical Data (GeoDOG) (see placemarks in
Figure 13) and complemented with site investigations developed for the construction of Metro
stations in downtown L.A., CA (AMEC 2013) (see red path in Figure 13).

Figure 13. Downtown Los Angeles location and public records used to define soil conditions
(Google Earth Pro 2021).
Los Angeles is one of the most heavily populated cities in the United States. Downtown
Los Angeles has several residential and office tall buildings that are supported on mat foundations.
Taranath (2012) presented a summary of structural designs and foundation characteristics of tall
buildings in different regions. Well-known buildings in downtown L.A. are for example the 75-
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story U.S. Bank tower First Interstate World Center (3.5 m thick mat) and the Citicorp, 54-story
building (2 m thick mat).

3.1

Regional Geology and Seismic Activity

Figure 14 shows the regional geology of downtown L.A. The Los Angeles basin is a
sedimentary basin located south of the Santa Monica mountains and within the Peninsular Range
geomorphic province of southern California. This province trends northward and is characterized
by northwest trending faults. The Los Angeles basin floor is characterized by unconsolidated
sediments from the Pleistocene and Holocene ages and some local formations from the Pliocene
and Miocene ages are present in the downtown Los Angeles area. The Pliocene and Miocene
sedimentary materials, commonly referred to as Fernando and Puente formations respectively,
were identified on the geologic maps by Lamar (1970) and Dibblee and Ehrenspeck (1991). These
formations provide firm-ground conditions to the L.A. downtown area.

Figure 14. Regional geology map of Los Angeles quadrangle (USGS 2005).
Figure 15 shows the regional set of faults surrounding Los Angeles area. Downtown L.A.
is located in a low-lying plain at the south of the Santa Monica Mountains and the Repetto and
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Puente Hill formations. The number of regional faults present in the area serve as an indication of
the potential seismic activity in Los Angeles. Most of the surface geological faults such as the
Santa Monica, Hollywood, and Whittier faults that occur along the basin margins and the Los
Angeles region are triggered by the subsurface thrust and reverse faults as shown in Figure 15 with
dotted lines.

Figure 15. Regional Fault and Physiography Map of the Los Angeles greater area (Earth
Mechanics Inc. 2006).
Downtown L.A. is close to two buried thrust faults commonly referred to as blind thrusts
(i.e., Puente Hills Blind Thrust fault and the Upper Elysian Park fault). These faults may be a
potential source for future earthquakes. The Elysian Park Fold and Thrust Belt was studied by
Shaw and Suppe (1996) who suggested a slip rate of 1.7±0.4 mm/yr. This source is capable to
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generate earthquake magnitudes ranging from 6.6 to 7.3 depending on the size of the individual
segments and whether the rupture occurs independently or together. Oskin et al. (2000) modeled
the Upper Elysian Park thrust as extending from the Hollywood fault to the Alhambra Wash fault
with a slip rate of 0.8 to 2.2 mm/yr. and magnitude 6.2 to 6.7 earthquakes with recurrence interval
in the range of 500 to 1300 years. The California Geological Survey suggested that the Upper
Elysian Park thrust presents a slip rate of about 1.3±0.4 mm/yr. Historically, large magnitude
earthquakes associated with these geologic structures, like the Whittier 1987 earthquake, have
been originated at depths between 10 and 15 km (Earth Mechanics Inc. 2006).
The Newport-Inglewood Structural Zone consists of a northwest-southeast trending series
of faults and folds forming an alignment of hills in the western Los Angeles Basin extending from
the Baldwin Hills on the north to Newport Mesa on the south. The fault seems to have originated
in about late Miocene time but based on relative stratigraphic thickness of bedding across the zone,
the greatest activity seems to have been post Pliocene indicating the fault is rather young. This
structural zone has been hypothesized to be capable of generating a magnitude 7.0 earthquake.
This fault was the source of the 1993 Long Beach earthquake of magnitude 6.3. The recurrence
interval for the maximum earthquake on the Newport-Inglewood Structural Zone has the order of
a thousand years or more (Schell 1991; Freeman et al. 1992; Shlemon et al. 1995; Grant et al.
1997). These studies, using cone penetrometers mostly in the Huntington Beach area, suggested
average recurrence intervals of about 2,000 to 3,500 years per event.
Hauksson (1987; 1990) analyzed the historical seismicity of Los Angeles basin identifying
that: i) the majority of the strike-slip events were caused along the Newport-Inglewood Structural
Zone, ii) the reverse mechanisms occurred mostly to the north of Palos Verdes Hills, and iii) the
normal fault mechanisms occurred in the offshore area and along the Newport-Inglewood
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Structural Zone. Most of the earthquakes that occur in the geologic structures of the Los Angeles
Basin are characterized by the tectonic environment grouped in three regimes: a contractional
tectonic regime, a mixture of contractional and transcurrent structures, and a transcurrent regime
like strike-slip faults. However, most earthquakes in the area occur within the same basic
compressional tectonic regime and serve as the base of numerous seismic hazard analyses. This is
because earthquakes are likely to occur on the subsurface faults in the area of Los Angeles.

3.2

Subsurface Conditions of Downtown Los Angeles

The subsurface soil stratigraphy and geotechnical characteristics used herein correspond to
downtown Los Angeles and are based on field exploration data in terms of Standard Penetration
Tests (SPT), Cone Penetration Tests (CPT) and shear wave velocity soundings (Vs). The collected
information is publicly available in the GeoDOG online tool developed by the California
Department of Transportation and is supplemented with geotechnical data for the construction of
three underground train stations in downtown Los Angeles (AMEC 2013).
Figure 16 presents the field investigation data used to summarize the subsurface conditions
up to 40 m under the ground surface in the area of study; mainly consisting of man-made fills
composed of mixtures of silty to clayey sands and gravels deposited on top of dense alluvium
materials. Alluvium materials are denoted as Qal1 and Qal2 in the figure. Soil layer Qal2 has more
fine-grained soils than layer Qal1. In addition to slight differences in particle size between Qal1
and Qal2, the alluvium deposit layer from depths 5.5 m to 15 m is divided to account for the
approximate location of the water table: 10.5 m from the ground surface. At approximately 15.5 m
from the ground surface, a very dense clayey silt transitioning to siltstone is found. Soil contents
shown in the figure were obtained from sieve analyses presented in the geotechnical data from
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AMEC (2013). The relative density of each soil layer was computed using the relationship
proposed by Meyerhof (1957), which correlates the results of SPT blow counts (NSPT) corrected
for energy ratio, borehole diameter, sampling method, rod length, and overburden pressure [i.e.,
(𝑁1 )60 values]. The Qal2 layer has an average relative density (Dr) larger than 80%; thus, soil
liquefaction may not occur. Additionally, historical occurrence of liquefaction in the L.A.,
especially in central and west part of downtown (i.e., where most of the tall buildings are located)
have been rarely susceptible to liquefaction (California Department of Conservation 2007).

Figure 16. Summarized subsurface conditions corresponding to downtown Los Angeles area.
Based on Vs measurements of the topmost 30 m, the computed natural frequency of the
soil deposit is 3.2 Hz (or natural period of 0.31 s) using equation 𝑓 =

𝑉𝑆 30
4𝐻

. The soil profile is

classified as site class C (ASCE 2017b) according to the Vs measured for the topmost 30 m of the
soil profile. The figure also shows a compilation of friction angle () values from laboratory direct
shear and triaxial tests developed for the soils in the area and values determined using the
correlation with NSPT proposed by Hatanaka and Uchida (1996).
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3.3

Soil Behavior under Cyclic Loading and Constitutive Soil Parameters

Soil behavior under cyclic loading using the PDMY02 and PDMY03 constitutive models is
presented in this section. The maximum strain at which the soil behavior can be considered purely
elastic is very small, approximately between 1x10-5 and 1x10-6 (Jardine 1992). Usually, soil
stiffness varies with depth and decays with the strain level induced by the applied cyclic loading.
Therefore, soil stress-strain response should be characterized by nonlinear behavior and using
advanced constitutive soil models. Under dynamic loading, the soil is subjected to shearing cycles,
showing not only a nonlinear decrease in the soil stiffness but also an increase in damping. The
hysteretic behavior of soils generated during cyclic shear loading consists of a sequence of loading
and unloading paths, characterized by increasing values of irrecoverable deformations. In general,
it has been observed that earthquakes induce small strain levels in the soil, that exhibits a high
shear stiffness, and that stiffness decreases with increasing values of shear strains (𝛾) while the
amount of dissipated energy by the soil increases (Mercado 2016).
The constitutive model parameters were determined using the soil characteristics from the
geotechnical field investigation program presented in Chapter 3.2. Table 2 presents the PDMY02
and PDMY03 soil parameters. The soil parameters Gmax,1,oct and Br were computed using Vs
measurements. The model friction angle, assumed as the friction angle under triaxial compression
conditions, was determined using NSPT correlations and compared with a database of laboratory
direct shear and triaxial test results developed for the soils in the Los Angeles downtown area. The
parameters controlling the mechanisms of plastic shear strain accumulation and rate of shearinginduced volume changes were selected based on previous studies developed on medium dense to
dense sands (Khosravifar et al. 2014; Karimi and Dashti 2015; Khosravifar et al. 2018) and
recommended values contained in the OpenSees manual (Yang et al. 2008).
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Table 2. PDMY02 and PDMY03 constitutive soil parameters computed for the proposed soil
conditions.
Parameter

Fill

Qal1

Qal2

Silt

Vs (m/s)

228.6

280.1

396.2

487.6

Dr (%)

75

96

91

85

ρ (Mg/m )
Gmax,1,oct (MPa)
Br (MPa)
𝜙 𝑇𝑋𝐶 (°)

1.93
124.0
342.0

1.98
190.9
417.1

2.06
137.3
998.1

2.01
587.9
1547.7

29.3

34.6

31.3

30.3

𝜙𝑃𝑇 (°)

24.3

29.6

26.3

25.3

ϒmax,r
P’r (kPa)
d
c1
c2
c3
c4*
c5*
d1
d2
d3
NYS

0.1
101
0.5
0.005
0.5
0
0
0
0.15
3
0
20
1
0
1.73

0.1
101
0.5
0.001
0.1
0
0
0
0.8
3
0
20
1
0
1.73

0.1
101
0.5
0.002
0.25
0
0
0
0.6
3
0
20
1
0
1.73

0.1
101
0.5
0.004
0.5
0
0
0
0.4
3
0
20
1
0
1.73

3

liquefac1†
liquefac2†
S0 (kPa)*
†Additional

input parameters used in the PDMY02.
*Additional input parameters used in the PDMY03.
Both constitutive soil model can be used to simulate the monotonic and cyclic response
characteristics of soils depending on the confining pressure. Small strain soil behavior in the
PDMY02 model is controlled by the Gmax,1,oct, and ϒmax,r input parameters. During the earthquake
excitation, the model is capable of reducing the initial shear stiffness, Gmax, as the shear strain
increases. PDMY02 and PDMY03 constitutive soil model does not require direct input of G/Gmax
and damping curves as a function of strain; however, it is capable to degrade the stiffness as shear
strains increase. Figure 17 shows the G/Gmax and damping curves for each soil layer with
constitutive soil parameters used in the numerical simulations as a function of mobilized shear
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strains (𝛾12) for the PDMY03 model. The computation was done using numerical models of cyclic
undrained direct simple shear (DSS) tests in OpenSees and compared with empirical curves.
Computed modulus degradation curves show a reasonable match when compared to empirical
curves such as those reported by EPRI (1993). Computed equivalent damping curves are
overestimated with respect to previously reported empirical curves. PDMY02 shear stiffness
degradation and damping showed negligible differences compared to the PDMY03. This result is
consistent with other studies that used the PDMY02-03 models (e.g., calibration process for several
sands developed by Ramirez et al. (2018)).

Figure 17. G/Gmax degradation and equivalent damping curve for each soil layer using PDMY03
and EPRI (1993) recommendations.
Figure 18 presents a comparison of the undrained cyclic behavior for both PDMY02 and
PDMY03 under a cyclic stress ratio (CSR) of 0.45 (i.e., cyclic shear stress over the initial vertical
effective stress of the soil). Figure 18a presents the cyclic shear stress-strain behavior of soil
elements. Figure 18b shows the stress path responses in terms of CSR and the variation of the
effective vertical stress during the earthquake and normalized by the initial effective overburden
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stress of the soil. Figure 18c presents the pore water pressure generation. Figure 18d shows the
shear strain evolution with the number of the DSS cycles. Note that the cyclic behavior shows
great similarities between both constitutive soil models. Negligible differences were computed in
the cyclic shear stress-strain behavior using both constitutive soil models.

Figure 18. Cyclic response of a soil element under undrained DSS conditions: a) cyclic shear
stress-strain behavior, b) stress path, c) pore water pressure, and d) shear strain.
3.4

Free-Field Analyses

The size of the soil domain plays an important factor in the numerical modeling to avoid
boundary effects in the structural and soil response. The boundary conditions should ideally
represent actual field conditions; thus, the size of the model needs to be wide enough to avoid
wave reflection back to the structure (Rayhani and El Naggar 2008). Analyses to define a suitable
soil domain for the numerical simulations were performed. Figure 19 shows a 120-m wide soil
mesh with 1296 elements and a larger 210-m wide mesh with 5000 elements. A single earthquake
was selected to assess possible boundary effect at the middle of the soil mesh. The PDMY02
constitutive model was used with the properties presented in Table 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 19. Soil domains to assess effects of boundary conditions: a) 120-m-wide soil mesh and
b) 210-m-wide soil mesh.
For the numerical models adopted in this dissertation, the soil domain uses massive soil
columns (i.e., increased out-of-plane thickness) with periodic boundary conditions located at the
left and right sides of the model to ensure free-field response. Therefore, when a horizontal
excitation is applied to the model, the free-field response at these enlarged elements is obtained.
Additionally, at the bottom left corner of the model, a single Lysmer-Kuhlemeyer (1969) dashpot
was utilized to account for the compliance of the underlying siltstone material found from the
geotechnical field testing reports. The dashpot properties were selected to represent the silt
material found from the geotechnical testing reports (i.e., Vs = 700 m/s and mass density of
2.5 Mg/m3). The dashpot coefficient was defined as 1750 Mg/s.
The free field response (i.e., soil domain with no building) is compared in the Figure 20 by
means of acceleration, velocity, and displacement response spectra computed from the output
acceleration time history in the middle and top of both types of soil mesh. Both soil mesh produced
similar acceleration, velocity, and displacement response spectra. It is considered that the 120-m
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wide soil mesh is sufficient to capture the free field responses and minimize boundary effects at
middle of the ground surface. Thus, the 120-m-wide mesh is adopted in this dissertation to
represent the soil conditions of downtown L.A.

Figure 20. Acceleration, velocity, and displacement response spectra at the middle of ground
surface for both soil mesh.
One-dimensional (1D) analyses were also performed to verify the results computed with
the 2D soil domain in OpenSees. Acceleration response spectra at the ground surface were
calculated with the software DeepSoil. Figure 21 shows the comparison between the response
spectra recorded at the ground surface for: (i) linear 1D response with DeepSoil, (ii) nonlinear 1D
response with DeepSoil, (iii) 1D and 2D linear response modeled with OpenSees, and (iv)
nonlinear 1D and 2D response with the soil domain modeled with the PDMY02. As expected,
equivalent linear analyses in DeepSoil tend to overestimate the response at the top of the soil. It is
observed that the acceleration response spectra from the 2D soil domain in OpenSees is close
enough to the 1D nonlinear analyses performed with DeepSoil. It is concluded that the results of
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both programs reasonably match even considering their differences in the way soil damping and
stiffness degradation are accounted for.

Figure 21. Acceleration response spectra using 1D analyses with DeepSoil and OpenSees and 2D
analyses using OpenSees.
To assess the SSI effects on tall buildings, three-dimensional (3D) analyses were also
performed. Figure 22 presents the 3D free-field model used in OpenSees. The soil profile was
modeled using a 3D fully-coupled finite element soil domain using SSPbrickUP hexahedral 3D
elements, capable of simulating the dynamic response of solid-fluid fully-coupled materials based
on the Biot (1962) theory for porous media. Similar as the 2D model, the finer parts of the mesh
were used for the soil clusters underneath and surrounding the tall buildings for the SSI analyses.
The size of the soil domain was chosen to avoid large boundary effects and minimize
computational time.
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Figure 22. 3D free field OpenSees model.
1D analyses were also performed to verify the results computed with the 3D soil domain
in OpenSees. Figure 23 shows the comparison between the response spectra recorded at the ground
surface with linear-elastic (i.e., ElasticIsotropic) and nonlinear-inelastic soil (i.e., PDMY02)
materials for 1D, 2D, and 3D soil columns and the 3D soil domain shown in Figure 22. As
expected, similar response was computed among the linear-elastic models. For the nonlinearinelastic analyses, the 3D soil domain showed smaller ground accelerations than the other models
since difference on the yielding and drainage mechanism in the soil.

Figure 23. Acceleration response spectra using 1D, 2D, and 3D soil models in OpenSees with
linear-elastic and nonlinear-inelastic soil materials.
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4

EVALUATION OF SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION ON TALL
BUILDINGS USING CLASSICAL METHODS
Soil-structure interaction should be considered when analyzing the dynamic response of

tall buildings to avoid unrealistic computation of engineering demand parameters (EDPs). It was
hypothesized in this research that the response of buildings to a strong motion is largely affected
by the soil type, properties and dynamic behavior since the buildings are placed on flexible
foundation systems that differ from conventional fixed-base building assumptions. Authors such
as Stewart et al. (1999a), Trifunac et al. (2001b; 2001a), Tileylioglu (2008), Givens (2013), Karimi
and Dashti (2016), Tomeo et al. (2018), Mercado et al. (2018), Mercado and Arboleda-Monsalve
(2021), among others, have incorporated and evaluated the contribution of SSI effects to the
dynamic response of low and mid-rise buildings.
These authors found significant changes in the EDP distribution in buildings including soilstructure interaction (SSI) effects compared to fixed-base conditions and concluded that SSI
affects the distribution of EDPs along the height of the structure and oversimplified fixed-base
approaches are not always conservative. The inclusion of SSI impacts the seismic performance of
tall buildings, triggering contributions from higher modes, changing the overall damping due to
induced material damping, and producing larger demands depending on the structural
configuration. This chapter presents the analysis of SSI effects using classical methods (i.e.,
substructure approaches) and compared different performance metrics such as peak horizontal
accelerations and inter-story drifts versus those computed under idealized fixed-base conditions
and using advanced direct SSI approaches.
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4.1

Modeling Approaches

Comparison of numerical modeling approaches to study SSI effects in tall buildings were
performed in OpenSees (McKenna et al. 2000). Archetype 40-story buildings with five bays were
selected for the analyses. The buildings were identical, 120 m-high and 30 m-wide, except in the
way the substructure modeling approach was adopted. Beams and columns had lengths of 6.0 and
3.0 m, respectively, and were modeled using linear-elastic elements (i.e., elasticBeamColumn
elements). Columns and beams were assumed to have W27x161 and W24x104 cross sections,
respectively. One building model was developed assuming fixed-base conditions (i.e., building
fully clamped at the ground surface which completely ignores SSI effects). Eigen-value analyses
were performed to compute the natural periods of the structure fixed at the base. The first and
second natural periods of the structure were 4.22 s and 1.31 s, respectively.
A 1.5 m-thick concrete mat foundation was added to the base of the model as a linearelastic element with an elastic modulus of 31 MPa. Mat foundation and structural elements were
connected using the same node; therefore, they shared the same three degrees of freedom. The
medium-to-dense sandy soil conditions provide an approximate ultimate bearing capacity of
1250 kPa for a square 900 m2 mat foundation. Given the large bearing capacity of the supporting
soils and low liquefaction potential, the mat foundation was adequate for this archetype 40-story
building. A 1.5-m-thick mat foundation was selected based on the requirement to resist punching
shear as a function of the average bearing pressure and number of stories from Johnson (1989).
Figure 24 shows a design chart for mat foundation thickness required to resist punching shear at
the base as a function of average pressure per story and number of stories of a tall building. From
the figure, for a 40-story building and an average pressure per story of 10 kPa (0.2 ksf), the
recommended mat foundation thickness is 5 ft (1.5 m) for a building with no shear walls.
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Figure 24. Number of stories for buildings versus thickness of mat foundation (Johnson 1989).
As part of the numerical model approaches to evaluate influence of SSI effects in tall
buildings, three different building models shown in Figure 25 were developed: two “substructure”
models and one tall building model using a direct continuum-based approach. At first glance, one
may state that given the competent soil conditions adopted in this study, the EDPs obtained using
a fixed-base building model would be comparable to a numerical model that considers explicitly
the soil domain. In this chapter, computed differences in the seismic behavior of the building
models are attributed only to SSI modeling since the tall buildings are linear-elastic and identical.
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Figure 25. Soil-structure interaction models: a) substructure approach using fixed-end springs
and dashpots, b) substructure approach with rigid bathtub, and c) direct approach with finite
element model.
4.1.1

Substructure Modeling Approach

In the first model, the structure is placed on horizontal springs and dashpots to capture the
effect of the surrounding soil (see Figure 25a). The approach considers supporting soils idealized
as springs working alongside with dashpots in parallel in the vertical and horizontal orientations.
Each spring is fixed at one end against translation and the other end is connected to the elastic mat
foundation. Vertical springs and dashpots account for the elasticity and viscous damping variation
of the soil, respectively. Horizontal springs represent the shear-sliding resistance interaction at the
soil-mat foundation interface. Springs and dashpots were modeled using zeroLength elements,
assigning elastic and viscous properties, respectively. Ground motions were input at the base of
the model using the multi-support excitation technique in OpenSees. The first and second natural
periods of the structure with SSI effects modeled as shown in Figure 25a were computed as 5.1 s
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and 1.31 s, respectively. This represents a period lengthening of 𝑇̃/𝑇 = 1.2. The second vibration
mode was not elongated by SSI effects.
Figure 25b schematically shows a “bathtub” substructure approach model to account for
SSI effects. This approach was developed following NIST (2012) recommendations. As opposed
to the previous model, the set of springs and dashpots are not fully fixed at one end but attached
to a rigid “bathtub” allowed to move only in the horizontal direction. To accomplish the bathtub
model in OpenSees, the ends of the spring-dashpot sets were forced to have the same displacement
in the horizontal direction using master/slave node techniques. The input time history was applied
to the bathtub, so each spring-dashpot set moves together with the input motion. The connections
between spring-dashpot sets and the mat foundation were the same as the previous model.
Eigenvalues analyses in OpenSees for this model were not possible since the bathtub model can
move freely in the horizontal direction. Thus, identification of natural periods for this model is
presented in the following section by means of transfer functions (TFs).

4.1.2

Direct Modeling Approach

Figure 25c shows the direct modeling approach when a continuum soil domain is added.
In this approach, the mat foundation nodes were tied to the soil nodes using master/slave node
constraints, which imply zero relative movement (i.e., no gapping or sliding) and perfect friction
at the interface (i.e., no interface elements). The bottom boundary of the soil domain was modeled
assuming fixed nodes against displacements in the vertical direction. At the bottom left corner of
the model, a Lysmer-Kuhlemeyer (1969) dashpot was included to account for the compliance and
damping of the underlying elastic medium. The dashpot properties were selected to represent the
behavior of the silt material found from the geotechnical testing reports. The finite element mesh
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size varied from 1.0 to 2.5 m. The finer parts of the mesh were used for the soil clusters underneath
and surrounding the building. Even though the model considers elastoplastic soil behavior and
built-in constitutive soil model damping, a 5% Rayleigh damping proportional to mass and lastcommitted state element stiffness was supplemented to account for soil damping at small strain
levels.
Table 3 presents the modeling stages and their description, modeling commands, and
analysis components used for the direct approach in OpenSees. This is the proposed procedure and
modeling guidelines for SSI effects using the direct approach. Initially, the soil mesh was modeled
and the proper boundary conditions were assigned. The geometry of the soil domain needs to be
large enough to avoid boundary effects in the SSI analyses. The mesh can be defined based on
finite element wavelength criterion. Kuhlemeyer and Lysmer (1973) suggested to take an element
size less than one-eighth of the wavelength of the maximum frequency from the input earthquake.
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Table 3. Modeling stages followed during the direct approach analyses.
Stage

Soil
Mesh

Description
In this stage the
soil mesh is
created with the
desired geometry
(i.e., width and
height) and
boundary
conditions are
assigned.

-

Modeling Commands
node and fix to create soil and pore water pressure nodes.
fix to assign vertical restrain at the base nodes (nodes at the base are
free to move in horizontal plane).
equalDOF to assign periodic boundary conditions to edge nodes.
nDMaterial PDMY02 or PDMY03 to create fully coupled soil
materials.
element 9_4_QuadUP to create soil elements.
element zeroLength and uniaxialMaterial Viscous to account for
underlying elastic medium with a Lysmer dashpot.

Analysis Components

N/A.

-

Gravity

It is a phase to
reproduce in situ
conditions.

N/A.

-

Building

Building and mat
foundation are
modeled and
connected to the
soil domain.
-

Gravity

In this stage,
loads are applied
to the building
and soil domain.

-

node to create structure nodes and mat foundation.
element elasticBeamColumn to create linear-elastic columns,
girders, and mat foundations elements.
element twoNodeLink to create nonlinear columns and girders.
uniaxialMaterial Steel02 or Hysteretic to assign nonlinear-inelastic
and degrading materials to columns and girders.
mass to assign nodal masses.
pattern Plain "Linear" load to assign nodal loads for gravity
analyses.
equalDOF to connect mat foundation nodes with soil nodes.

N/A.

-

N/A.
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updateMaterialStage -material 1 -stage 0 and
1 to ensure elastic and plastic soil behavior.
constraints Penalty alphaS alphaM.
test NormDispIncr tolerance and iterations
Tolerance used: 1.0x10-7
algorithm Newton or krylovNewton
numberer RCM
system ProfileSPD or UmfPack
integrator Newmark gamma beta
analysis Transient
analyze steps delta-time

constraints Penalty alphaS alphaM.
test NormDispIncr tolerance and iterations
Tolerance used: 1.0x10-7
algorithm Newton or krylovNewton
numberer RCM

Stage

Description

Modeling Commands
-

Dynamic
analysis

Application of
forcing function
to the model to
obtain the soil
and structure
response.

remove loadPattern to remove static load so just the ground motion
is applied.
rayleigh $alphaM 0.0 0.0 $betaK as recommended in this research.
pattern UniformExcitation or MultipleSupport (or the use of
effective force time history)
-
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Analysis Components
system ProfileSPD or UmfPack
integrator Newmark gamma beta
analysis Transient
analyze steps delta-time.
loadConst -time 0.0 to hold gravity for
dynamic stage.
constraints Penalty alphaS alphaM.
test NormDispIncr tolerance and iterations
Tolerance used: 1.0x10-5
algorithm Newton or krylovNewton
numberer RCM
system ProfileSPD or UmfPack
integrator Newmark gamma beta or HHT
alpha
analysis Transient
analyze steps delta-time

Since the bottom boundary of the soil domain is free to move in the horizontal plane and
the u-p elements need some numerical fixity in the third DOF, Penalty constraints are
recommended to avoid numerical problems and nonconvergence. The alphaS and alphaM factors
of the Penalty constraints were calibrated to be between 1.0x1014 and 1.0x1018. It was noted during
the calibration that larger factors may introduce numerical errors and high frequency content into
the model while small values may produce nonconvergence. Transformation constraints would
produce errors since the model does not have enough restraints in the boundary nodes. The
NormDispIncr was used to check convergence in the model. Convergence in the models was
achieved under 30 steps assigning a tolerance of 1.0x10-7. After experimenting with different
algorithms, it is recommended to work with either Newton or krylovNewton; however, the latter
seems to produce faster modeling time. To construct the linear solver, both ProfileSPD and
UmfPack provided good results. The UmfPack system is recommended since it can easily handle
large numerical models.
Analysis components are defined based on how large the soil domain is and the type of
boundary conditions used. Usually, the same analysis commands are used during gravity and
dynamic analyses; however, the number of steps, iteration, and tolerance needs to be adjusted.
During the gravity stage, it is important to initially ensure the elastic behavior of the soil by using
updateMaterialStage command in OpenSees. A Transient analysis is performed with very large
time steps which simulate a static analysis. After reaching convergence with approximate 20 steps
in gravity stage, updateMaterialStage is used again to ensure plastic behavior of the soil domain.
Then, gravity analysis is repeated with approximately 35 small time steps. All the transient analysis
can be conducted with the Newmark or Hilber-Hughes-Taylor (HHT) integrators. It is
recommended to use the Newmark integrator for simple linear-elastic structures to ensure no
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numerical damping is introduced in the system. However, when a large degree of nonlinearity is
introduced in the models, the HHT integration is recommended to induce some numerical damping
in the model. The recommended alpha for HHT is 0.9.
After gravity is performed in the soil domain and the building is modeled, gravity must be
performed to apply structural loads and to ensure convergence of the SSI system. The same
analysis components are used, but the number of steps were set to 100 with a time steps of 0.02
(i.e., factor equal to one for loads applied). Before moving forward to the dynamic stage, loadConst
command was used to hold gravity during the subsequent stages. During the development of the
model, it was noted some high frequency content after applying the gravity loads of the structure.
This was mitigated by introducing 2 steps with very small transient time steps before applying the
forcing functions to the model.
During the dynamic analysis, the tolerance used to check convergence was smaller (i.e.,
1.0x10-5) than the one used in previous stages, and the maximum number of iterations was set to
500 (most of analyses used less than 40 iterations). Tolerance was lowered to avoid numerical
problems since the large number of nonlinearities being excited with non-stationary signals can
easily produce high frequencies in the models. It is also important to allow free vibration after the
earthquake application to dissipate frequencies in the system. This was done by extending the
number of steps in the analyze command.

4.2

Ground Motions

Figure 26a shows the input ground motions selected for the analyses based on their widely
varying spectral content and amplitude-frequency characteristics to excite the tall building in
multiple modes. The selected earthquakes (EQs) were: i) Loma Prieta 1989 EQ, Sunnyvale-Colton
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Ave. (SVL) station, ii) Kobe 1995 EQ, Yae station, and iii) Superstition Hills-02 1987 EQ,
Imperial Valley Wildlife Liquefaction Array (WLA) station. The recorded accelerations were
obtained

using

the

PEER

ground

motion

database

tool

(available

at

https://ngawest2.berkeley.edu). The selected earthquakes were scaled to match the spectral
response acceleration (S1) of 0.4 g at a period of 1.0 s corresponding to the building design.
Figure 26b presents the Fourier amplitude by means of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of
each ground motion time history. FFTs are presented to illustrate the period content characteristics
of the earthquake motions. The Loma Prieta EQ has a dominant period of approximately 3 s. The
time histories for the Kobe and Superstition Hills EQs are rich in period contents; wide range of
small and large period contents are noticeable. Both earthquakes have significant amplitudes at
approximately 4 s. Those acceleration time histories were selected to be close to the natural periods
of the archetype buildings (i.e., 40-story structures) presented in this dissertation. Figure 26c shows
the 5% damped pseudo spectral acceleration (Sa) of each time history. It can be noted from the
figure that Superstition Hills and Loma Prieta EQs have the largest and lowest Sa values at 4 s,
respectively.

Figure 26. Ground motions selected to analyze SSI effects; a) input time histories, b) Fourier
amplitude, and c) 5% damped spectral response acceleration.
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Table 4 presents the ground motion characteristics after scaling, such as Mw, faulting
mechanism, peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV), Arias intensity (AI),
predominant period (Tp), and significant duration between the 5 and 95% threshold (D5-95).
Table 4. Selected horizontal earthquake acceleration time histories from PEER ground motion
database.
EQs
Loma Prieta
Kobe Japan
Superstition
Hills-02

Station
[Component used]
Sunnyvale - Colton
Ave. (SVL) [270]
Yae (YAE) [000]
Imperial Valley
Wildlife
Liquefaction Array
(WLA) [090]

4.3

Year

Mw

Mechanism

1989

6.93

1995

6.9

Reverse
oblique
Strike slip

1987

6.54

Strike slip

PGA
(g)

PGV
(m/s)

AI
(m/s)

Tp
(s)

D5-95
(s)

0.32

0.6

1.5

0.29

25.3

0.14

0.19

0.9

0.82

44.2

0.36

0.64

3.1

0.13

35.8

Soil-Structure Interaction Input Parameters

The seismic response of the building modeled using the abovementioned SSI approaches
is highly dependent on the input parameters of the springs and dashpots assigned to the foundation
model. Table 5 presents the input parameters used to estimate spring and dashpot coefficients.
They were determined following the NIST (2012) recommendations based on the formulations
proposed by Pais and Kausel (1988). This formulation correlates the geometry of the foundation,
building natural period, and stiffness characteristics of the soil. To calculate spring stiffnesses and
dashpot coefficients only half-dimensions of foundation geometry and a single frequency are
recommended. In this chapter, 30-m square mat foundations were used to support the archetype
buildings. The selected frequency corresponded to the period associated with the dominant
response of the structure, which is the first mode of a flexible-base structure (i.e., first mode with
period lengthening).
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Table 5. Parameters used for evaluation of dynamic stiffness.
Parameter

Value

ρ (Mg/m )

1.99

Vs,avg (m/s)

311

Vs,F (m/s)

363

Gmax (MPa)

263

Vs (m/s)*

295

G (MPa)*

175

3

*Reduced values based on ASCE 7-16 site class C and SDS/2.5 = 0.62 g.
NIST (2012) and Stewart et al. (2003) recommended to use an average shear wave velocity
over the influence depth to compute the dynamic stiffness. The influence depth range was
calculated as the square root of half area of the mat foundation. ASCE 7-16 (2017b) provides
recommendations to adjust the shear wave velocity and shear modulus for large strains levels.
Average effective shear wave velocity (Vs) and effective shear modulus (G) were the input
parameters for the formulation to compute spring and dashpot coefficients. Vs was calculated using
Vs,avg measured values corrected to account for the overburden pressures due to the weight of the
structure. Overburden-corrected shear wave velocities (Vs,F) were averaged within the appropriate
depth range (i.e., from 0.0 to 15.0 m). G was calculated using small strain shear modulus (Gmax).
Vs and G values were adjusted using a site class C soil and a design spectral response acceleration
in the short period range (SDS) of 1.56 g (typical for downtown LA), based on ASCE 7-16 (2017b).
In the substructure approach, assigning uniformly distributed spring-dashpot sets (i.e.,
using same coefficients along the foundation), rotational stiffness of the foundation may lead to
unrealistic seismic responses of the building. This is because the vertical soil reaction is not
uniform and tends to increase near the edges of the foundation. Thus, springs at foundation edges
were assigned stiffer properties. The opposite effect occurs with dashpots because translational
modes produce more radiation damping than rocking modes. Thus, dashpot intensities were scaled
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down at the foundation edges to avoid overestimation of rotational damping. NIST (2012) defines
the foundation edge length as Re x L, where L is the foundation half-length and Re is a factor
typically in the range of 0.3 to 0.5. In this study, the foundation edges or end zones were computed
as 6.0 m. Table 6 presents the calculated spring and dashpot intensities used in the numerical
simulations to consider SSI effects in the substructure approach models. Middle and end zone
spring-dashpot sets were distributed 1.0 m apart. A horizontal spring-dashpot set was also included
in the substructure modeling approach at each end of the mat foundation to account for shearsliding effects between the foundation and the soil.
Table 6. Vertical spring and dashpot intensities distributed under the mat foundation.

Parameter

Spring stiffness intensity
𝑘𝑍𝑖

(kN/m)

Dashpot intensity
𝑐𝑍𝑖 (kN-s/m)

Spring-dashpot set at middle zone

2.05x10+4

1.78x10+3

Spring-dashpot set at end zone

6.13x10+4

1.34x10+3

+7

9.59x10+5

Horizontal spring-dashpot

1.45x10

The soil domain for the direct approach was modeled using nine-node quadrilateral
elements, capable of simulating the dynamic response of solid-fluid fully-coupled material based
on the Biot (1962) theory for porous media. The constitutive soil model used was the PressureDependent-Multi-Yield-surface (PDMY02) and soil parameters were presented in Table 2.
Additional soil parameters assigned to the quadrilateral soil elements are presented in Table 7.
Even though the soils in this study are not susceptible to liquefaction because of their large relative
density, the model is used to account for the soil stiffness degradation and shear strength
mobilization when subjected to earthquake-induced cyclic loading and to study soil-foundationstructure interaction effects on the seismic response of tall buildings.
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Table 7. Additional soil parameters used for the proposed soil conditions.
Parameter
k (m/s)
e
ρ (Mg/m3)

4.4

Fill
4.0x10
0.65
1.93

Qal1
-5

2.0x10
0.5
1.98

Qal2
-5

2.3x10
0.55
2.06

Silt
-5

3.0x10-5
0.6
2.01

Seismic Response of Tall Buildings with Soil-Structure Interaction

Figure 27 shows the computed elastic TFs for each modeling approach and ground motion
used herein. These transfer functions were computed as the ratio of output FFT horizontal
acceleration of nodes on top of the structure (i.e., 40th story) over the FFT of the input time history.
A lowpass filter was applied to the output and input time histories with a cut-off frequency of 6 Hz
to eliminate noise from the responses. The predominant natural period of the tall building modeled
with fixed-base conditions (i.e., solid black line) is 4.2 s, which is consistent with the eigen-value
analyses described earlier. Higher vibration modes can also be identified with the TFs, where the
periods of the second and third modes were 1.3 and 0.7 s, respectively. When adding the soil
domain using the direct approach (i.e., dash-dotted blue line), the building changed its predominant
natural period to approximately 4.6 s. This represents a period lengthening 𝑇̃/𝑇 of 1.1. There is no
period lengthening in higher modes of the building. Identification of elastic vibration
characteristics of structures using transfer functions is advantageous since natural periods are the
same regardless of the earthquake time history.
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Figure 27. Elastic transfer functions computed from the horizontal acceleration response.
Transfer functions computed from the seismic response of the two substructure models
show a predominant natural period of the structure of approximately 5.1 s. This represents a period
lengthening 𝑇̃/𝑇 of 1.2 for the first mode of the structure with a flexible base compared to the
fixed-base model. Note that higher natural periods are not elongated. Numerical models using
fixed-end spring-dashpot and a bathtub-type support have negligible differences in the computed
TFs, which does not necessarily imply the same performance, but similar frequency characteristics
instead. NIST (2012) states that period lengthening characteristics for tall buildings can be
neglected but given the soil conditions and adopted structural configuration herein, period
lengthening up to 20% seems plausible. Mercado et al. (2020a) evaluated the soil and structural
characteristics that significantly affects the period lengthening in tall buildings: shear wave
velocity and aspect ratio of the building.
Two EDPs were computed from the numerical simulations in OpenSees: inter-story drift
ratios and peak story horizontal accelerations. Computed EDPs for each time history correspond
to envelopes of maximum values at each story achieved during the dynamic simulation stage and
are presented to illustrate differences in the seismic behavior of each structure as a result of each
modeling strategy.
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Figure 28 shows peak story horizontal accelerations for each selected earthquake and
models. It can be noted that Loma Prieta EQ produced the largest peak story horizontal acceleration
when compared to Kobe and Superstition Hills EQs. Kobe EQ produced the smallest acceleration
in the models. The inclusion of the continuum soil domain (i.e., direct approach) significantly
affected the magnitude and distribution of the peak story horizontal acceleration response of the
tall building when compared to a fixed-base model. A trend was observed regardless of the
earthquake used for the analysis. This is attributed to the period lengthening and flexibility due to
the SSI effects.

Figure 28. Peak story horizontal accelerations for each earthquake and building model.
When comparing the SSI effects obtained using the fixed-end spring-dashpot model in
relation to the results obtained with a fixed-base model, computed peak story horizontal
accelerations are very similar regardless of the fact that the spring-dashpot system added
significant flexibility to the building seismic response (see transfer functions). SSI effects
computed with the bathtub model and the direct approach are very similar in magnitude and
distribution. This is attributed to the underlying assumptions of both models in terms of allowing
horizontal movements at the base which caused larger contribution from higher vibration modes
of the structure. From those results, a fixed-base model is not necessarily a conservative approach,
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and the author recommends modeling explicitly the soil domain due to the impacts on the seismic
response of tall buildings due to SSI effects and site conditions.
Figure 29 shows the computed inter-story drifts for each earthquake and tall building
model. Superstition Hills and Kobe EQs produced the largest and smallest inter-story drifts,
respectively. In general, in terms of inter-story drifts the fixed-base model results were
conservative. For Kobe EQ very slight differences were noted in the computed results in spite of
the period lengthening characteristics associated with each model. Considering SSI effects caused
differences in the magnitude and distribution of inter-story drifts. Substructure approaches
generally produced larger inter-story drifts when compared to a direct approach using soil
continuum modeling. Differences between both substructure approaches were negligible in terms
of inter-story drift magnitude and distribution. The seismic response from SSI approaches
demonstrates a satisfactory foundation impedance modeling with the spring-dashpot sets. The
direct approach triggered higher mode contribution to the drift response when compared to the
fixed-base model.

Figure 29. Seismic inter-story drifts for each earthquake and building model.
The numerical simulations used in this chapter were based on linear-elastic structures using
classical methods to assess SSI in buildings (i.e., substructure approaches) and compared to fixed61

base conditions and the advanced direct approach. Further analyses on SSI effects using the direct
approach are covered in the following chapters, where linear-elastic and nonlinear-inelastic tall
buildings are used.
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5

SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION USING A DIRECT APPROACH
AND EARTHQUAKE-INDUCED LOSSES
This chapter focuses on seismic behavior of an archetype tall building with soil-structure

interaction (SSI) effects using the direct approach due to the advantages of this technique over the
substructure approach used in Chapter 4. The use of the Pressure-Dependent-Multi-Yield-surface
(PDMY02) soil model to represent the soil-foundation system is beneficial since SSI effects are
properly accounted for in the analysis when soil strength and stiffness reduction (i.e., strengthstress-strain soil response), soil damping evolution characteristics, and soil-foundation-structure
responses are modeled as a coupled system (i.e., direct approach).
The main structural components were modeled using linear-elastic elements, but shear
walls were added to the system and were modeled using the nonlinear Shear-Flexure Interaction
Multiple-Vertical-Line-Element-Model (SFI-MVLEM) coded in OpenSees and proposed by
Kolozvari et al. (2015a; 2015c). Parametrically, fixed-base building models and those including
SSI effects are compared in this chapter. The natural period of the soil was parametrically varied
to support the idea that SSI affects the seismic performance of tall buildings and to assess the
influence of different soil profile characteristics on the structural response. Earthquake-induced
losses and repair time of the models were estimated to highlight the benefits of including shear
walls and SSI effects in tall buildings.

5.1

Soil-Structure Interaction Model Characteristics

Four numerical models were developed to evaluate the seismic response of tall buildings
including SSI effects. The first two models corresponded to a 40-story building numerically
simulated assuming fixed-base conditions or modeling the soil domain realistically in a continuum
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and direct form. The other two models corresponded to the same archetype tall building but
including shear walls in the middle bay acting as the main lateral load-resisting mechanism, thus
causing a reduction in the building flexibility.
Figure 30 presents the finite element discretization of the two soil-structure interaction
models developed in OpenSees. The building has 40 stories and five bays (i.e., identical to the tall
building superstructure presented in Chapter 4) with a height and width of 120 m and 30 m,
respectively. Beams and columns were assigned lengths of 6.0 and 3.0 m, respectively, and were
modeled using linear-elastic elements (i.e., elasticBeamColumn elements in OpenSees). Cross
sections were assumed to be W27x161 and W24x104 for columns and beams, respectively to
assign specific values of area and moment of inertia to the structural elements in the model.
The shear walls were modeled using the SFI-MVLEM model (i.e., Shear-Flexure
Interaction Multiple-Vertical-Line-Element Model) proposed by Kolozvari et al. (2015a; 2015c).
For the SFI-MVLEM, advanced constitutive relationships were used for concrete and steel
materials: ConcreteCM (Chang and Mander 1994) and Steel02 (Filippou et al. 1983), respectively.
The shear walls discretization in vertical and horizontal directions consisted of two elements per
story height and six macro-fibers, respectively. This model is presented in this study for the first
time in coupled SSI systems. The shear walls reduce the natural period of the structure as a result
of adding a stiff lateral load-resisting mechanism to the structure. The model parameters adopted
herein can be found at Kolozvari et al. (2015b) and Kolozvari and Wallace (2016).
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Figure 30. Soil–structure–foundation interaction finite-element models of the tall buildings.
The building was initially modeled assuming fixed-base conditions. Then, the soil domain
was added, and the mat foundation nodes were tied to the soil nodes using master/slave node
constraints, which imply zero relative movement (i.e., no gapping or sliding) and perfect friction
at the interface (i.e., no interface elements). The PDMY02 constitutive soil model was used and
soil parameters were presented in Table 2. On the left and right sides of the model, tied degrees of
freedom were applied to the nodes at the same elevation. The bottom boundary of the soil domain
was modeled assuming the nodes are fixed against displacements in the vertical direction. At the
bottom left corner of the model, a Lysmer-Kuhlemeyer (1969) dashpot was utilized to account for
the compliance of the underlying elastic medium.
The finite element mesh was discretized to have element sizes varying from 1.0 to 2.5 m.
In the soil profile, the minimum Vs is equal to 220 m/s and the highest frequency for each
earthquake is approximate 8 Hz. This represents 10 to 27 elements per wavelength to avoid
numerical dispersion. The finer parts of the mesh were used for the soil clusters underneath and
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surrounding the buildings. The size of the soil domain was chosen to avoid large boundary effects
and minimize computational time (i.e., 4.4 times the computed wavelength of 27.5 m) based on
the analyses presented in chapter 3.4. Even though the model considers elastoplastic soil behavior
and built-in constitutive model damping, a 5% Rayleigh damping proportional to mass and
committed element stiffness was supplemented to account for damping at small strain values of
the soil. Ground motions were input to the model using the uniformexcitation technique in
OpenSees.

5.2

Intensity Measures

Earthquake ground motion time histories of various levels of intensity were selected to
evaluate the structural response of the archetype buildings. The ground motions, used later for the
computation of EDPs, were selected following FEMA P-58 (FEMA 2012). As part of the intensity
measures (IMs), ten ground motion records per hazard: 72, 475, 2475-year mean return periods
(i.e., 50%, 10%, and 2% probabilities of exceedance in 50 years, respectively) were selected using
the PEER ground motion database tool (available at https://ngawest2.berkeley.edu) to match the
Conditional Mean Spectrum (CMS) proposed by Baker (2011). The CMS relates the spectral
amplitude at a given period associated to an earthquake magnitude (M), distance from the
earthquake to the site of interest (R), and normalized residual from a ground-motion model
prediction (ε) of the pseudo-spectral acceleration (Sa).
These can be obtained from a deaggregation analysis to predict ground motions at the site
of interest, based on a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA). Local effects associated with
the site amplification of earthquakes with periods larger than 2 s in the Los Angeles Basin (Graves
and Aagaard 2011) are not included. Figure 31 presents the deaggregation analysis for the Los
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Angeles downtown area showing the contribution of active and potential sources to the seismic
hazard. The analyses were developed using a site class C based on ASCE (2017b) according to the
Vs soundings. The deaggregation analyses were performed using the U.S. Geological Survey tool
(https://earthquake.usgs.gov/hazards/interactive/) (2008). The results show that the 72-year mean
return period has an approximate M = 6.52 and R = 22.89 km. The 475-year mean return period is
represented by M = 6.74 and R = 12.78 km. The 2475-year mean return period has an approximate
M = 6.88 and R = 9.51 km.

Figure 31. Probabilistic seismic hazard deaggregation analysis for downtown Los Angeles for
different hazard levels: a) 72 years; b) 475 years; and c) 2,475 years.
Figure 32 shows the ground motions selected and scaled to match the computed target CMS
at a period of 4.0 s. This period was chosen to approximately match the expected first-mode natural
period of the archetype 40-story structure studied herein. CMS was computed based on the
associated M, R, and ε for each hazard level. Table 8 presents the selected earthquakes from the
PEER ground motion database and its characteristics such as moment magnitude (Mw), R, scale
factor based on CMS, mechanism (i.e., type of faulting), peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak
ground velocity (PGV), Arias intensity (AI), Housner intensity (HI), the predominant natural
frequency for each return period, and the 30 m topmost shear wave velocity (Vs,30). Based on the
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CMS, the PGAs were approximately 0.16, 0.28, 0.38 g for the 72, 475, and 2475-year mean return
periods, respectively.

Figure 32. Conditional mean spectra at a given Sa (T = 4.0 s) for 10 selected ground motions per
return period: a) 72 years; b) 475 years; and c) 2,475 years.
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Table 8. Selected horizontal earthquake acceleration time histories from PEER ground motion database.

Return
Period
(year)

72

475

2475

No.

Earthquake

Year

NGA
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Denali Alaska
Chi-Chi Taiwan
Duzce Turkey
Hector Mine
Hector Mine
Chalfant Valley-02
San Fernando
Superstition Hills-01
Loma Prieta
Landers
Kobe Japan
Chi-Chi Taiwan
Chi-Chi Taiwan
Hector Mine
Chi-Chi Taiwan-04
Taiwan SMART1(45)
Denali Alaska
Chi-Chi Taiwan-06
Taiwan SMART1(45)
Superstition Hills-02
Chi-Chi Taiwan
Chi-Chi Taiwan
Chi-Chi Taiwan
Imperial Valley-06
Chi-Chi Taiwan-03
Superstition Hills-02
Kobe Japan
Kobe Japan
Chi-Chi Taiwan
Chi-Chi Taiwan

2002
1999
1999
1999
1999
1986
1971
1987
1989
1992
1995
1999
1999
1999
1999
1986
2002
1999
1986
1987
1999
1999
1999
1979
1999
1987
1995
1995
1999
1999

2115
1560
1613
1776
1836
549
68
718
802
850
1100
1196
1237
1762
2746
570
2113
3313
576
729
1476
1534
1199
171
2507
729
1121
1114
1541
1496

Scale
factor
based
on
CMS
1.33
2.8
1.87
2.05
3.39
1.03
0.69
1.31
0.49
1.75
2.08
2.43
2.94
1.62
3.31
2.25
2.37
3.74
2.78
1.31
1.93
3.02
3.64
1.96
3.45
2.57
3.08
1.77
2.08
3.43

Mw

R
(km)

Mechanism

PGA
(g)

PGV
(m/s)

AI
(m/s)

HI
(m)

Frequency
(Hz)
(Period s)

Vs30
(m/s)

7.9
7.62
7.14
7.13
7.13
6.19
6.61
6.22
6.93
7.28
6.9
7.62
7.62
7.13
6.2
7.3
7.9
6.3
7.3
6.54
7.62
7.62
7.62
6.53
6.2
6.54
6.9
6.9
7.62
7.62

126.3
63.8
25.7
56.4
42.0
14.3
22.7
17.5
7.5
21.8
24.8
41.9
58.4
41.8
33.0
56.0
53.0
58.8
55.1
23.8
28.0
15.9
35.4
0.07
24.4
23.8
27.7
3.31
12.3
10.4

Strike slip
Reverse oblique
Strike slip
Strike slip
Strike slip
Strike slip
Reverse
Strike slip
Reverse oblique
Strike slip
Strike slip
Reverse oblique
Reverse oblique
Strike slip
Strike slip
Reverse
Strike slip
Reverse
Reverse
Strike slip
Reverse oblique
Reverse oblique
Reverse oblique
Strike slip
Reverse
Strike slip
Strike slip
Strike slip
Reverse oblique
Reverse oblique

0.1
0.12
0.1
0.14
0.22
0.26
0.16
0.17
0.25
0.3
0.46
0.13
0.23
0.29
0.17
0.16
0.13
0.33
0.29
0.23
0.3
0.39
0.32
0.62
0.5
0.46
0.49
0.62
0.39
0.54

0.13
0.18
0.11
0.15
0.24
0.2
0.15
0.17
0.2
0.34
0.44
0.51
0.3
0.45
0.36
0.16
0.27
0.29
0.27
0.41
0.72
1.0
0.99
1.4
1.0
0.81
0.65
1.6
0.88
1.5

0.48
0.87
0.15
0.47
0.8
0.53
0.32
0.45
0.35
2.16
2.51
1.23
2.6
2.27
1.06
0.91
1.15
1.12
1.95
1.31
2.14
10.8
6.28
3.33
5.0
5.03
10.13
5.53
6.77
10.4

0.34
1.01
0.31
0.63
0.69
0.77
0.55
0.66
0.87
1.06
1.32
0.85
1.9
1.48
1.49
0.72
0.57
1.54
0.88
1.43
1.44
4.38
3.41
3.53
4.41
2.8
3.73
6.0
2.93
3.53

12.9 (0.07)
2.89 (0.34)
5.73 (0.17)
3.33 (0.30)
6.92 (0.14)
3.94 (0.25)
5.39 (0.18)
7.69 (0.13)
6.13 (0.16)
5.46 (0.18)
2.55 (0.39)
2.89 (0.34)
2.25 (0.44)
7.82 (0.12)
4.2 (0.23)
6.1 (0.16)
12.2 (0.08)
2.72 (0.36)
6.1 (0.16)
7.82 (0.12)
4.73 (0.21)
1.55 (0.64)
1.55 (0.64)
1.46 (0.68)
3.71 (0.26)
7.82 (0.12)
1.21 (0.82)
0.84 (1.19)
3.28 (0.30)
1.99 (0.50)

376
463
782
359
635
303
316
179
380
359
256
210
180
382
253
309
382
221
327
179
406
409
192
264
258
179
256
198
493
403
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For each ground motion, the intensity measures PGA, PGV, AI, and HI were computed (see
Table 8) and correlated to the Sa at 4.0 s of the CMS. The CMS Sa values at 4.0 s are 0.04, 0.16,
and 0.31 g for the 72, 475, and 2475-year mean return periods, respectively. Figure 33 shows such
relationship for the site-specific soil conditions considered for different IM levels. The figures
show the Pearson’s r correlation coefficient relating the relationship between the IM and the Sa at
4.0 s of the CMS. This linear correlation coefficient measures the strength and the direction of a
linear relationship between the two variables. The worst fit in terms of intensity measures are found
for the PGA. PGAs are less suitable to relate the frequency content and duration of an earthquake
and tend to underestimate the ground motion intensity. Accumulated measures like AI and HI are
more representative of the earthquake intensity than peak acceleration values of an earthquake
since they contain the information of the entire time history (Newmark 1975; Housner 1975).

Figure 33. Relations between Sa at 4.0 s of the CMS and each IM: a) PGA; b) PGV; c) AI; and
d) HI.
5.3

Natural Periods of Proposed Numerical Models

Figure 34 presents elastic transfer functions computed to identify periods and modes of
vibration of the four building models. These transfer functions were determined as the ratio of the
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frequency response of nodes on top of the structure (i.e., 40th story) over the input time history
frequency response. Frequency responses were computed by applying the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) to the output acceleration time histories. A total of 30 earthquakes were used to compute
the transfer functions (TFs) and the average trendline results are highlighted in the figure.

Figure 34. Transfer functions for: (a) fixed-base building; (b) fixed-base building with shear
walls; (c) building including SSI effects; and (d) building with shear walls including SSI effects.
The archetype tall building modeled as a fixed-base structure has a predominant natural
period of 4.2 s (i.e., natural frequency of 0.24 Hz). This period was obtained from an eigen-value
analysis performed in OpenSees and is confirmed by the transfer functions. Higher modes can be
also identified with the transfer functions, where the second and third modes were 1.3 and 0.7 s,
respectively (see Figure 34a). When adding the soil domain, consisting of predominantly
competent alluvium deposits as shown in Figure 16, the building slightly elongated its predominant
natural period to approximately 4.6 s (i.e., natural frequency of 0.21 Hz). This represents a 10% of
period lengthening (i.e., 𝑇̃/𝑇 = 1.1). Higher modes have negligible period lengthening. Figure
34b shows the transfer function of the building when shear walls were added in its middle bay.
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This stiffening effect caused a 14% reduction of the natural period of the building (i.e., natural
period from 4.2 to 3.6 s). Higher periods are also reduced.
Adding the soil domain to the building with shear walls caused a 20% period lengthening
(i.e., 𝑇̃/𝑇 = 1.2, see transfer function in Figure 34d). One might state that given the competent
soil conditions of this study (i.e., relative density (Dr) larger than 85% for the fill, Qal1, and Qal2
soil layers), the numerical output of the fixed-base building model and the corresponding model
adding the “competent” soil domain would lead to similar dynamic response. Stewart et al. (1999b)
stated that high-rise structures with significant higher-mode response, period lengthening can be
neglected. For the fixed-base tall building model analyzed herein, the modal mass participation
ratios were computed as 74.6%, 14.3%, and 3.8%, for the first, second, and third vibration modes,
respectively. The large modal mass participation of the first-mode shows that the computed period
lengthening is possible due to the small participation of higher modes, which is in agreement with
Stewart et al. (1999b) findings.

5.4

Engineering Demand Parameters for Archetype Tall Buildings

For the abovementioned building models and selected ground motions, the EDPs
evaluated, to quantifying potential discrepancies on the structural response, were the inter-story
drift ratio, peak story horizontal acceleration, and building settlement. Those EDPs were selected
herein to describe the performance of the structure and study their importance when quantifying
damage states and losses using the PBEE methodology. Figure 35a shows mean values of
computed maximum inter-story drifts. The inter-story drifts do not represent post-earthquake
residual drifts. These curves represent the computed mean values of the ten earthquakes for each
hazard level. Figure 35b shows mean values of computed peak story horizontal accelerations for
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the four building models and three hazard levels. The accelerations presented were obtained using
absolute recorders from OpenSees.

Figure 35. Computed seismic EDPs along the height for each building model and hazard level: a)
envelope of maximum inter-story drifts and b) peak story horizontal accelerations.
As expected, the 2475-year mean return period hazard produced the largest demands on
the building models; maximum 1.75% and 1.2 g for computed mean inter-story drifts and mean
peak story horizontal accelerations, respectively. Comparing fixed-base models only (i.e., ignoring
SSI effects), significant reduction of inter-story drift distribution along building height was
computed as a result of adding the shear wall system. This stiffening effect reduced 14% the natural
period of the building. Negligible changes in the inter-story drifts over the building height for the
three hazard levels were computed when modeling explicitly the continuum soil domain.
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The inclusion of the continuum soil domain affected the computed building response, as
reflected by the increase in maximum peak story horizontal acceleration distribution along
building height. The building model without shear walls and considering SSI effects (i.e., blue
dash-dotted line and corresponding to the largest natural period of 4.6 s) caused the largest peak
story horizontal accelerations. Conversely, the fixed-base model (i.e., black solid line) resulted in
the smallest computed peak story horizontal accelerations. Observe also in the figures how the
inclusion of SSI effects to the numerical modeling changed the distribution of peak story horizontal
accelerations and the inter-story drifts along the building height. This is more noticeable for the
models considering SSI effects in the 2475-year hazard level.
Figure 36 shows the maximum computed EDPs among all the stories of the building
models for each set of ground motions grouped in terms of Sa at T= 4.0 s of the CMS. These
relations are represented for each building model along with a power-law functional fit to the data.
The parameters of the functional fit (i.e., EDP= a(Sa)b), a and b, were determined using leastsquares analysis. The largest computed inter-story drift ratio among the set of earthquakes was
2.5%. For comparison purposes, maximum allowable inter-story drifts are 2.0% of the story height
for a Risk Category I or II (see ASCE 7.16 (2017b) Table 12.12.1).

Figure 36. EDPs at Sa(T= 4.0 s) of the CMS: a) inter-story drifts, b) peak horizontal acceleration,
and c) settlements.
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The 2475-year mean return period hazard levels may lead to unacceptable performance of
this archetype structure in terms of inter-story drift ratios which warrants the addition of the shear
wall system to reduce the natural period of the building and thus, reduce the inter-story drift ratios
(see dashed orange and dotted red lines below solid black and dash-dotted blue lines in the interstory drift Figure 36a). For the building models considered herein, the maximum computed interstory drift levels barely changed by considering SSI effects, however noticeable changes in their
distribution along the building height were computed (as presented in Figure 35a). Note the
increase on the peak seismic-induced horizontal accelerations when SSI effects are considered in
the numerical model. The addition of a stiff shear wall system to the building models increased
their peak horizontal acceleration response compared to the building models without shear walls.
A geotechnical EDP that is related to possible damages on the building is the maximum
vertical displacement (i.e., settlement) computed at the base of the mat foundation. Figure 36c
presents the variation of maximum settlement computed for each building model including SSI
effects as a function of Sa(T= 4.0 s) of the CMS. Maximum settlements of 0.24 m were computed
for the 2475-year mean return period condition. It is interesting to note how the addition of a shear
wall system (i.e., causing a reduction of building natural period), reduces the building settlements
to 0.18 m (i.e., 25% reduction). This outcome is applicable to the soil and structural conditions
considered in this chapter since seismic-induced settlements depend on numerous factors
including: presence of liquefiable soils, input motion characteristics, in situ conditions and stress
history of the soil deposit, and configuration of the soil-foundation-structural system. Recall from
Figure 16 that the soils studied herein are not susceptible to liquefaction, verified with computed
excess pore water pressure ratios less than one for all building models. Several authors, such as
Yang et al. (2003), Howell et al. (2015), and Karimi and Dashti (2016), have shown that the
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PDMY02 model tends to underpredict seismic-induced settlements due to underestimation of the
coefficient of the volumetric compressibility.
Table 9 presents both parameters for the power-law equations with best fit, a and b, which
were obtained using least squares regression. The coefficient of correlation, R2, for each EDPhazard level relationship is also presented in the table. To describe the dispersion of the variables,
the lognormal standard deviation is presented in the Table. These equations are presented to
describe the variation of EDPs with the Sa of the CMS for each hazard level. Parameter a
represents a scaling factor of the fitting curve, which shifts vertically as a increases. Parameter b
determines the rate of growth or decay of the function. The author observed that the larger the
flexibility of the building, reflected in large computed natural vibration periods, generally the
larger the a value.
Table 9. Parameters for power regression equations relating EDPs with the pseudo-acceleration
at 4.0 s of the CMS for each tall building model.
Peak horizontal
acceleration

Inter-story drift
Model type
Fixed-base model

Settlements

a

b

R2

σlnx

a

b

R2

σlnx

7.29

1.07

0.77

0.86

3.11

1.11

0.67

0.72

3.12

0.85

0.67

0.62

Model including SSI effects

7.26

1.09

0.72

0.79

Fixed-base shear walls model

5.38

1.03

0.81

0.76

2.25

0.75

0.73

0.59

Model Shear walls and SSI

4.59

0.92

0.84

0.67

3.75

0.83

0.68

0.6

a

b

R2

σlnx

0.7

1.04

0.6

1.02

N/A
0.75

1.4
N/A

0.33

1.0

Current practice tends to favor the inclusion of core shear walls to stiffen the lateral loading
response behavior of tall buildings. Thus, modeling them leads to a reduction of the seismicinduced inter-story drift ratios and settlements. However, for those buildings with large number of
acceleration-sensitive components, shear walls should be used and analyzed carefully.
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Figure 37 shows the computed vertical displacements (i.e., settlements) during a 2475-yr
return period earthquake at three different points under the mat foundation (i.e., left-hand side
edge, middle part, right-hand side edge). The model including SSI effects without the shear wall
and the model with shear wall including SSI effects are represented in the figure with black and
red lines, respectively. Dashed lines are the settlements recorded at points in the soil mass located
at the edges of the mat foundation. Solid lines are the settlements at a point in the middle of the
mat foundation. Observe how the addition of the rigid shear wall system (i.e., red lines) is
decreasing the SSI-induced building ratcheting during the earthquake loading. Note that black lines
(i.e., model w/o shear walls) has larger peaks. Including shear walls in the model (i.e., stiffening
up the structure) causes smaller tension-compression vertical displacement reversals applied to the
soil at the edges of the mat foundation; thus, lowering the computed settlements.

Figure 37. Settlements under the mat foundation for: (i) building with SSI effects and without the
shear wall and (ii) building with SSI effects and including shear wall.
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Figure 38 shows the changes in the effective stresses as the earthquake occurs at two
different depths in the soil profile. Initially the overburden pressure of the building increases the
stress in the soil. During the earthquake, the effective stress fluctuates due to the rocking of the
building. Note that no excess pore water pressure is generated in the first 10.5 m of the soil profile
and changes in the stresses are attributed to stress redistributions as the earthquake occurs.

Figure 38. Stress distribution of soil at depth of 2.0 and 4.2 m under the mat foundation.
Soil liquefaction may potentially alter the energy that reaches the foundation level and has
a direct impact on the seismic-induced EDPs. However, the likelihood of soil liquefaction is very
low given the soil conditions used. Figure 39 shows the computed pore water pressure ratio (ru)
and the stress path of a soil element located at a depth of 11.0 m (below water table) for a 2475-yr
return period earthquake. The stress path shows a reduction of the initial effective stress; however,
the maximum computed ru value was 0.35 which does not represent liquefaction.
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Figure 39. Pore water pressure ratio and stress path of a soil element located at a depth of 11.0 m
under 2475-yr earthquake.
5.5

Parametric Variation of the Soil Profile

To understand the role that the strength characteristics of the soil domain plays on EDPIM relationships at the Sa (T=4s) of the CMS, a variation of soil parameters was performed to
modify the natural period of the soil profile. Figure 40 shows the parametric variation of shear
wave velocities and friction angles used to further study the influence of soil properties in SSI
effects on the building response. Vs and friction angles () were parametrically varied 100 m/s and
5°, respectively, with respect to the values adopted in the previous section. This variation yields
three soil profiles in terms of predominant soil natural period: i) soil type C with Ts = 0.3 s, ii) soil
type C with Ts = 0.4 s (i.e., soil profile adopted in the remaining sections of the chapter), and iii)
soil type D with Ts = 0.6 s. These natural periods were calculated according to the Vs measured
for the topmost 40 m of the soil profile, which is consistent with the maximum depth considered
in numerical simulations. Constitutive soil parameters were recalculated for the cases of
predominant soil natural period Ts= 0.3 s and 0.6 s and are presented in Figure 40.
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Figure 40. Parametric variation of shear wave velocities and friction angles to study role of soil
domain on EDP-IM relationships at the Sa (T=4s) of the CMS.
Table 10. PDMY02 constitutive soil parameters recomputed for the parametrically modified soil
conditions.
Soil

Soil type
C
Ts = 0.3s

Soil type
D
Ts = 0.6s

Parameter

Description

Fill

Qal1

Qal2

Silt

Vs (m/s)

Shear wave velocity

328.6

380.1

496.2

587.6

Dr (%)
Gmax,1,oct (MPa)
Br (MPa)

84
256.3
560.1

98
351.5
606.2

96
623.2
1240.0

99
853.5
1780.1

34.6

40.8

36.9

35.8

𝜙𝑃𝑇 (°)

Relative density
Octahedral low-strain shear modulus
Bulk modulus
Friction angle under triaxial
compression conditions
Phase transformation angle

29.6

35.84

31.9

30.8

Vs (m/s)

Shear wave velocity

128.6

180.1

296.2

387.6

Dr (%)
Gmax,1,oct (MPa)
Br (MPa)

Relative density
Octahedral low-strain shear modulus
Bulk modulus
Friction angle under triaxial
compression conditions
Phase transformation angle

70
39.2
137.1

85
78.9
217.6

82
222.1
705.5

89
371.5
1238.2

24.4

29.2

26.3

25.3

19.4

24.2

21.3

20.3

𝜙 𝑇𝑋𝐶 (°)

𝜙 𝑇𝑋𝐶 (°)
𝜙𝑃𝑇 (°)

The tall building models without shear walls were used to quantify SSI on IM-EDP
relationships given the assumed parametric variation of the soil profile. Figure 41 shows for each
hazard level the computed EDPs for the Sa of the CMS at 4.0 s. Note from the figure that the stiffer
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the soil (i.e., a small natural period of the soil profile, Ts= 0.3s in the figure), the larger the
computed inter-story drift ratios and peak horizontal accelerations (see dashed orange lines above
dash-dotted black lines). Smaller inter-story drifts and peak story horizontal accelerations were
computed by changing the soil type from C to D. Maximum inter-story drift ratios of 3.1% were
calculated for the soil with Ts = 0.3 s, which represents an 8% increase with respect to those
presented in Figure 36.

Figure 41. EDPs at Sa(T= 4.0 s) of the CMS arising from changes in soil profile from class C to
D: a) inter-story drifts, b) peak horizontal acceleration, and c) settlements.
In this parametric study, by lowering shear wave velocities (i.e., increasing natural
vibration period of the soil profile), large degradation of the shear modulus and large mobilized
shear strains in the soil caused by the earthquake are expected. This implies large hysteretic
damping in the soil domain due to the large shear strains (Seed and Idriss 1970), and thus, smaller
acceleration of the ground motion through the structure and reduction of seismic structural
demands. The large damping associated with a flexible foundation soil (i.e., soil type D selected
in this case) causes a reduction of the computed seismic demands in the building (see dash-dotted
black line in Figure 41). Slight differences were computed in the peak story horizontal
accelerations for the soil conditions corresponding to Ts values of 0.3 s and 0.4 s.
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Increasing the flexibility of the soil reflected in larger natural period (see Figure 41c),
caused maximum computed settlements up to 0.5 m for the 2475-year mean return period hazard
condition, which implies an increase of 150% with respect to the values presented in Figure 36.
Excessive differential settlements leading to large inter-story drifts can trigger architectural,
functional, and structural damage of structural and nonstructural components of tall buildings
leading to large seismic-induced losses that affect the PBEE decision-making framework. Since
typical downtown Los Angeles area soil profiles period are closer to 0.4 s (for the topmost 40 m),
this is adopted in the remaining sections of the chapter.

5.6

Influence of Soil-Structure Interaction in Loss Analyses

PBEE evaluation is generally performed for low- and mid-rise buildings using fixed-base
building models; thus, ignoring the influence of the foundation soils in the structural seismic
response (e.g., Jayaram et al. 2012; Molina Hutt et al. 2016; Kolozvari et al. 2018). The influence
of SSI on the dynamic response of buildings needs to be assessed to avoid unrealistic computation
of EDPs. Several PBEE studies have been developed to evaluate the influence of different
structural configurations on loss estimation. For example, Kolozvari et al. (2018) studied
earthquake-induced losses of a 15-story building evaluating the influence of shear walls in its
seismic performance. Median repair costs up to 24% were computed for earthquakes with a 2475year mean return period. Molina Hutt et al. (2016) assessed the seismic losses and repair time of
40-story buildings constructed in the mid-1970s and 1980s using the PBEE methodology. The
author estimated median expected direct economic losses for a 40-story steel moment-resisting
frame structure up to 34% of the replacement building cost at the 475-year mean return period
hazard level. Jayaram et al. (2012) evaluated the performance of new tall buildings (i.e., 20, 40,
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and 42-story structures) and estimated the losses associated with the building performance, finding
direct losses up to 27% of the replacement building cost at the 500-year mean return period hazard
level. None of the abovementioned studies included SSI effects on the loss estimation.

5.6.1

Losses Methodology

The IMs considered in this study were: PGA, PGV, AI, and HI. Three earthquake hazard
levels were considered: 50%, 10%, and 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years which resulted
in 72, 475, and 2475-year mean return periods, respectively. The EDPs considered herein were:
peak story horizontal accelerations, maximum inter-story drifts, and plastic rotation of the shear
walls. The contribution of structural and nonstructural building components to earthquake-induced
direct losses was studied on four building models placed on a soil profile typical of downtown Los
Angeles, CA (details of soil profile in Chapter 3). The Performance Assessment Calculation Tool
(PACT) (ATC 2012) was used in this study to estimate losses.

5.6.2

Fragility Functions for Tall Buildings

Selected structural and nonstructural components considered for the building models
studied herein along with their quantities are given in Table 11. Structural and nonstructural
components and quantities were selected based on case histories and typical values from buildings
with similar use and occupancy as reported on FEMA P-58 (FEMA 2012). The quantities of the
components per direction were compared and adjusted from similar studies of earthquake-induced
losses in tall buildings such as Ramirez and Miranda (2009) and Molina Hutt et al. (2016). The
selected fragility functions were grouped depending on the EDPs used to define damage. Interstory drifts, peak story horizontal accelerations, and plastic rotation of the shear walls were selected
as the main input demands in the PBEE evaluation conducted on the four building models. For the
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model including the shear wall system, shear wall rotation was also considered as an EDP. The
curvature of the wall was obtained by linearizing the strain between the top and bottom of the
element. The curvature was then assumed to be constant over the height of the wall, thus the wall
rotation was computed as the curvature multiplied by the height of the wall section (i.e., two per
story).
Large values of peak story horizontal accelerations tend to affect nonstructural components
(e.g., suspended ceiling and pendant lighting) more than structural components, which are
negatively impacted by large values of inter-story drifts (e.g., exterior walls and structural steel
connections). Computed losses related directly to seismic-induced settlements are not included in
the analyses. Foundation deformations represent a source of losses that is not considered in the
typical PBEE loss analysis. Larger losses than those computed herein are expected since
settlements can affect structural and nonstructural building components.
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Table 11. Selected components and quantities related to engineering demand parameters to use in damage modeling.
Fragility Number.

Component description per FEMA P-58

Floor level

Units

B1031.001
*B1031.001
B1031.011c
**B1035.021
**B1035.031
B2022.036
C1011.001b
C1011.001c
C2011.001f
C3011.001b
B1031.021b
*B1044.102a
C3027.002
C3032.003a
C3032.003b
C3032.003c
D1014.011
D2021.023a
D2021.023b
D2022.013a
D2022.013b
D2022.023a
D2022.023b
D2031.013b
D3031.013o
D3031.023o
D3041.011c
D3041.012c
D3052.013o
D4011.023a
D4011.053a
D5012.013o

Bolted shear tab gravity connections
Bolted shear tab gravity connections
Steel column base plates, column W > 300 plf
Post-Northridge connection beam depth <= W27
Post-Northridge connection beam depth <= W27
Midrise stick-built curtain wall
Wall partition
Wall partition, full height
Prefabricated steel stair that accommodate drift
Wall partition-wall finishes
Welded column splices, column 150plf <W<300plf
Slender concrete wall, 18" thick, 12' high, 20' long
Raised access floor, seismically rated
Suspended ceiling, (Ip=1.0), A < 250
Suspended ceiling, (Ip=1.0), 250 < A < 1000
Suspended ceiling, (Ip=1.0), 1000 < A < 2500
Traction elevator
Cold or hot potable water piping (D> 2.5 inches)
Cold or hot potable water piping (D < 2.5 inches)
Heating hot water piping - (D < 2.5 inches)
Heating hot water piping - (D < 2.5 inches)
Heating hot water piping - (D> 2.5 inches)
Heating hot water piping - (D> 2.5 inches)
Sanitary waste piping
Chiller - capacity: 350 to <750 Ton
Cooling tower - capacity: 350 to <750 Ton
HVAC galvanized sheet metal ducting (A < 6 SF)
HVAC galvanized sheet metal ducting (A > 6 SF)
Air handling unit capacity: 25000 to <40000 CFM
Fire sprinkler water piping
Fire sprinklers drop standard threaded steel
Motor control center

All
All
1st
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
See Note 2
First 7 floors
All
All
All
All
1st
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
1st
1st
All
All
1st
All
All
1st

1 EA
1 EA
1 EA
1 EA
1 EA
32 SF
100 LF
100 LF
1 EA
100 LF
1 EA
144 SF
100 SF
250 SF
600 SF
1800 SF
1 EA
1000 LF
1000 LF
1000 LF
1000 LF
1000 LF
1000 LF
1000 LF
500 TN
500 TN
1000 LF
1000 LF
30000 CF
1000 LF
100 EA
1 EA
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Quantity per direction
ND
L
T
40
40
56
56
12
12
4
4
8
8
64.55
64.55
3.87
3.87
0.97
0.97
1
0.37
0.37
12
12
13.45
13.45
7.20
8.71
3.63
2.42
11.00
0.15
0.15
0.81
0.81
0.29
0.29
0.55
1.00
1.00
0.73
0.19
5.00
1.94
0.87
8.00

EDP
IDR
IDR
IDR
IDR
IDR
IDR
IDR
IDR
IDR
IDR
IDR
PHR
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA

Fragility Number.

Component description per FEMA P-58

Floor level

Units

D5012.023n
D3031.013n
D3031.023n
D3052.013n
D5012.013n

Low voltage switchgear capacity: 100 to 350 Amp
Chiller - capacity: 350 to <750 Ton
Cooling tower - capacity: 350 to <750 Ton
Air handling unit capacity: 25000 to <40000 CFM
Motor control center

All
Roof
Roof
Roof
Roof

225 AP
500 TN
500 TN
30000 CF
1 EA

Quantity per direction
ND
L
T
2.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
8.00

EDP
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA
PFA

Note: EA = each; SF = square foot; TN = tons; LF = linear foot; CFM = cubic feet per minute; CF = cubic feet; AP = Ampere;
EDP = Engineering Demand Parameter; L = Longitudinal; T = Transverse; ND = Nondirectional; IDR = Inter-Story Drift Ratio (rad);
PFA = Peak Floor Accelerations (g); PHR = Plastic Hinge Rotation
Note 2: This fragility function was assigned to the following floors: 4th, 7th, 10th, 13th, 16th, 19th, 22nd, 25th, 28th, 31st, 34th, and
37th.
* These fragility functions are updated and included in the model with shear walls.
** These fragility functions are not included in the model with shear walls.
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5.6.3

Repair Cost Estimation Using PACT

The loss analyses were performed using PACT version 3.1.1 (ATC 2012) which performs
Monte Carlo simulations to calculate losses and account for uncertainties. In this study, 2,000
realizations were required to reach stable loss assessment results. For each EDP realization and
each component, a unique damage state is determined. Given the damage states and based on the
repair quantities for each component, the total repair cost for the building is computed by the
product of the total repair quantity by a unit repair cost and summing over all items (Yang et al.
2009). For each hazard level, repair costs are summed to obtain the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of losses.
Figure 42 presents a screenshot of the PACT tool used to estimate losses. Besides
information related to EDPs and fragility functions of building components, input parameters such
as: estimated total replacement cost and time of the building, typical occupancy, floor area, and
story height, need to be input to perform loss analyses. The total replacement cost of the building
was assumed as $130 million, based on $3,550/m2 ($330/ft2) replacement cost typical for tall
buildings with floor area of approximately 900 m2. The total replacement time was estimated as
730 days; two weeks per story plus 200 days of demolition and re-design (Molina Hutt 2017). The
population type for the 40-story building was assumed as commercial office and the quantities for
the fragility functions were determined at the 50th percentile level. For each hazard level and
building model, economic losses were computed by integrating repair losses over all components
at each story of the building (FEMA 2012).
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Figure 42. Screenshot of PACT version 3.1.1 (ATC 2012) with input information for a 40-story
building for estimation of earthquake-induced losses.
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Large post-earthquake residual drifts were not computed due to the elastic structural
behavior of the building models. Thus, collapse scenarios and mechanisms are not discussed. Cost
of engineering designs, demolition, and other field activities prior to construction were not
included in the computation of building replacement cost since this chapter focuses only on
estimating differences in direct losses from the proposed numerical tall building models including
SSI effects on their seismic response.
Figure 43 shows CDFs of the direct losses for each tall building model and seismic hazard
level. Those direct losses were calculated based on the components and quantities used for the
fragility functions presented in Table 11. Indirect losses associated with repair time were not
explicitly accounted for in the analyses. The computed direct losses did not vary significantly for
the 72-year hazard level. Less than 0.3% in direct losses were computed among the building
models for 50th percentile cumulative distribution function. The same analyses yield 50th percentile
losses up to 0.6% of the total building replacement costs for the 475-year hazard level when SSI
effects were included in the tall building model. The values presented in the figure slightly
underestimate losses in relation to other reported fixed-base structural models that include material
and geometric nonlinearities in the structural behavior (e.g., Jayaram et al. 2012; Molina Hutt et
al. 2016; Kolozvari et al. 2018). Note the large differences in losses were computed for the 2475year hazard level. Maximum median losses computed for building models subjected to 2475-year
mean return period earthquakes were 5.4% of the total replacement cost of the building.
By including SSI effects, the median direct economic losses increased up to 33% in relation
to building losses ignoring SSI with shear walls effects for the 2475-year mean return period. For
a given probability level in Figure 43c, the largest losses were computed for the building models
without shear walls since those models displayed the largest engineering demands for such a large
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earthquake (see inter-story drifts in Figure 36a from CMS Sa(T=4s) equal to 0.31 g). Regardless
of the seismic hazard level, including SSI effects in the analyses and the lack of a lateral loadresisting shear wall system triggers the largest earthquake-induced losses. Overall, the smallest
losses were computed for the tall buildings with lateral load-resisting shear wall system modeled
using a fixed-base approach. In practical application, this conventional modeling approach can
lead to unconservative designs or unrealistic predictions of earthquake-induced direct losses.
These findings are consistent with the computed transfer functions and inherent flexibility
associated with the natural periods of each building model.

Figure 43. Cumulative distribution functions of earthquake-induced losses for each tall building
model and seismic hazard level: a) 72-year mean return period, b) 475-year mean return period,
and c) 2475-year mean return period.
The contribution of structural and nonstructural components to the seismic-induced losses
is presented in Figure 44 for each tall building model and earthquake hazard level. This was
accomplished by separating structural (i.e., inter-story drift and plastic rotation-sensitive) and
nonstructural (i.e., acceleration-sensitive) building components. The results computed for the 72year mean return period showed that the main contribution to the median losses arises from damage
of nonstructural components. This is because very small inter-story drift ratios (up to 0.6%) were
computed for this hazard level. For the 2475-year mean return period, structural components
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dominated the computed median losses regardless of the adopted tall building model. The
inclusion of a shear wall lateral load-resisting system, modeled using SFI-MVLEM coded in
OpenSees and proposed by Kolozvari et al. (2015a; 2015c), reduced the computed total repair
losses [compare bar graphs (1)-(3) and (2)-(4) for the 2475-year mean return period]. Also,
inclusion of a shear wall system to the tall building reduced considerable the structural contribution
to the losses [observe the size reduction of gray regions of models (1) and (2) in relation to models
(3) and (4)] but increased the nonstructural contribution [observe the increase in size of white
regions of models (1) and (2) in relation to models (3) and (4)]. Considering SSI effects in the tall
building models triggered larger median total repair losses [compare bar graphs (1)-(2) and (3)-(4)
for any return period].

Figure 44. Median total repair direct losses for each tall building model and seismic hazard level.
5.6.4

Repair Time Estimation Using PACT

Figure 45 shows CDFs of repair time for each tall building model and seismic hazard level.
Building repair time represents the necessary time to achieve building re-occupancy and full
operational level of the building after an earthquake. The repair times were computed assuming
floors are repaired in series. This assumption is conservative (i.e., tends to overestimate repair
time), and the results are presented to comparatively evaluate repair times computed with each tall
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building model rather than to provide accurate predictions of repair time. The maximum median
(i.e., 50th percentile) computed repair time for the 72-year mean return period is 27 days for the
tall building model with a shear wall system and considering SSI effects. The 475-year mean return
period earthquake causes tall building repair time up to 45 days; computed for the tall building
models considering SSI effects. Computed median recovery time for the 2475-year mean return
period earthquake level was 340 days for the building with no shear walls.

Figure 45. Cumulative distribution functions for repair time for each tall building model and
seismic hazard levels: a) 72-year mean return period, b) 475-year mean return period, and c)
2475-year mean return period.
In terms of direct losses and repair time, it has been shown that tall building models
ignoring SSI effects and contribution of the lateral load-resisting system to the seismic response
conceal the understanding of seismic response of tall buildings. The fixed-base tall building model
(i.e., black solid line in Figure 45) shifts from being the model predicting the least repair times to
the model with the largest estimated repair times as the seismic hazard level increases. In general,
the inclusion of SSI in the numerical modeling provides larger, and perhaps more realistic
estimates of direct losses and repair time.
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6

SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION OF TALL BUILDINGS
INCLUDING NONLINEAR ANALYSES

In the analysis and design of tall buildings, soil-structure interaction (SSI) plays a pivotal
role in the computation of engineering demand parameters (EDPs) that directly influence seismic
designs from a performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE) perspective. In chapter 5, SSI
effects were evaluated using a linear-elastic response of tall buildings on mat foundations.
However, structures and soils generally exhibit nonlinear behavior during an earthquake and
including seismic nonlinear analysis in SSI modeling allows a better assessment of EDPs. This
chapter assesses the influence of nonlinear-inelastic materials in the seismic response of structures
and soils using a direct approach to represent SSI effects.
Galal and Naimi (2008) evaluated SSI effects on the response of nonlinear tall structures
supported on a mat foundation by means of a substructure approach, finding that the response of
the building is highly influenced by near-fault earthquakes in soft to medium stiffness soil types.
They showed an increase of structural displacement and drift EDPs for certain earthquake time
histories and soil types. Karapetrou et al. (2015) and Tavakoli et al. (2019) also showed that the
inclusion of SSI impacts the seismic performance of nonlinear tall buildings supported on a mat
foundation by triggering contribution from higher vibration modes, modifying overall structural
damping, and producing larger roof displacement EDPs depending on the structural configuration
and frequency content of the earthquake excitation.
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6.1

Modeling Assumptions in the Nonlinear Soil-Structure Interaction Analyses
6.1.1

Structural Modeling

To evaluate the seismic response of an archetype tall building with nonlinear SSI, twodimensional (2D) numerical models were developed in OpenSees. The tall building archetype used
in this chapter has 30 stories and three bays, with an approximate height and width of 110 m and
27 m, respectively (aspect ratio of H/B = 4). Floors all have the same height (i.e., 3.67 m) except
the bottom story that was selected to have a height of 4.1 m to resemble common tall building
geometrical configuration with first story lobby. Issues such as torsion and eccentricity were
eliminated by focusing on 2D models, yet sufficient control over the linear and nonlinear responses
of the models was considered to realistically represent the overall seismic performance of this
archetype tall building located in downtown Los Angeles. Building stiffness and mass profiles
were algorithmically generated to satisfy prescribed modes.
Building properties were determined based on ASCE 7-16 (2017b) for steel momentresisting frames (SMRF), assuming a response modification coefficient (R), deflection
amplification factor (Cd), and 1 s spectral acceleration of 8, 5.5, and 0.4 g, respectively. The beamto-column stiffness ratio (EIb/EIc) was assumed to be 0.5 times the ratio of the summation of the
lengths (Lb,total/Lc,total) at each floor. This ratio represents a building with a mixed flexural and sheartype lateral response (Blume 1968), which is suitable for the selected aspect ratio of this study.
The distribution of the column stiffnesses was assumed to be parabolic over the height, with the
top stiffness defined as half of the base and the change or gradient of stiffness selected to be zero
at the base. The equivalent lateral forces and corresponding story shears were generated based on
the floor heights and weights. Column stiffnesses were taken as 12EIc/Lc3. The mass and stiffness
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matrices of the elastic structure were created assuming that axial deformations were negligible,
i.e., no vertical translations and only one lateral degree-of-freedom (DOF) per story.
The initial realization of each archetype was generated by symbolic solution of the
eigenvalue problem, assuming a constant mass profile with total weight of 445(nb+1)n (in kN
where nb is the number of bays and n is the number of stories), to obtain the stiffness such that the
maximum inter-story drift was lower than 2% and fundamental period was equal to the ASCE 716 moment frame period. The mass distribution was obtained by solving the residual eigenvalue
problem using an iterative Newton approach in MATLAB such that the first three periods satisfied
those prescribed for each building. As a result, an effective average seismic floor pressure of
approximately 7.0 kPa per story was defined in the simulations.
A tall building with three different target natural periods of 2, 3, and 4 s (i.e., S1, S2, and
S3 respectively) were used. Figure 46 shows the first three fixed-base mode shapes and natural
period values of the tall buildings S1, S2, and S3. The buildings have a mixed flexural and sheartype lateral response according to the mode shapes. The modal characteristics were selected so
that the mode shapes were nearly identical among the three structures; therefore, minimizing
variability in the higher mode response. Finally, following the strong-column-weak-beam design
philosophy, columns were assigned an overstrength factor of 1.25. Despite this assumption,
columns and beams were allowed to develop plastic deformations during the earthquake.
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Figure 46. Vibration mode shapes for archetype tall buildings S1, S2, and S3.
The linear-elastic building models were created using the properties from the
abovementioned algorithmic solution assigned to elasticBeamColumn elements for columns and
girders. The nonlinear model using nonlinear link elements (i.e., twoNodeLink elements) to define
the shear and moment nonlinear force-deformation relationships independently for the girders and
columns. This element has three DOFs in the basic system (i.e., local coordinates) for the case of
2D modeling, where translations along the local axes x and y (i.e., axial and shear translations,
respectively) and rotations about z-axis (i.e., rotations associated with moments) with uniaxial
constitutive models specified in each DOF. The shear and moment basic DOFs utilized the GiuffreMenegotto-Pinto uniaxial strain hardening material model Steel02 (Filippou et al. 1983). This
material has a bilinear backbone curve with post-yielding stiffness, and it is characterized by
continuity in the tangent stiffness during loading and unloading. This setup enables close control
of the stiffness and strength, but also includes parameters to modify the hysteretic behavior with
other choices of uniaxial materials.
The column shear DOF stiffness (12EIc/Lc3) and strength (qc) were taken from the
algorithmic solution directly (with added overstrength). The column moment DOF stiffness and
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strength were obtained from the shears as EIc/Lc and qcL/2, respectively. The girder stiffness
properties were similarly specified from the algorithmic solution. The girder strengths were
obtained assuming the moment strength in the girder is the same as the column, but with the
overstrength removed.

6.1.2

Constitutive Soil Models

Two soil constitutive models were used for the analyses presented in this chapter: linearelastic isotropic and nonlinear-inelastic materials. The ElasticIsotropic model was assigned elastic
properties derived from the subsurface conditions. The nonlinear soil model used was the PressureDependent-Multi-Yield-surface (PDMY02) constitutive soil model. Table 12 presents the linearelastic soil parameters. Additional PDMY02 constitutive soil parameters used on the analyses can
be found in Chapter 3.
Table 12. Soil parameters computed for the proposed soil conditions.
Parameter

Fill

Qal1

Qal2

Silt

Vs (m/s)

228

280

396

487

Dr (%)

75

96

91

85

ρ (Mg/m3)

1.93

1.98

2.06

2.01

E (MPa) *

332

497

1,050

1,570

*

0.34

0.30

0.32

0.33

6.1.3

Ground Motions

Figure 47a shows the input time histories selected for the analyses. The selected
earthquakes (EQs) were: i) Loma Prieta 1989 EQ, Sunnyvale-Colton Ave. (SVL) station, ii) Kobe
1995 EQ, Yae station, and iii) Superstition Hills-02 1987 EQ, Imperial Valley Wildlife
Liquefaction Array (WLA) station. The recorded time histories were obtained using the PEER
ground motion database tool (available at https://ngawest2.berkeley.edu). The selection of the
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input ground motions was based on their widely varying spectral content and amplitude-frequency
characteristics to excite the tall buildings in multiple vibration modes. The earthquakes were
chosen regardless of how they were recorded, associated soil profiles, liquefiable site, or near-fault
characteristics. The input ground motions are treated herein as time histories to assess the seismic
behavior of tall buildings under different frequency characteristics to ultimately assess nonlinear
soil-structural system interactions. Figure 47b presents the Fourier amplitude by means of the FFT
of each ground motion time history. Figure 47c shows the 5% damped pseudo spectral acceleration
(Sa) of each time history.

Figure 47. Selected earthquakes to analyze SSI effects: a) input acceleration time histories,
b) Fourier amplitudes, and c) 5% damped spectral response accelerations.
The selected earthquakes were scaled to match the spectral response acceleration (S1) of
0.4 g at a period of 1.0 s to match the anchor point on the design spectrum used to generate the
equivalent lateral strength. This was done to have consistent seismic input into all the building
models, including the cases where SSI effects caused different fundamental frequencies. It is not
intended to develop site-specific seismic hazard analyses. This scaling process at 1.0 s is adopted
to prevent the use of unrealistic spectral content at small or large frequencies in the models. Based
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on this assumption, column strength and stiffness were computed to resist the vertical distribution
of seismic forces (ASCE 2017b).

6.1.4

Direct Soil-Structure-Interaction Modeling

Figure 48 presents the finite element discretization of the SSI models. A 1.5 m-thick mat
foundation was added to the base of the tall building as a linear-elastic element. Mat foundation
nodes were tied to the soil nodes using master/slave node constraints, which implies zero relative
movement (i.e., no gapping or sliding) and perfect friction at the interface (i.e., no interface
elements). Mat foundation and structural elements were connected using the same node; therefore,
they share the same translational degrees of freedom. At the bottom left corner of the model, a
Lysmer-Kuhlemeyer (1969) dashpot was utilized to account for the compliance of the underlying
elastic medium. The dashpot properties are presented in Chapter 3.

Figure 48. Soil-structure interaction finite element model of the tall buildings using the direct
approach presented in this chapter.
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Table 13 shows six different models and corresponding modeling assumptions in terms of
structural and soil characteristics. For example, fixed-base building models are named as “LB-F”
and “NB-F” which stands for linear building with fixed base and nonlinear building with fixed
base, respectively. Models including SSI effects with linear soils are LB-LS and NB-LS, paired
with a linear and nonlinear structure, respectively. LB-NS and NB-NS are also SSI models in
which the linear and nonlinear structures, respectively, are paired with nonlinear supporting soils
modeled using PDMY02.
Table 13. Model nomenclature with characteristics associated with each modeling approach.

Model ID
LB-F*

Structure characteristics
Linear-elastic
Nonlinear
✓

LB-NS
NB-NS

✓

✓

✓
✓

NB-LS*

Support characteristics
Linear-elastic
Nonlinear soil
soil

✓
✓

NB-F*
LB-LS*

Fixed base

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

* 3D simulations were also performed for these models and presented in section 6.3.
Ground motions were input to the model in terms of displacement time histories and using
multiple-support excitation (i.e., MultipleSupport in OpenSees). The prescribed ground motions
were input at the dashpot. Uniform excitation was not used since the acceleration is applied to all
nodes in the direction of the forcing function, which is no longer representative when yielding
occurs in the elements. Effective force time history is commonly used in OpenSees applications,
however for simplicity the multiple-support excitation was used. Figure 48 schematically shows
how and where the effective force is usually applied when considering a finite-element soil
domain. Typically, the force is applied at the node which shares equal DOF with the dashpot. As
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shown, the force is applied at node 3 since it has the same DOF as the dashpot. Nodes 2 and 3 are
set to be restrained in the vertical direction but allowed to move in the horizontal plane. Node 1 is
set fixed in both directions. Similar modeling set up with the dashpot was used herein; however,
earthquakes were input using prescribed displacements at the left-side fixed node of the dashpot
(Node 1 in the figure). This allows the dashpot to be a free DOF which still considers the finite
rigidity of the underlying layer by allowing energy to be radiated back to the dashpot.

Figure 49. Schematic view of the effective force approach and prescribed displacement.
Traditional fixed-base analyses (i.e., restraining translations and rotations at the base)
would require input of the displacement time history at the restrained nodes at the base of the
structure. This approach produces high frequency acceleration in the structural elements, and large
section and element deformation demands that are unrealistic and cause convergence problems.
Therefore, fixed-base conditions were simulated using a soil domain with increased stiffness
properties and a soil mass set to zero to avoid creating a mass damper for the structure. Using this
approach, the soil translates the input motion to the surface without wave propagation (i.e., rigid
link). The resulting fixed-base condition using this approach prevents additional rocking motion
due to SSI effects and the corresponding period lengthening. It was found that this approach is the
closest approximation to represent a fixed-base condition of the structure when ground motions
are input at the base of the model with multiple support excitation technique.
Figure 50 shows the comparison between the time history response and their FFTs at the
top of the “stiffer and zero mass” model and the intended input time history at the base of the
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buildings. Note that differences in the acceleration time history and FFT for both cases are
negligible.

Figure 50. Acceleration response and FFT response comparison between the stiffer and zero
mass soil domain and the input earthquake.
There are two main contributions to damping when modeling nonlinear systems, the
hysteretic behavior of materials and elements, and supplemental equivalent viscous damping.
Rayleigh damping in nonlinear earthquake simulations should be used carefully, because it may
lead to responses that are physically not plausible (Chopra and McKenna 2016). In mass and
stiffness proportional Rayleigh damping, the initial stiffness that contributes to damping never
changes, in addition to the hysteretic damping generated from any yielding of the constitutive
materials. This way, the total damping is at times overestimated after yielding occurs. Charney
(2008) and Chopra and McKenna (2016) state that Rayleigh damping proportional to mass and
committed element stiffness approach is the most reliable solution and provides improved results.
Thus, a 5% Rayleigh damping proportional to mass and committed stiffness was included to
account for damping at small strain values of the soil and structural elements. However, the
majority of damping in the system is expected to come from the hysteretic contribution of both
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systems. Damping in the SSI models was assigned independently based on the first natural periods
of each system. This was achieved by assigning the computed Rayleigh factors in two different
regions: soil and structure.

6.1.5

Transfer Functions and System Identification

FFT response was computed from displacement or acceleration time histories responses at
the top story of the elastic building models. Free vibration in the numerical models was allowed
by extending the dynamic analyses two times the earthquake length, thus accelerations and
displacements in the models are fully damped at the end of the analysis. This free vibration is
important to avoid unrealistic peaks in transfer functions (TFs). One limitation of computed
amplitudes is the large number of peaks associated with the frequency of the forcing function,
structure, and soil domain. A lowpass filter was applied to the output time histories with a cut-off
frequency of 6 Hz to eliminate high frequency response.
Nonlinearities in the structural elements modify the seismic response frequency
characteristics since the structure is no longer excited in the elastic natural modes (i.e., natural
mode before the earthquake). System identification was performed in this chapter using a reduced
order model to estimate modal vibration parameters for NB-F, NB-LS, and NB-NS. A simplified
elasto-plastic dynamic model containing six DOFs in series (see Figure 51) was implemented in
MATLAB with the mass-to-stiffness ratio, equivalent viscous damping coefficient, and strength
in each DOF as the free parameters for estimation. The unknown parameters of the reduced order
model were obtained by minimizing the difference between input and output time histories (e.g.,
displacement time history). The foundation input and output top story displacement time histories
were used in this technique to compute the unknown parameters. The norm of the time-dependent
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output signal errors was minimized using a combination of gradient-based and simulation
techniques. Best results were obtained by sequentially estimating first the mass-to-stiffness ratios
and equivalent viscous damping coefficients using linear-elastic response in the reduced order
model, followed by the yielding forces. The elasto-plastic model was then linearized and the output
time history was used to recalculate the FFTs and TFs. As a result, the output time history from
the simplified linear model includes estimates of the modal characteristics from the nonlinear
model.

Figure 51. Simplified elasto-plastic dynamic model containing six DOFs in series used in the
system identification technique.
6.1.6

Natural Periods of Proposed Numerical Models

Eigenvalue analyses before the earthquake application were performed to confirm that the
target natural periods were achieved. In OpenSees, only the mass and stiffness matrices are
included in eigenvalue analysis (the damping matrix is not included). Table 14 presents the natural
periods for the three structures analyzed herein. For those models supported on a flexible soil
domain, eigenvalue analyses showed period lengthening on the first mode in relation to those
initial target periods as described in the Structural Modeling section. The results presented in this
chapter show that given the soil conditions and adopted structural configuration, period
lengthening up to 33% was observed in the case of LB-LS and NB-LS. Differences in the first
mode between SSI models (e.g., NB-LS versus NB-NS) are due to the gravity analyses to reach
the initial stress conditions in the soil. LB-NS and NB-NS used the nonlinear PDMY02 which in
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OpenSees the material needs to be updated after the initial elastic gravity analysis to enforce plastic
behavior, and therefore minor initial deformations occurred during the initial gravity analysis. This
leads to a slight modification in the initial natural period of the structure when compared to the
baseline solution (i.e., SSI effects with linear-elastic conditions).
Table 14. Identified natural periods (s) of the structures including SSI effects.
Model
ID.
LB-LS
NB-LS
LB-NS
NB-NS

6.2

1
Mode

S1
2nd
Mode

3
Mode

2.64

0.83

2.41

0.82

st

1
Mode

S2
2nd
Mode

3
Mode

0.51

3.97

1.02

0.51

3.51

1.01

rd

st

1
Mode

S3
2nd
Mode

3rd
Mode

0.61

5.29

1.38

0.82

0.61

4.56

1.36

0.81

rd

st

Effect of Soil-Structure Interaction on the Response of Tall Buildings
6.2.1

Peak Responses for Archetype Tall Buildings

The EDPs considered in this study were the horizontal accelerations, inter-story drifts, and
horizontal displacements. Figure 52 presents computed peak story horizontal accelerations for
building models under each earthquake. The accelerations presented are absolute and not relative
to the input time history. The peak horizontal acceleration responses of the tall building were
highly influenced by the modeling assumptions adopted herein. Linear buildings had larger
acceleration EDPs than the nonlinear buildings since accelerations in the latter were not propagated
higher up in the structure after yielding, mainly localized at the lower stories, occurred. Peak
acceleration responses at the base were triggered by a large first mode contribution during the
earthquake. This explains why nonlinear building had larger acceleration at the base than their
counterpart linear building (i.e., LB-F, LB-LS and LB-NS compared to NB-F, NB-LS, and NBNS).
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Figure 52. Peak horizontal accelerations for each earthquake and building model: a) S1, b) S2,
and c) S3.
The seismic behavior of the analyzed tall building showed how SSI effects generally
increased the peak horizontal acceleration response of the structures when compared to fixed-base
models due to the larger inertial forces in the SSI models (i.e., see SSI models LB-LS, NB-LS,
LB-NS and NB-NS compared to LB-F and NB-F). This is more noticeable for LB-LS and NB-LS
when linear soils were considered in the analyses since accelerations were increased due to the
lack of soil material damping.
When nonlinear soils were modeled, the material damping from the soil decreased the
inertial forces in the structure, leading to smaller accelerations compared to linear soils. Tall
buildings supported on nonlinear soils (LB-NS and NB-NS) had similar base accelerations to the
models with fixed-base conditions, however, a higher mode contribution due to the soil flexibility
changed the distribution of acceleration EDPs over the height of the building. These observations
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are consistent with nonlinear structures even though the response in the top stories remained quite
similar among the tall buildings. From the horizontal acceleration responses, linear building with
fixed-base conditions were not always conservative. Note that LB-F models had the largest
accelerations only for three conditions: S2 for SVL EQ, and S1 and S3 for Superstition Hills EQ,
(i.e., 33% of the cases evaluated herein), which are related to the large Sa at the specific natural
periods of the buildings.
Figure 53 shows the computed peak inter-story drift ratios of the building models for each
earthquake. The inter-story drift profile shows smaller drifts in the first story due to the increased
height of the story. Yielding in the bottom stories of the nonlinear building (NB-F, NB-LS, and
NB-NS) caused larger inter-story drift EDPs when compared to the elastic building (LB-F, LBLS, and LB-NS). For the structural conditions and selected earthquakes, the response in the higher
stories of the linear building tended to be greater than the nonlinear structures. SSI effects
significantly altered the inter-story drift responses on the building due to the additional rocking
contribution from the flexible foundation soils. SSI effects with linear-elastic soils generally
produced larger drift EDPs than the linear fixed-base building and models with nonlinear soil, for
example, see how LB-LS generally has larger drifts than LB-F and LB-NS. For the nonlinear
building (LB-NS and NB-NS) very slight differences were noted in the computed results in spite
of the period lengthening characteristics associated with SSI effects.
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Figure 53. Inter-story drifts for each earthquake and building model: a) S1, b) S2, and c) S3.
Figure 54 presents the peak nodal horizontal displacements of each model and structure for
the set of earthquakes considered. These displacements are absolute, thus horizontal translation
induced by soil mass and displacements due to demands of the structure are accounted for in the
calculation. Horizontal displacements in the linear tall buildings were governed by first mode
responses. Nonlinear building (NB-F, NB-LS, and NB-NS) displacements were characterized by
rigid body movement component with the soil domain after yielding occurs in the bottom stories.
The horizontal translation of the soil domain produced displacements in the bottom stories; thus,
significant horizontal movements were not propagated higher up in the building. Flexible
foundation soils contributed to additional rocking movement in the buildings, increasing the
horizontal absolute displacement EDPs. Rocking movement by the nonlinear soil domain was
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smaller than the induced rocking from the linear soil. Note how smaller are horizontal
displacements of LB-NS and NB-NS compared to LB-LS and NB-LS.

Figure 54. Peak horizontal displacement for each earthquake and building model: a) S1, b) S2,
and c) S3.
An indicator of the seismic behavior of the tall buildings is the ductility ratio shown in
Figure 55. Ductility of linear-elastic structures represents the ability of the tall building to produce
large earthquake-induced displacements. The ductility ratio of nonlinear structures relates whether
yielding has occurred and the amount of inelastic displacement the structure undergoes during the
earthquake. Over the height of the structure, larger inelastic displacements were generated due to
including the soil domain. Over the height of the tall building, ductility demands of nonlinear
building models are larger when including SSI effects than fixed-base condition. This is consistent
with the observations from Carbonari et al. (2012) and Mylonakis and Gazetas (2000) that SSI
may increase the ductility demand in the structures. This latter observation also applied to linear
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buildings, in which the addition of a soil domain increased the ductility demand of the tall building.
The increased ductility values at the top of the buildings are due to the high yield force at the top.

Figure 55. Ductility ratio for each earthquake and building model: a) Structure S1, b) Structure
S2, and c) Structure S3.
Figure 56 shows the peak story shear ratios of each structure under the earthquake
application. Story shear ratios were calculated using the element horizontal forces in the global
system at the end of the elements over the story strength. Therefore, the reported values for linear
structures should be viewed only as a normalization strategy of the computed responses, not
representative of the amount of yielding. Distributions of peak story shear ratios indicate that
yielding occurred in the bottom stories for the nonlinear building (NB-F, NB-LS, and NB-NS) and
higher stories remained elastic (i.e., when story shear ratios are less than one) during the earthquake
application. Story shear ratios in the linear-elastic building reflected the ability of the tall buildings
to mobilize large earthquake-induced shear forces since no yielding occurred in the structural
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elements. The increased story shear ratios at the top of the building were due to the low story
strength at the top as a byproduct of the algorithmic modeling generation, whereas real structures
maintain similar member strengths in the upper stories. Inclusion of SSI effects in linear-elastic
tall building models showed an overall reduction of the story shear force ratios when compared to
the fixed-base conditions (i.e., LB-LS and LB-NS compared to LB-F). This reduction was more
pronounced when including nonlinear soil in the analyses. Modification of shear story ratios in the
nonlinear building due to the SSI effects (i.e., NB-LS and NB-NS in relation to NB-F) seemed
negligible when looking at these peak responses.

Figure 56. Peak story shear ratios for each earthquake and building model: a) S1, b) S2, and
c) S3.
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6.2.2

Influence of Soil-Structure Interaction on Hysteretic Behavior

To understand the role that SSI plays on the hysteretic structural and soil behaviors,
different hysteretic loops were computed. The hysteretic behavior of the first three stories of S1,
S2, and S3 are presented individually in Figure 57. The hysteretic loops relate the recorded shear
force and shear displacement in second DOF of the basic system of the nonlinear building columns
for the SVL earthquake. Note that the first floor was mainly acting as a soft story (or weak story),
reducing the displacement range of the top stories that tend to behave elastically. The effect of the
soft story was also shown in peak horizontal acceleration and displacement profile figures, where
reduced demands were computed at the top stories for the nonlinear buildings.

Figure 57. Hysteretic behaviors of each nonlinear structure model for SVL ground motion:
a) first floor, b) second floor, and c) third floor.
The interaction between the soil and structure systems led to larger hysteretic excursions
when compared to the fixed-base case (i.e., NB-LS compared to NB-F), which is attributed to a
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reduction of the material hysteretic damping in the structure due to the soil flexibility. As the soil
behaved nonlinearly, yielding in structural elements led to smaller shear displacements in the
bottom stories of nonlinear building models when compared to models with linear SSI effects (i.e.,
NB-NS compared to NB-LS). This reduction is attributed to the material damping contributed by
the nonlinear soil. Therefore, the interaction of both nonlinear systems allows a distribution of
energy between the structure and soil, increasing the overall damping. For example, NB-LS
models tend to have larger acceleration and displacement EDPs than NB-NS.
Figure 58 shows the shear stress-strain behavior of a soil element at 0.5 m under the
midspan of the mat foundation for SSI models with nonlinear soil. This stress-strain behavior for
the soil was computed using the cyclic stress ratio (i.e., cyclic shear stress over the initial vertical
effective stress of the soil) and shear strain. The figure shows the ability of the model to
progressively increase the shear deformations as the loading cycles occur. The model properly
accounts for the degradation of the initial shear modulus evidenced by a decrease in the slope of
the hysteretic loops; very noticeable in the linear structure – nonlinear soil case (i.e., LB-NS). The
interaction between both nonlinear systems was significant, in which the soil domain remained
close to the elastic regime (i.e., NB-NS). Elastic behavior in the tall building generated large
demands in the soil (i.e., note that LB-NS has larger hysteretic excursions than NB-NS). This
confirms the energy “tradeoff” between the structure and soil due to the SSI effects which can only
be captured when the soil-structure system is modeled using advanced nonlinear constitutive soils
and structural models. S3 tall building had significant shear displacements in the structural
elements, leading to small shear strains in the soil domain. The opposite behavior is shown for the
S1 tall buildings, where excessive shear strains were computed in the soil, triggered by large
accelerations in the S1 tall buildings.
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Figure 58. Hysteretic behaviors of soils under the mat foundation at a depth of 0.5 m for SVL
ground motion: a) S1, b) S2, and c) S3.
Figure 59 shows the computed hysteretic energy for the nonlinear structural models and
for a 15-m-deep soil column at the center of the mat foundation, computed as the path integral of
force and displacement over the entire earthquake time history. Soil elements below the 15-m were
not included in the calculation since nonlinear behavior was concentrated at the top portion of the
soil domain. As a reference, the hysteretic energy of a free field column (i.e., soil column with no
structure) was included. The interaction of both nonlinear structure and soil is shown in the figure
by means of the computed hysteretic energy. Nonlinear structures with SSI effects were able to
dissipate more hysteretic energy in the bottom stories of the building than those with fixed-base
conditions. Flexibility of the linear and nonlinear soil domain reduced the material damping in the
structure, which is consistent with the observations by Novak and Hifnawy (1983), indicating that
the total structural damping decreases with large shear strains in the soil. This led to larger
computed hysteretic energy in the first, second, and third stories when compared to fixed-base
conditions, thus, including SSI effects in nonlinear buildings increased the shear displacement
range regardless of the earthquake used.
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Figure 59. Hysteretic energy computed for first three floors of each nonlinear structure
(identified by elastic periods) and for a nonlinear soil column in free field and under the mat
foundation for the SVL EQ.
It is interesting how the nonlinear soil reduced the energy dissipated in the structure when
compared to linear soil (i.e., NB-NS compared to NB-LS). This is attributed to the damping
evolution due to yielding in the soil and how both nonlinear soil and structure dissipated the
hysteretic energy of each system. When a linear structure was placed in a nonlinear soil domain
(i.e., LB-NS), hysteretic energy in the soil was increased in relation to nonlinear structure in a
nonlinear soil (i.e., NB-NS) since the structure was not able to dissipate energy. Note that the soil
hysteretic energy of LB-NS is larger than the one computed for a free field column, while soil in
NB-NS has smaller hysteretic energy. This supports the “tradeoff” of energy between both
nonlinear systems, since fixed-base building and free field soil hysteretic energies are highly
modified when both systems interact.

6.2.3

Identification of Period Elongation in Nonlinear Buildings

Natural periods are generally elongated due to nonlinearities in the structure materials.
Figure 60 shows in the left hand-side the period elongation ratio of the first and second vibration
modes due to the nonlinear behavior of the three structures (i.e., S1, S2, and S3) for the entire
length of the SVL forcing function. To compute period elongation ratios, eigenvalue analyses were
used at each time step of the earthquake loading and then normalized with respect to the elastic
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natural periods. The addition of SSI effects to the nonlinear buildings reduced the period
elongation ratio, however contribution from the period lengthening (i.e., increase of natural period
of the building due to soil flexibility) is not shown in the figure. The elongation of natural period
was highly influenced by the frequency content of the earthquake. Higher modes of the buildings
were also elongated during the earthquake.

Figure 60. Period elongation ratios of first and second modes for Loma Prieta SVL EQ: a) S1,
b) S2, and c) S3.
The nonlinear formulation of models NB-F, NB-LS, and NB-NS allows the natural period
ratio to reach as high as 5.5 times the elastic periods during the excitation (i.e., period elongation
of approximately 11 s for NB-F/LB-F for structure S1). It can be noted that nonlinear fixed-base
models (i.e., NB-F/LB-F) had the largest period elongation. Figure 60c shows the smallest period
elongation ratio for structures with elastic natural period of 4 s (i.e., S1 had larger period elongation
than S3). As seen throughout the chapter, accurate modeling of material nonlinearities significantly
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affects the seismic response of structures and soils. It is interesting that nonlinear soils were able
to elongate approximately 1.4 times the natural period of a linear structure (see Figure 60 righthand side LB-NS/LB-LS ratios). As the natural period of the tall building increase, the period
elongation contribution from the nonlinear soil reduced. This is consistent with the computed
hysteretic energies, where the larger the structural natural period, the smaller the hysteretic energy
in the soil domain.

6.2.4

Change of Structural Modal Participation with Soil-Structure Interaction

Modal analyses were performed at each time step during the earthquake application to
obtain the eigenvectors at the nodes of the tall buildings. These eigenvectors contain the system
vibration characteristics of the structures and therefore, modal participation throughout the
earthquake can be computed to assess the contribution of the different modes in the seismic
behavior of the building models.
Figure 61 shows modal participation of the first three modes of the tall buildings. Scatter
bars are shown in the figure to illustrate how modal participation varies throughout the earthquake
application. The modal participation before the earthquake is applied (i.e., solid symbols) shows
an approximate contribution of 80 and 10% of the first and second vibration modes of tall
buildings, respectively. Inclusion of SSI effects slightly increased the second modal participation
in the seismic response of the tall buildings. Note that elastic structures (i.e., LB-F, LB-LS, and
LB-NS) did not have a modification of the natural vibration modes during the earthquake. It is
noticeable how structural nonlinearities caused significant modification of the vibration
characteristics of the soil-structure system; hence, their importance to be included explicitly and
accurately in numerical models. The practical implication of these finding is the correlation of the
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reduced demands in the nonlinear systems and the modification of modal participation. Recall that
ASCE 7-16 (2017b) allows reduction of the structural EDPs when modification in the modal
participation is possible when compared to fixed-base analyses.

Figure 61. Variability in the modal participation for each structure.
Modal participation up to 35% and 30% were computed for the second and third modes,
respectively. This is attributed to the period elongation characteristics of the tall buildings.
However, the peak horizontal acceleration and displacement response profiles presented earlier,
were triggered by the large contribution of the first mode (i.e., up to 97%). The modeling
assumptions are intended to minimize the variability in the higher mode response between S1, S2,
and S3, which can be noted from the small differences in the higher mode participation, as reported
in the figure.

6.2.5

Modification of Period Characteristics of Tall Buildings

Figure 62 presents transfer functions for each model and earthquake. The left-hand side of
Figure 62 shows the TFs for linear structural models. Peaks in the TFs are related to the natural
periods of the structure, thus identification of the first three natural periods of the building models
was possible. For example, the natural period for S1 with fixed-base conditions (i.e., solid black
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lines) was 2 s. Higher vibration modes can also be identified with the TFs; the second and third
periods for S1 were 0.8 and 0.5 s, respectively. For LB-LS, the predominant natural period was
extended due to SSI effects to approximately 2.6 s for S1. This represents a period lengthening
𝑇̃/𝑇 of 1.33 which is the same for S2 and S3 (see Figure 62b and c, respectively). Note that there
is negligible period lengthening in higher modes of the building. LB-LS showed larger period
lengthening in the TFs than LB-NS. LB-NS used the nonlinear PDMY02 soil model, which needs
to be updated before the earthquake is applied to capture plastic behavior, and therefore minor
deformations were computed during the gravity analysis to initialize the stress field.

Figure 62. Transfer functions for linear-elastic structures computed from acceleration responses
and for nonlinear systems computed from system identification analyses: a) S1, b) S2, and c) S3.
The predominant natural periods of the tall building presented earlier in Table 14 from
eigenvalue analyses are the same identified in the TFs. Purely linear-elastic systems did not change
their initial vibration characteristics during the earthquake loading. This is noted in LB-F and LBLS TFs, where curves are smooth and similar for the three earthquakes. Nonlinear soil behavior
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(i.e., LB-NS) highly influenced the computed TFs of the tall buildings by adding more peaks and
irregularities in the curves, demonstrating the frequency-dependent behavior used in the PDMY02
model.
The right-hand side of Figure 62 presents computed TFs of the nonlinear building models.
These TFs for the nonlinear structures were determined as the ratio of the FFT response from
output displacement of the linearized reduced order model over the input displacement time history
FFT response. NB-F models (i.e., fixed-base nonlinear structure model represented with a red
dashed line) had usually smaller first mode periods than models including SSI effects. Higher
vibration modes can also be identified with the TFs from the system identification technique. Peaks
in TFs did not coincide among the earthquakes, because after yielding occurs, nonlinear models
vibrated with the frequency content from the forcing functions.
Equivalent viscous damping ratios of the models were estimated from TFs in the first mode
of the linear structures based on the half-power bandwidth method. LB-F models generally had
the smallest damping ratio due to the fixed-base conditions (i.e., damping ratios of approximately
5%). Linear soils slightly increased the damping ratio of the structure when compared to fixedbase conditions (i.e., damping ratios of approximately 6.5%). Nonlinear soils in the tall buildings
increased the damping ratio of the structural models (i.e., damping ratios of approximately 10%).
This larger damping is attributed to the flexibility of the foundation soils which increased the
nonlinearity and energy dissipation characteristics of supporting soils. Generally, the results
showed equivalent viscous damping increasing with the natural period of the structures.
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6.3

Soil-Structure Interaction Using 3D Analysis

2D structural models do not capture torsion and eccentricity effects of the buildings.
Torsion on a building with irregularities may lead to large drift demands and therefore higher
potential seismic-induced losses. From the soil modeling perspective, drainage patterns, which are
three-dimensional in nature, are not readily captured. Three-dimensional (3D) SSI models are less
common in the technical literature because of the computational time and storage required.
Numerical simulations are developed assuming 3D conditions in the soil and structure using a
direct approach to supersede some of the abovementioned limitations of 2D models.
This section focuses on investigating numerically the interaction between a tall building
model and its supporting foundation soils in a 3D model subjected to bidirectional ground motions.
First, the behavior of linear systems is assessed using linear-elastic formulations for the structure
and supporting soils. Then, nonlinearities are included in the structural model to identify how SSI
affects the seismic performance of tall buildings. Four numerical models are presented to assess
the interaction between soil-structure systems when subjected to bidirectional seismic excitations.
To accomplish this goal, two archetype 30-story building models were developed in OpenSees
(McKenna et al. 2000): one building using linear-elastic structural elements and a second building
using nonlinear-inelastic elements to account for structural nonlinearities.
Building stiffness and mass profiles were algorithmically generated to satisfy prescribed
modes and reach target natural periods of the buildings of 4.0 and 3.5 s, in x and z directions,
respectively. Properties of the 3D structure in the x direction were match to the characteristics and
structural design assigned to the structure S3 models presented in section 6.1.1 (i.e., 4 s 2D tall
building model); thus, similar seismic response is expected. However, the slight differences in the
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response are attributed to the bidirectional effects and influence of the orthogonal elements (i.e.,
elements in z direction) in the building.
Supporting soils were only modeled using linear-elastic material with the soil domain
shown in section 3.4. One earthquake ground motion of wide-range predominant frequency
content was selected to study the broadband content that influences the response of the archetype
building models. Roof displacement and rotation, story shear, peak story horizontal acceleration
and inter-story drift were computed to assess model differences on the computed structural
response.

6.3.1

Ground Motions

Figure 63a shows the selected input ground motion for the analyses. The selected
earthquake (EQ) was the Loma Prieta in 1989 recorded at station Sunnyvale-Colton Ave. (SVL)
with a moment magnitude (Mw) of 6.93. Components 270 and 360 were input in x and z-directions
to account for bidirectional effects in the models. Figure 63b presents the calculated Fourier
amplitude using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of each component of the ground motion time
history. Figure 63c shows the 5% damped pseudo spectral acceleration (Sa) of each component of
the SVL time history. The input time histories were scaled to match the spectral response
acceleration (S1) of 0.4 g at a period of 1.0 s.
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Figure 63. SVL earthquake in both directions to analyze SSI effects: a) input acceleration time
histories, b) Fourier amplitudes, and c) 5% damped spectral response accelerations.
6.3.2

Direct Soil-Structure-Interaction Modeling

A linear-elastic soil domain was assumed in the numerical simulations. The
ElasticIsotropic model properties were derived from the geotechnical field test investigation
program. The linear-elastic material with large stiffness and weightless was also assigned to the
soil domain to simulate a “firm” base condition so that fixed-base assumptions can also be studied
for the proposed tall buildings. Poisson ratios (𝜈) were calculated based on the initial state of
stresses of the soil. Elastic moduli (E) were computed from the shear wave velocity investigation
using classical relationships (i.e., 2𝐺(1 + 𝜈) where 𝐺 is the shear stress based on the Vs
measurements).
Figure 64 presents the finite element 3D discretization of the SSI models developed in
OpenSees. A supporting mat foundation with an approximate thickness of 1.8 m was modeled
using brick elements with linear-elastic concrete material properties. The bottom boundary of the
soil domain was modeled assuming the nodes are fixed against displacements only in the vertical
direction. On the sides, tied degrees of freedom (DOF) were applied to the nodes at the same
elevation, therefore they had the same x and z-direction displacement. Periodic boundary
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conditions were assumed to represent a 1D analysis. At the bottom of the model, two LysmerKuhlemeyer [30] dashpots were utilized in the x and z directions to account for the compliance of
the underlying elastic medium. Ground motions were input to the model in terms of displacement
time histories and using multiple-support excitations (i.e., MultipleSupport in OpenSees). The
prescribed ground motions were input at the dashpots in the corresponding direction.

Figure 64. 3D soil-structure interaction finite element model of the tall building using a direct
approach.
The archetype tall building has 30 stories, two bays in the x-direction and three bays in the
z-direction (i.e., width of 18 m in each side of the building), and an approximate height of 110 m
which represents an aspect ratio of 8. Floors have all the same height (i.e., 3.67 m) except the
bottom story that was selected to have a height of 4.1 m. Consistent building properties and
modeling philosophy were used based on section 6.1.1. A flexible diaphragm was included with
assigned stiff properties to approach a rigid diaphragm. The result was similar to the rigid
diaphragm constraint that enforces equal in-plane deformations for the floors, without the
restriction on the single-point constraints for the master node.
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The realization of each archetype was generated by solving the eigenvalue problem with
an assumed initial mass profile with total weight of 110(nbx+1)(nbz+1)n (in kN), where nb is the
corresponding number of bays in each direction and n is the number of stories. Only a single lateral
degree of freedom was used in each orthogonal direction (i.e., rigid diaphragm assumption), with
the mass at each floor coupling the eigenvalue solution between the two orthogonal frames. As a
result, a tall building archetype with target natural period of 4 s in x-direction and 3.5 s in zdirection were used.
Similar to the 2D tall building models, the column shear DOF stiffness (12EIc/Lc3) and
strength (qc) in each direction were taken from the algorithmic solution directly (with added
overstrength). The column moment DOF stiffness and strength in both directions were obtained
from the shears as EIc/Lc and qcL/2, respectively. Stiffness and strength in columns were changed
in each direction to include stiffness eccentricity in the building design. The girder stiffness
properties were similarly specified from the algorithmic solution. The girder strengths were
obtained assuming the moment strength in the girder is the same as the column, but with the
overstrength removed. The out-of-plane stiffness and strength of the girders were assumed to be
the same as the in-plane properties. Both linear-elastic and nonlinear-inelastic structural models
were assigned same initial building design.
Four models were developed based on the abovementioned modeling assumptions. Two
models correspond to a 30-story building using fixed-base conditions (i.e., LB-F and NB-F), where
LB-F uses linear-elastic buildings and NB-F corresponds to the nonlinear-inelastic buildings. SSI
was included using linear soils, LB-LS and NB-LS, paired with a linear-elastic and nonlinearinelastic structure, respectively. Same model identifiers were used for the 2D building models.
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6.3.3

Ground Motion Bidirectional Effects in Tall Buildings Responses

The bidirectional effects in the tall building responses were studied using time histories of
displacement and story shear. Figure 65 shows the computed story shear in x and z directions at
the base, 15th and 30th story of the tall buildings. These story shears were calculated using the
element horizontal forces in the global system at the end of the elements. Note how the shear
demands in the buildings are larger at base and middle of the building, especially for linear
buildings when compared to the roof responses. Nonlinear buildings had smaller bidirectional
story shear demands than the linear buildings (i.e., compare NB-F and NB-LS to LB-F and LBLS), since yielding occurs in the lower stories and thus large forces were not propagated higher up
in the structure (similar yielding mechanism to the 2D nonlinear-inelastic building models).
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Figure 65. Bidirectional story shear demands at: a)1st story, b) 15th story, and c) 30th story.
Inclusion of SSI in the models, largely affected the bidirectional effects in the tall buildings
due to the additional seismic-induced rocking of the structure from the supporting soil. SSI effects
modified the coupling behavior between both directions of the buildings, generally producing
larger story shears when compared to the fixed-base tall buildings. This behavior cannot be readily
captured in 2D building models since time histories are applied in one direction and there is not
interaction of orthogonal elements.
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Figure 66 shows the computed inter-story drifts in x and z directions at the 30th story of the
tall buildings. Nonlinear buildings had smaller bidirectional drift demands than the linear buildings
(i.e., compare NB-F and NB-LS to LB-F and LB-LS). Inclusion of SSI in the numerical models,
affected the bidirectional drifts in the buildings by generally increasing the inter-story drift
demands in both directions when compared to the fixed-base tall buildings (i.e., compare LB-LS
to LB-F and NB- LS to NB-F).

Figure 66. Bidirectional inter-story drifts at the 30th story.
Figure 67 shows the rotation time histories in degrees at the 30th story of the tall buildings.
These rotations were computed based on x and z-direction movement of a corner column compared
to the rigid diaphragm (i.e., to the middle of the floor plan). Note from the figure the rotation
produced by the bidirectional effects included in the models with values up to 5°. This
demonstrates the torsional effects due to the induced stiffness eccentricity in the building model
design. Nonlinear structures tend to have smaller torsion than linear-elastic tall buildings. Inclusion
of SSI in tall buildings under bidirectional ground motion analyses increased the roof rotation.
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Figure 67. Story rotation at the 30th story: a) linear-elastic buildings and b) nonlinear buildings.
6.3.4

Peak Responses for the Tall Buildings

The EDPs considered are the peak horizontal accelerations and inter-story drifts. Figure
68a presents the computed peak story horizontal accelerations for the models under each direction
of the SVL earthquake. The accelerations presented in the figure are absolute. The differences in
the acceleration demands between both directions are based on the natural period and the
earthquake component used. In the z-direction, larger accelerations were computed than in xdirection. Recall that the target natural period in z-direction of the building is 3.5 s, which
corresponded to a larger pseudo-acceleration than the 4 s in the x-direction in the forcing function
spectrum. LB-F and LB-LS buildings had larger horizontal acceleration than NB-F and NB-LS
buildings, since accelerations in the nonlinear buildings were propagated toward the top of the
structure after yielding. Computed yielding was mainly concentrated at the base of the buildings.
Note how SSI affects the peak acceleration profile in both directions. Generally, SSI increases the
acceleration response in the tall buildings in both directions when compared to fixed-base models
(i.e., compare SSI models LB-LS and NB-LS versus LB-F and NB-F).
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Figure 68. Engineering demand parameter profiles in each direction for the tall buildings; a) peak
horizontal accelerations and b) inter-story drifts.
Figure 68b presents the computed inter-story drifts for each direction of the SVL
earthquake. Linear buildings produced larger inter-story drifts toward the top of the structure than
nonlinear buildings (i.e., compare NB-F and NB-LS versus LB-F and LB-LS). This is attributed
to the material yielding in the lower stories in the nonlinear buildings. The directional effects are
also shown in the figure, where the computed peak responses are larger in the z-direction of the
building. SSI effects significantly altered the inter-story drift responses of the building due to the
additional rocking arising from the flexible foundation soils. SSI effects generally produced larger
drift demands than the linear fixed-base buildings. Compared to the EDPs presented in section
6.2.1 for the 2D building, specifically the structure S3, the seismic response of the 3D tall building
in the x direction has minor differences in terms of horizontal acceleration and interstory drifts
since same design and natural periods were assumed.
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7

EFFECTS OF STRUCTURAL MODELING ON SOIL DEMANDS OF
TALL BUILDINGS WITH SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION
EFFECTS
Inelastic dynamic analyses of buildings are widely used by researchers and practitioners in

the structural community, but often those analyses are decoupled from highly nonlinear-inelasticanisotropic dynamic responses of the supporting soils. The direct coupled response of the soilstructural system is quite different when seismic excitations cause structural members to deform
significantly beyond the elastic range. Structural yielding modifies the distribution of engineering
demand parameters (EDPs) along the building height under large earthquake demands. Thus, the
level of structural modeling sophistication depends on the expected demands and nonlinearities in
the structural system (NIST 2017). While approximating the structural system as linear-elastic is
reasonable for some centrifuge applications in geotechnical engineering [e.g., Dashti et al. (2010b)
and Karimi and Dashti (2016)], nonlinear inelastic analyses including soil-structure interaction
(SSI) effects become paramount when assessing the structural response of tall buildings subjected
to large levels of displacement-controlled mechanisms and plastic deformations.

7.1

Ground Motions

Figure 69a shows the acceleration traces of eight earthquake time histories selected for the
analyses. Loma Prieta SVL earthquake is highlighted (i.e., solid black line) in the figure since it is
the time history with the largest pseudo spectral acceleration (Sa) close to the first vibration mode
of a 30-story building. The selected earthquakes were also scaled to match the spectral response
acceleration (S1) of 0.4 g at a period of 1.0 s to match the anchor point on the design spectrum.
This was done to have consistent seismic input into all the building models. The selection of those
earthquakes was based on their wide variation in intensities, spectral content, significant duration,
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and amplitude-frequency characteristics. Figure 69b presents the Arias Intensity (AI) evolution
with time for each ground motion, with final AI values from approximately 0.5 to 3.0 m/s (i.e.,
Kobe YAE and Superstition Hills WLA, respectively). Figure 69c shows the 5% damped Sa for
each time history. Note the wide variation in spectral content that will excite the dynamic SSI
models in multiple modes. Figure 69d presents the Fourier amplitude by means of the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of each ground motion.

Figure 69. Selected earthquakes to analyze dynamic SSI effects: a) input acceleration time
histories, b) Arias Intensity, c) 5% damped spectral response accelerations, and d) Fourier
amplitudes.
Table 15 shows the selected horizontal acceleration time histories from the PEER ground
motion database after scaling amplitude of the earthquakes. The table lists the station and
component used and their characteristics after scaling, such as moment magnitude (Mw), faulting
mechanism, peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak ground displacement (PGD), predominant
period (Tp), and significant duration between the 5 and 95% (D5-95). These properties were
computed after the scaling process to match an anchor point on the design spectrum of the raw
data extracted from the PEER database. Note the wide variation in the D5-95 values (i.e., between
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8.2 and 44.2 s). Buildings with large natural periods require motions with significant duration to
generate an important response in stiffness degradation (PEER TBI 2017). When referring to
specific earthquakes, the abbreviation of the station name is used.
Table 15. Selected horizontal earthquake acceleration time histories from PEER ground motion
database.
Earthquake

NGA
Record

Loma Prieta

806

Kobe Japan

1121

Superstition
Hills-02

729

Chi-Chi

1199

Imperial
Valley-06

171

San
Fernando

68

Landers

850

Hector Mine

1762

Station
[Component used]
Sunnyvale - Colton
Ave. (SVL) [270]
Yae (YAE) [000]
Imperial Valley
Wildlife Liquefaction
Array (WLA) [090]
CHY032 [East]
El Centro - Meloland
Geot. Array (EMO)
[000]
LA - Hollywood
Stor. FF (LAH) [90]
Desert Hot Springs
(DSP) [000]
Amboy (ABY) [090]

7.2

PGA
(g)

PGD
(m)

Tp
(s)

D595 (s)

0.32

0.29

0.29

25.3

0.14

0.07

0.82

44.2

Strike slip

0.36

0.45

0.13

35.8

7.62

Reverse
oblique

0.30

0.17

0.64

43.9

1979

6.53

Strike slip

0.29

0.33

0.68

8.2

1971

6.61

Reverse

0.36

0.25

0.18

13.4

1992

7.28

Strike slip

0.30

0.14

0.18

31.6

1999

7.13

Strike slip

0.31

0.23

0.12

26.6

Year

Mw

Mechanism

1989

6.93

1995

6.9

Reverse
oblique
Strike slip

1987

6.54

1999

Soil-Structure Interaction Modeling
7.2.1

Direct Approach Modeling

The use of a direct approach, as defined by NIST (2012), was used to represent the tall
building supported on a mat foundation in a soil continuum. Figure 70 presents the twodimensional SSI finite element model and structural elements used for nonlinear-inelasticdegrading building (NIDB) models. The soil domain was modeled using nine-node quadrilateral
elements (i.e., 9_4_QuadUP elements in OpenSees) capable of simulating the dynamic response
of solid-fluid fully-coupled material based on the Biot (1962) theory for porous media. Modeling
assumptions on boundary conditions, earthquake application, mat foundation, and connectivity
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between soil and foundation, are presented in Chapter 6. The PDMY03 material model was used
to represent the nonlinear response of the soil. Constitutive soil parameters used on the analyses
can be found in Chapter 3.

Figure 70. Soil-structure interaction finite element model of the tall building using a direct
approach.
As proposed by NEHRP (2010), at the bottom left corner of the model, a LysmerKuhlemeyer (1969) dashpot was utilized to account for the compliance of the underlying elastic
medium. Displacement time histories were input to the model using multiple-support excitations
(i.e., MultipleSupport in OpenSees). This approach allows a freely upward and lateral propagation
of the seismic waves. Uniform excitation was not used since the acceleration is applied to all nodes
in the direction of the forcing function, which is no longer representative when yielding occurs in
the soil elements.
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7.2.2

Structural Modeling

The structure was modeled following two approaches: linear-elastic and nonlinearinelastic-degrading building models, referred throughout the chapter as LEB and NIDB,
respectively. Building properties and design assumptions can be found in section 6.1.1. However,
the mass profile with total weight of 6.0(nb1 nb2 bw1 bw2 n) (in kN, where nb1 and nb2 are the number
of bays in x and y directions assuming 2 bays out-of-plane; bw1 and bw2 are the width of the bays
in both directions; and n is the number of stories) was assumed in this chapter. As a result, an
effective average seismic floor pressure of approximately 7.0 kPa per story was defined in the
simulations.
A fixed-base first natural period of 3.1 s was the assumed target for the tall building. This
was defined using equation 12.8-7 by ASCE 7-16 (i.e., 𝑇 = 0.0724ℎ0.8; where ℎ is the height of
the building in meters) for a SMRF. The story stiffnesses were obtained by solution of the symbolic
eigenvalue problem such that the maximum inter-story drift was lower than 2% for the target
fundamental period 𝑇. When adding the soil domain, consisting of predominantly competent
alluvium deposits, this 30-story three-bay tall building slightly lengthened its natural period to
approximately 3.45 s (i.e., flexible base period, 𝑇̃, computed with eigenvalue analyses in OpenSees
and verified with transfer functions). This represents an 11% of period lengthening (i.e., 𝑇̃/𝑇 =
1.11).
The LEB model was developed using the mass and stiffness properties from the
abovementioned algorithmic solution assigned to elasticBeamColumn elements for columns and
girders. The NIDB model used the same mass and stiffness profile for the elastic range and was
developed using nonlinear link elements (i.e., twoNodeLink elements, see Figure 70), which were
used to define the nonlinear shear force-deformation and moment-rotation relationships
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independently for the girders and columns. These relationships were defined following the
nonlinear procedure proposed by ASCE 41-17 (2017a) for fully restrained moment frames. This
procedure proposed a material with a degrading stiffness or strength backbone after a post-yielding
hardening. PEER TBI (2017) strongly recommends the use of this procedure to define the
nonlinear-inelastic-degrading material as it provides the most realistic response. The two basic
DOFs in the elements of NIDB structures were calibrated to produce the equivalent flexural
stiffness and strength similar from a beam-column element.
To avoid numerical instabilities, the post-capping stiffness was reduced following
proposed modifications (i.e., C-E instead of C-D-E in reference to Figure 71a) by Lignos et al.
(2015). In addition, a residual strength beyond point E (i.e., residual force Fr) at large deformations
was assumed in this chapter to avoid numerical instabilities during the simulations. Deformations
or rotations, and forces or moments were estimated following relationships presented in ASCE 4117 for columns and beams.

Figure 71. Structural element response: a) monotonic and cyclic (in the element basic shear
DOF) responses of a column in the first story for NIDB models; and b) degradation of secant
stiffness (in the element basic shear DOF) for the NIDB models.
Figure 71b shows the monotonic and cyclic shear force and shear deformation in second
DOF of the basic system (see Figure 5) of a column located in the first story of the tall building.
The elastic and nonlinear structural element responses are presented in the figure. The elastic
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portion was modeled with an initial stiffness up to the yielding point (i.e., circle symbol labeled as
“onset of structural yielding”). Then, for NIDB models, a material hardening of 1.5% was
computed until the capping point (i.e., square symbol labeled as “‘max. structural shear force”).
For the column response at the first story in the basic DOF, the yielding and capping shear forces
were 341 and 412 kN, respectively. The cyclic response shows how the tangent stiffness is
degraded as shear deformations in the basic DOF increased. Figure 71c presents the secant stiffness
degradation curve as the shear deformations in the basic DOF increases in the elements of the
NIDB models. The secant stiffness degradation is computed as the ratio of the NIDB stiffness to
the LEB stiffness (i.e., kNIDB/kLEB). Observe the sudden stiffness degradation in the post-yielding
hardening zone of the structural element until the capping point is reached.
Beyond the hysteretic damping contributed by the cyclic response of the nonlinear soil and
structural materials, supplemental mass and committed stiffness-proportional Rayleigh damping
was added to the model to account for damping at small strain values of the soil and structural
elements. The committed stiffness proportional term was used to avoid issues with overdamping
after yielding (Chopra and McKenna 2016). The coefficients were calibrated based on a 5%
equivalent viscous damping at the first two natural periods of the soil and structure independently.
Eigenvalue analyses were used to estimate natural period of each system by modeling them
independently (i.e., free field for the soil domain and fixed-base for the tall buildings).

7.3
7.3.1

Soil-Structure Interaction Modeling Results

Structural Demands for the Archetype Tall Building

Structural EDPs were initially considered to quantify differences between both structural
modeling approaches including the nonlinear soil domain. Figure 72 shows the computed peak
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profile responses in terms of horizontal accelerations, inter-story drifts, and horizontal
displacements for the building models subjected to each earthquake. Computed accelerations and
displacements are absolute and not relative to the input time history. The computed distribution of
seismic EDPs is highly influenced by the structural modeling assumptions, where columns and
beams for NIDB models were allowed to develop plastic deformations during the earthquake.
Yielding mainly occurred in the columns of bottom stories and all the girders in the NIDB models
as expected by the realistic design assumed herein.

Figure 72. Peak responses for a) LEB models and b) NIDB models.
Horizontal acceleration profiles for the LEB were larger than the NIDB models mainly in
the middle and top stories since accelerations in the latter modeling approach were not propagated
up the structure after yielding in the basic DOF of the bottom-story columns occurred. Material
hysteretic damping in the NIDB models due to plastic deformations in the elements increased
system damping, which contributed to reduced acceleration demands in the models. The horizontal
acceleration distribution along the building height is larger for the SVL earthquake (i.e., solid black
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line) than the average response profile since Sa of the SVL ground motion at the natural period of
the structure is large for the LEB models. For NIDB models, acceleration profiles are quite similar
regardless of the earthquake. This finding supports the statement by NIST (2017) that elastic
analyses are sufficient to estimate acceleration responses in LEB models. However, this may
overestimate the computed losses and retrofitting plans of nonstructural components and
acceleration-sensitive equipment in the building caused by large horizontal accelerations.
Yielding at the columns of bottom stories in NIDB models caused larger asymmetric interstory drifts compared to LEB models. However, in the middle and top stories, drifts remained
small for the inelastic building models even though yielding in girders occurred. For both LEB
and NIDB models, SVL produced larger demands compared to the average drift profile among the
earthquakes (i.e., solid black line demands beyond blue and red average profiles). The WLA
ground motion produced the largest inter-story drifts for the NIDB models. Those two earthquakes
also produced the largest peak horizontal displacements along the building due to the large Sa at
the flexible period of the structure, Sa(𝑇̃), and PGD values. Since those displacements are absolute,
the horizontal translation induced by the supporting soil mass and structural displacement demands
are both accounted for in the calculation. The horizontal displacements in the elastic tall building
models were governed by first vibration mode responses triggered by the Sa(𝑇̃) values of the
earthquakes. NIDB displacements were characterized by rigid body movements with the soil
domain after yielding occurred in the bottom stories. The horizontal translation of the soil domain
produced displacements in the bottom stories; thus, significant horizontal movements were not
propagated higher up in the building.
NIDB models can significantly elongate their vibration periods after hysteretic behavior of
the structural elements caused material yielding (Udwadia and Trifunac 1973; Katsanos and Sextos
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2015). To compute period elongation ratios, eigenvalue analyses were used at each time step of
the earthquake loading. In this study, NIDB models elongated their vibration period up to 4.8 times
its natural period (i.e., vibration period values up to 17.8 s throughout the earthquake). Sa is
directly correlated to peak EDPs of NIDB models due to the elongation of the structural vibration
periods after yielding occurs.
Figure 73 shows residual horizontal displacements and inter-story drifts (i.e., permanent
building deformation and drifts post-earthquake) for both LEB and NIDB models. LEB models
supported in nonlinear-inelastic soil continuum tend to return to their original undeformed shape
at the end of the ground motion. However, earthquakes such as WLA and SVL produced
permanent displacements in the LEB models. This is attributed to a residual rotation of the mat
foundation (i.e., differential settlements). NIDB models sustained pronounced permanent
displacements and drifts after the end of the earthquake due to the cumulative plastic excursions
in the structural elements. Ground motions WLA and SVL produced large residual horizontal
relative displacements and inter-story drifts which provide insight into the potential degree of
sustained damage in the building. The importance of accurately modeling nonlinear structural
response is very noticeable in Figure 73. Residual inter-story drifts are widely used as EDPs to
determine the possibility of demolishing the building after an earthquake (Ramirez and Miranda
2009; Molina Hutt et al. 2016). According to Ramirez and Miranda (2012), a residual inter-story
drift of 1.5% would imply a 50% probability of the building being demolished. In this study,
residual inter-story drifts up to 1.7% were computed for the NIDB models.
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Figure 73. Residual horizontal displacements and inter-story drifts for a) LEB models and
b) NIDB models.
7.3.2

Soil Demands

Vertical displacement (i.e., settlement) time histories at the midspan of the mat foundation
are presented in Figure 74 to understand the role of NIDB structural modeling in the computed
dynamic demands of the soil. Maximum settlements of 19 mm and 16 mm were computed for LEB
and NIDB models, respectively. For all earthquakes, LEB models generated larger settlements
than the corresponding NIDB models. Large settlements in the LEB models were mainly driven
by overestimation of seismic-induced rocking motions (i.e., rotational motions of the buildings) as
a result of the large peak horizontal displacements. Settlements in the NIDB are smaller than those
in the LEB models since the structure has the ability to increase the hysteretic behavior and absorb
part of the earthquake-induced demands. However, significant settlements were computed for
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NIDB models due to the reduction of the effective vertical stress in the supporting soils due to the
seismic-induced shear stresses. More realistic seismic SSI response of the soil-structure system
can be reached using NIDB models. The shape of the settlement time histories resembles the AI
time history (compare Figure 69b and Figure 74). This was also reported for low-rise buildings in
liquefiable soils (Dashti et al. 2010a).

Figure 74. Settlement time histories at midspan of mat foundation a) LEB models and b) NIDB
model; maximum cumulative inter-story drift and settlement time histories for c) Loma Prieta
SVL earthquake and d) Superstition Hills WLA earthquake.
Figure 74 also shows the results of two reference points that were tracked during the
hysteretic cycles of the first story structural members: onset of structural yielding and maximum
structural shear force in the basic DOF (see Figure 71 for reference). Those points provide insight
into the evolution of forces in the structure as settlements occurred. Presence of differential
settlements may lead to large axial forces in NIDB models causing yielding in the girders, however
the shear exchange between both systems drives the observed soil demands. Large loads are
transferred to the soil for the LEB models since the force-deformation relationship is linear. For
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NIDB models, shear forces in the basic DOF keep increasing at the onset of structural yielding of
the columns (i.e., circle marker also indicating the onset of material hardening) but at a reduced
material stiffness until the maximum structural shear force in the basic DOF of the columns (i.e.,
square marker) is reached. Differences in the computed settlements in the soil increase as the
structure columns pass through yielding and capping point in the basic DOF. After the onset of
structural yielding is reached, stiffness decays in the structure allowing for more deformations to
take place.
Figure 74c and d present the settlement time histories and maximum cumulative inter-story
drift values between both LEB and NIDB models for SVL and WLA earthquakes, respectively.
EDPs such as building inter-story drifts and settlements in the soils are highly related to potential
structural damages when an earthquake strikes. Shapes of settlements and maximum cumulative
inter-story drift time histories are closely correlated as shear forces in the basic DOF of the columns
increase. NIDB models were able to compute larger maximum cumulative inter-story drifts than
LEB models, which reduced the computed settlements. This behavior was particularly noticeable
after the maximum structural shear force in the basic DOF of the columns was reached.
Figure 75 presents stress path responses for a soil element located at the midspan under the
mat foundation. for both LEB and NIDB models of the SVL earthquake. This stress path behavior
for the soil was defined in terms of the cyclic stress ratio (CSR) (i.e., cyclic shear stress over the
initial vertical effective stress of the soil) and the variation of the effective vertical stress during
the earthquake and normalized by the initial effective overburden stress of the soil. Figure 75 also
shows the results of two reference points that were tracked during the hysteretic cycles of the NIDB
first story: onset of structural yielding and maximum structural shear force. The critical state line
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(CSL) is shown in the figure to study how close the seismic soil behavior is to failure and illustrate
the reduction of the effective stress.

Figure 75. Soil stress paths computed under the midspan of mat foundation for the SVL
earthquake: a) LEB model and b) NIDB model.
Time-dependent rotation of the supporting mat foundation was computed for each
earthquake and plotted versus settlements in Figure 76. LEB models generated larger settlements
and rotations than NIDB models for all earthquakes. Foundation rotation is associated with the
rocking of the tall buildings which may lead to significant settlements. Yielding in the NIDB
models produced a lack of force transfer to the mat foundation which resulted in significantly
smaller rocking motions (i.e., rotation motion) of the tall building than those computed using LEB
models. Figure 76 also shows the onset of structural yielding and maximum structural shear force
in the basic DOF of the columns. When yielding is reached in the bottom story columns,
settlements for both LEB and NIDB models deviate from each other. During the material
hardening stage, both LEB and NIDB models have small foundation rotations. However, when
seismic-induced demands are not further transmitted to the soil by the NIDB models (i.e.,
maximum structural shear force in the basic DOF of the columns has been reached), rocking
motions in the building models are limited. Seismic demands in terms of settlement-rotation
responses in the LEB models kept increasing unrealistically.
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Figure 76. Settlement-rotation response of the supporting mat foundation for each earthquake in
relation to the earthquake characteristics.
The earthquake characteristics played an important role in the computed settlementrotation response of the building models. Figure 76 also shows a bubble plot of the earthquake
characteristics to illustrate the main differences in the selected time histories in terms of: shaking
intensity rate (SIR), AI, PGD, peak ground velocity (PGV), PGA, Sa(𝑇̃), and Sa at the estimated
natural period of the soil [i.e., (Sa(𝑇𝑠 )]. The numbers represent the largest value for each specific
earthquake characteristic. It was found that AI and PGD played the most important role in the
settlement magnitudes. Negligible influence was found between the settlement-rotation behavior
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with peak ground measures (i.e., PGV and PGA). For example, the PGA for the LAH ground
motion is the largest among the analyzed earthquakes (i.e., 0.4 g) but since its AI is small, the
settlement-rotation response of buildings do not represent the worst condition. Sa(𝑇̃) was found to
have a large impact in the earthquake-induced rotations, especially for LEB models. Observe how
SVL and WLA Sa(𝑇̃) values are the largest among the earthquakes, thus the settlement-rotation
response of the LEB models under those time histories is significantly larger than any other
earthquake. Conversely, note how small the Sa(𝑇) values are and thus the computed rotation of
the LEB models for both YAE and DSP ground motions. Those intuitive relationships between
the ground motion characteristics and elastic models are disrupted when nonlinear-inelasticdegrading structural behaviors are properly accounted for in the SSI analysis.
Figure 77a shows the vertical stress time histories for two points under the mat foundation
(i.e., left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand side (RHS) corners) for the SVL ground motion and both
LEB and NIDB models. Figure 77b shows the horizontal displacement time history computed at
the top of the building models. As the LEB model oscillates around the centerline, numerous cycles
of compressive and tensile stresses are generated underneath the mat foundation reducing the
vertical effective stress in the soil (see Figure 75) and causing large settlements. This cyclicality
of vertical stresses is not as pronounced for the NIDB models after the columns of the structure
reach their maximum structural shear force in the basic DOF. Computed building rocking motion
is small in the NIDB models causing less ratcheting and mobilization of shear strength in the
supporting soils.
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Figure 77. Seismic-induced settlement mechanisms due to the SVL earthquake a) variation of
vertical stresses in soil and b) horizontal displacement on top of the building.
However, as shown in Figure 75, seismic-induced shear stresses slightly reduced the
effective vertical stress in the soil for NIDB models. Seismic-induced settlement mechanisms of
low-rise structures supported on liquefiable sands have been studied by Dashti and Bray (2013).
Those mechanisms are also driven by the building rocking motion and are grouped in volumetricand deviatoric-induced settlements. Settlements of the studied building models were primarily
deviatoric: due to the SSI-induced cyclic loading near the edges of the mat foundation and strength
loss in the supporting soil. Tall buildings tend to be more displacement-controlled and considering
nonlinear-inelastic response is key for the accurate and realistic computation of seismic-induced
settlement-rotation demands. LEB models tend to overpredict the soil response since the
supporting soil is the only component in the SSI system capable of dissipating seismic-induced
energy.
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7.3.3

Hysteretic Energy in Supporting Soils

Hysteretic energy in the soil increases at large strain levels as a product of nonlinearinelastic soil behavior. Figure 78 shows a typical computed hysteretic energy profile generated for
the SVL earthquake for the SSI models and for free-field conditions using a 40-m-deep soil column
at the midspan of the mat foundation. The energy was computed as the path integral of shear stressstrain hysteretic behavior over the entire earthquake time history. Only the energy corresponding
to SVL is shown, but minimum and maximum values of hysteretic energy for all ground motions
considered are shown at the top of the figure.

Figure 78. Typical hysteretic energy profile computed for the SVL earthquake for free-field
conditions and SSI building models.
Figure 79 shows the hysteretic soil behavior for free-field conditions and SSI models used
to compute these profiles. The figure shows the ability of the constitutive soil model to
progressively increase the shear deformations as the loading cycles occur. The PDMY03 model
properly accounted for the degradation of the initial soil shear modulus evidenced by a decrease
in the slope of the hysteretic loops. SSI models produced larger hysteretic energy profiles than
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those corresponding to free-field conditions. Larger hysteretic energy in the soil was computed for
LEB than NIDB models, since the hysteretic response of linear-elastic structural elements is
negligible. NIDB models were able to dissipate seismic-induced energy at the bottom stories
because of the inclusion of nonlinear structural stiffness degradation at large shear deformations
which reduced the nonlinear superstructure-to-soil tradeoff of hysteretic energy. This tradeoff of
energy between both nonlinear systems reduced demands in the structure and soil. The distribution
of energy between the NIDB soil-structure system and the contribution from the material hysteretic
damping increases the overall damping of the system. This can only be captured when the coupled
soil-structure system is modeled using advanced nonlinear constitutive models for soils and
structural members. The computed hysteretic energy in the soil largely depends on the structural
modeling assumptions since both soil and structural systems interact. These effects are reduced
with depth.

Figure 79. Hysteretic behaviors of soils computed at different depths for the SVL earthquake for
free-field conditions and SSI building models.
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7.4

Parametric Variation of the Aspect Ratio

A parametric variation of the structural aspect ratio is conducted by modifying the width
of the building to study the effect of NIDB structural modeling on the computed soil demands. In
the previous sections, a three-bay 30-story building (H/B = 4.1) and elastic 𝑇 = 3.1𝑠 was adopted.
Numerical models for one, two, three, and five bay buildings corresponding to aspect ratios of
12.2, 6.1, 4.1, and 2.4 are presented in this section, respectively. 𝑇 of the buildings was kept
constant regardless of the increase in the number of bays based on ASCE 7-16 equation. Adding
more bays in the structures required an increase in story mass to achieve the same code period and
to obtain the same dynamic behavior of the building assuming fixed-base conditions. However,
the presented models include SSI effects and changes in the dynamic behavior are attributed to the
period lengthening and modification of the first vibration mode. The models were adjusted to
maintain the same maximum seismic-induced contact pressure in the soil continuum. 𝑇𝑠 of the soil
was verified through eigenvalue analyses and transfer functions to remain constant (i.e., 𝑇𝑠 = 0.31
s). 𝑇̃/𝑇 is highly influenced by the structural geometric configuration; slender buildings
characterized by large aspect ratios tend to increase period lengthening ratios. Buildings with H/B
values of 12.2, 6.1, 4.1, and 2.4 have computed 𝑇̃/𝑇 values of 1.45, 1.28, 1.11, and 1.05,
respectively. These 𝑇̃/𝑇 values were computed for LEB models and verified with transfer
functions and eigenvalue analyses.
Figure 80 presents a total of 64 numerical simulation results of computed maximum
settlements and maximum rotations for both LEB and NIDB models for each earthquake.
Computed settlements and rotations tend to increase with the aspect ratio and period lengthening.
Observe that slender LEB and NIDB models with SSI have larger settlements and rotation
demands than structures with small H/B ratios. This is attributed to changes in the distribution of
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structural demands and an increase of building rotation due to the period lengthening in the models
producing large shear strains and strength reduction in the nonlinear soil. Period lengthening or
aspect ratios provide only an indication of the development of settlement-rotation demands in the
soil and structures.

Figure 80. LEB and NIDB models for selected aspect ratios: a) computed settlements and b)
maximum rotation.
Computed settlements versus maximum peak horizontal accelerations and displacements
for both LEB and NIDB models are presented in Figure 81a-b for the proposed aspect ratios. These
structural demands were obtained by computing the maximum acceleration/displacement over the
height of the building. Observe the wide scatter LEB models display for the accelerations and
displacements in relation to settlements (i.e., see datapoints with blue stars in Figure 81a-b).
Conversely, NIDB models reduce that scatter, especially for the maximum peak horizontal
displacement demands (i.e., there is a significant reduction of structural and soil demands when
using NIDB models). Even though settlements for NIDB models increase in relation to large
accelerations, the correlation between maximum peak horizontal acceleration demands and
settlements seem to be negligible for LEB and NIDB models for the considered aspect ratios.
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Figure 81. Structural demands influencing settlements for LEB and NIDB models and for
selected aspect ratios: a) maximum peak horizontal accelerations, b) maximum peak horizontal
displacements, and c) vectors of maximum peak horizontal acceleration and displacements.
Figure 81c presents a vector plot of the variation of structural demands based on the
building modeling assumption (either LEB or NIDB with SSI) for the considered aspect ratios.
Tails and heads of vectors represent the computed results using LEB and NIDB models,
respectively. The vector orientations toward the bottom-left of the figure represent the reduction
in structural demands when NIDB models are conducted instead of overly simplistic LEB models.
This is shown herein to identify the importance of the relative reduction of EDPs when using NIDB
models as opposed to LEB models regardless of the number of bays used in the tall buildings. The
reduction of computed structural EDPs due to the energy tradeoff between both nonlinear-inelastic
systems is still crucial for different geometric configurations of the tall buildings. The use of NIDB
models including SSI effects reduced an average of 55% and 20% of maximum peak horizontal
displacements and accelerations, respectively, when compared to LEB models. These relative
changes in the EDP quantities are illustrated by the vector orientation which indicates the
inadequacy of modeling a displacement-controlled problem using LEB models regardless the
aspect ratio used in the tall buildings.
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Peak horizontal displacements computed only at the top of the buildings and relative to the
base are presented for LEB and NIDB models and for different aspect ratios in Figure 82a. Peak
horizontal displacement values (circled 3 in the figure) up to 1.2 m and 0.55 m were computed for
LEB and NIDB models, respectively. Observe how the largest settlements were computed for
slender LEB and NIDB models (i.e., models with large aspect ratios). Settlements for building
models with smaller aspect ratios were quite similar regardless of the computed peak horizontal
displacements in the structure. This is attributed to a reduction of rocking motion in the tall
buildings with small H/B ratios.

Figure 82. a) Maximum building horizontal displacement in relation to settlements, b) flexural
and rigid body displacements for LEB and NIDB models for the considered aspect ratios, c)
schematic representation of the peak horizontal displacements and its components in relation to
initial shape.
Conceptually, the peak horizontal displacement results from two components that are
schematically shown in Figure 82c: i) seismic-induced rigid body displacements due to the rotation
of the supporting mat foundation (circled 1 in the figure) and ii) seismic-induced flexural
displacements due to the limited flexural stiffness of the tall building (circled 2 in the figure).
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Figure 82b shows the rigid body and flexural displacement components for both LEB and NIDB
models for the evaluated aspect ratios. Flexural displacements of the tall buildings were computed
subtracting the rigid body displacement to the peak horizontal displacement at the top of the
building. The addition of more bays in the tall buildings (i.e., reduction of H/B ratios) significantly
reduced the rigid body displacements in the structure, especially in the LEB models, which
supports the calculation of small values of seismic-induced settlements. In contrast, slender models
(i.e., tall buildings with large H/B ratios), significantly reduced the flexural displacement of the
buildings and increased the rigid body displacements induced by rocking motions. Large values of
period lengthening in slender buildings increased the seismic-induced rotations. This explains why
the computed settlements for the building models increase with the H/B ratios.
Flexural displacements were found to be the main contributing factor to the peak horizontal
displacements at the top of the building relative to the base for both LEB and NIDB models,
especially for buildings with small H/B values. For NIDB models, rigid body displacements during
the earthquake are significantly reduced, mainly for buildings with small H/B values, which
confirms that computed building rocking motions are limited. Thus, the computed settlements in
the models were driven by the effective vertical stress reduction (as shown in Figure 75) and
mobilization of shear strains in the soil. The presence of rigid body displacements in LEB models
along with the reduction of effective vertical stress in the supporting soils are directly related to
the magnitude of computed settlements. Recall from Figure 77 that cycles of compression and
tension stresses in the supporting soils were created by seismic-induced rigid body displacements
of the building that caused rotations at the mat foundation level.
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8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
8.1

Summary

The results from numerical simulations of archetype tall buildings on mat foundations
including SSI effects were presented. Numerical models were performed using OpenSees. A
characterization of the soils present at downtown Los Angeles was summarized based on Standard
Penetration Tests (SPT), Cone Penetration Tests (CPT) and shear wave velocity soundings (Vs)
based on information publicly available. Four main layers were identified from field test as Fills,
Qal1, Qal2, and silts. The regional geology and seismic activity were also summarized to identify
geologic features and potential liquefaction in downtown Los Angeles.
The behavior of the typical soils found in Los Angeles was evaluated using linear-elastic
soils and pressure-dependent-multi-yield-surface (PDMY02-03) constitutive models in OpenSees.
The soil parameters were computed using field test and laboratory measurements. Additional
parameters controlling the cyclic behavior were selected based on previous studies and
recommended values contained in the OpenSees manual.
Free field analyses using OpenSees and DeepSoil were performed to evaluate the onedimensional response of the soil domain. In DeepSoil, the equivalent linear and nonlinear
methodologies were used. Ground horizontal acceleration and spectrum analyses were estimated
to compare the seismic response between finite element and classical approaches (i.e., OpenSees
and DeepSoil, respectively). Analyses to define a suitable soil domain to avoid boundary effects
and achieve less computational time for the numerical simulations were performed.
SSI effects analyses using classical methods (i.e., substructure approach) and direct
approach were performed. The direct approach was modeled considering explicitly the soil domain
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in a finite element framework. Fixed-base models were also developed to compare engineering
demand parameters (EDPs) to those models including SSI. Linear-elastic and nonlinear-inelastic
tall building models were developed to assess the behavior of the soil-structure system. Different
target periods (i.e., 2, 3 and 4 s) were assigned to the structural models.
Under several earthquake time histories, SSI effects were evaluated using seismic
performance metrics and EDP profiles, such as: inter-story drift ratios, peak story horizontal
accelerations, peak horizontal displacements, story shear ratios and ductility, shear wall rotations,
peak relative building displacements, settlements, and foundation rotations. Hysteretic energy was
computed to understand the role of the interacting nonlinear soil-structure system. Eigenvalues
and eigenvectors were computed to assess the period elongation due to evolution of nonlinearity
and modal participations in the seismic response. Transfer functions were computed to identify
modal characteristics of the tall buildings. System identification techniques were performed to
represent nonlinear building responses by a reduced order linear model.
Earthquake-induced losses and repair time were estimated for the linear-elastic tall building
model using the direct approach. Additionally, a shear wall was included in the loss estimation
using a shear-flexure interaction multiple-vertical-line-element model (SFI-MVLEM). A
parametric variation of the soil profile and aspect ratio of the building were performed to assess
its contribution to the seismic response of the tall buildings. Nonlinear-inelastic behaviors were
considered to assess the influence in the seismic behavior of the soil-structure model and how both
systems interact. Numerical simulations were performed to assess the implication of nonlinearinelastic-degrading structural modeling in the dynamic response of the SSI system.
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8.2

Conclusions

Considering SSI effects on the seismic response of tall buildings is desirable to avoid
unrealistic predictions of earthquake-induced EDPs. The computed seismic response of tall
buildings was affected by the inclusion of SSI effects regardless of the adopted SSI modeling
approach. The seismic response of soils is oversimplified by considering lumped spring-dashpot
systems to model strength and stiffness reduction (softening) and damping evolution
characteristics of most soils. Coupled soil-foundation-structure interaction models using robust
constitutive soil formulations have the potential to overcome these deficiencies, nowadays at a
very affordable computational cost.
The addition of SSI effects and the lack of a lateral load-resisting shear wall system in a
tall building triggered larger losses when compared to other fixed-base models. It is recommended
to consider SSI effects in tall buildings to avoid underestimation of earthquake-induced direct
losses. Inter-story drift- and plastic rotation-sensitive structural components dominated the
computed median losses regardless of the adopted building model for strong earthquakes. Small
intensity earthquakes produced damage mostly to nonstructural components as computed with the
median losses. By adding a shear wall system to the tall building, inter-story drifts reduced but
peak horizontal accelerations increased. This combined effect caused a general decrease of total
direct losses, but an increase of nonstructural damage in relation to tall buildings without a lateral
load-resisting shear wall system.
Nonlinear-inelastic building models generally had smaller accelerations and displacement
EDPs than linear-elastic buildings, given the structural assumptions and earthquakes chosen
herein. Peak acceleration responses at the base were governed by the first mode. This explains why
nonlinear buildings had larger accelerations at the base than their counterpart linear buildings.
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Yielding in the bottom stories of the nonlinear buildings allowed larger inter-story drift demands
when compared to linear-elastic buildings. Additionally, yielding prevented the propagation of
large accelerations to the top stories and reduced the horizontal displacement demands in the
building models. Linear structures on nonlinear soils produced larger shear strains in the soil, due
to the inability of the structure to absorb energy. Linear-elastic SSI effects generally increased the
peak acceleration and displacement profiles of the structures directly related to larger inertial
forces in the SSI models. Material damping from the nonlinear soils reduced the accelerations and
displacements in the buildings compared to linear-elastic soil models. Results from nonlinear soils
with linear-elastic structures showed period elongations in the linear structure attributed to the
plastic deformations of the soil.
Hysteretic energy responses showed how energy was exchanged between the structure and
the soil depending on the modeling assumptions. The interaction between the nonlinear soil and
linear-elastic structure systems led to larger hysteretic excursions when compared to fixed-base
structures. Additionally, linear-elastic models led to larger hysteretic excursions in the soil than
those computed with nonlinear-inelastic-degrading building models. This is attributed to a
reduction of the material damping in the structure caused by the soil flexibility.
Seismic demands in the supporting soils were largely affected by the structural modeling
assumptions adopted herein. Linear-elastic building models significantly overestimated the
computed settlements when compared to the those obtained with nonlinear-inelastic-degrading
building models. This behavior was mainly attributed to overestimation of seismic-induced
rocking motions in linear-elastic building models as a result of the large peak horizontal
displacements in the building. Linear-elastic building models induced large compression and
tension stress cycles in the soil due to the excessive rocking motion in the tall buildings. Yielding
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in the bottom columns in the nonlinear-inelastic-degrading building models produced a lack of
force transfer to the mat foundation preventing excessive rocking in the tall building.
Presence of differential settlements produced large axial forces in the building which led
to yielding in the girders of the nonlinear-inelastic-degrading structure, however the shear
exchange between both systems was the main driver of the computed soil demands. Computed
settlements for both linear-elastic and nonlinear-inelastic-degrading building models were
attributed to the SSI-induced cyclic loading behavior near the edges of the mat foundation and
strength loss in the supporting soil.
Large values of aspect ratios and period lengthening of the structures increased the
computed settlements and building rotations. The use of nonlinear-inelastic-degrading building
models significantly reduced the maximum peak structural displacements regardless of the
building aspect ratio. Rigid body and flexural displacements are significantly reduced in the
nonlinear-inelastic-degrading building models with SSI effects. Addition of bays in the structures
reduced the computed period lengthening and the rigid body displacements due to rocking motions
in the buildings. However, rocking may not be the main cause of seismic-induced settlements but
the effective vertical stress reduction due to the seismic-induced shear stresses in the soil.

8.3

Recommendations for Future Research Work

The recommendations for future research work are related to extend the applications
presented in this research. In particular, the following research topics can be evaluated:
•

The mat foundation used in this dissertation to support the buildings was assumed
to be in contact with the ground surface. It is recommended to parametrically vary
the foundation embedment depth to assess the seismic performance of tall buildings
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under different foundation conditions and depths. Additionally, the effects of
interfaces between the foundation and soil needs to be further studied.
•

Even though analyses on the mode participation of the structure were performed in
Chapter 6, it is recommended to evaluate the direct influence of SSI in higher mode
participation of tall buildings. This may be achieved by forcing the building to
behave in a target nth vibration mode and compute the soil response. Building
performance can be computed as a combination of responses via parametric
analyses.

•

Period lengthening was computed for all the building models developed herein. In
this dissertation, given the soil conditions and adopted structural configuration,
period lengthening up to 33% seems plausible for the tall building models. It is
recommended to further study this, since flexibility of the soil domain by using a
direct approach have significant effects in the seismic behavior of tall buildings and
previous studies have stated that the effects of SSI in tall buildings can be neglected.

•

The 3D analyses performed in this study on tall buildings using a fully-coupled
soil-structure system requires further study to assess SSI effects in tall buildings.
Realistic soil-foundation-structure modeling representation is recommended for
complex models to better understand the influence of torsion and bidirectional
effects in tall buildings with SSI effects which can be only captured in a 3D model.

•

Nonlinear-inelastic soil and structural materials can significantly increase the
vibration period of the structures during an earthquake as shown in Chapter 6.
Previous studies have stated that the effects of SSI can be neglected when
estimating the structural period elongation; however, it was shown that nonlinear160

inelastic soils can even elongate the vibration period of a linear structure. This
requires further study to assess SSI effects in period elongation in buildings.
•

Liquefiable soils were not included in this dissertation. It is considered that
liquefiable soils may significantly impact the seismic performance of buildings.
Previous studies have evaluated liquefaction-induced settlements and damages in
mainly low-rise buildings. Further studies are required to assess the liquefactioninduced changes in the seismic behavior of mid-rise and tall buildings in either mat
foundations or deep foundations.

•

The computed economic losses did not include the contribution from the soilinduced damages due to the lack of fragility functions related to the soil behavior.
Larger losses than those computed herein are expected since settlements can affect
structural and nonstructural building components. Further studies are required to
expand fragility functions containing soil-induced damages to compute more
accurately economical losses.
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